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PREFACE 

This text is the outgrowth of notes prepared by 

the author, and the publication of this material 

in book form is the result of many requests that 

it be put into a more convenient and permanent 

form. 

This is not another book on machine-tool 

operation, as theie are many good works avail¬ 

able on that subject, but rather a presentation of 

material that is lu'lpful to the student pursuing a 

course in engineering sliop j)ractice. The very 

nature and diversitj^ of the material are such 

that theie must be some lack of continuity. A 

group of 10 experiments is provided and serves 

as a valuable method of instruction when the 

recpiired ecpiipment is available. 

The author is sincerely grateful to the follow¬ 

ing iniblishers and manufacturers for their per¬ 

mission to rise material from their publications: 

The Industrial Ihrss, McGraw-Hill Publishing 

Company, Inc., Ibown & Sharpe ^lanufactur- 

ing (k)mpany, South Ihmd Lathe Works, and 

The Taft-Peirce Manufacturing Company. 

He also wishevs to express his appreciation to 

his students for their criticism and suggestions. 

Otis Benedict, Jr. 
Brooklyn, N.Y., 

Auffttstf ld44. 
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CIlAFrUR I 

CHISELS AH> FILES 

MiichinistV chisels are generally made of f-in. 
octagonal tool st(‘el and are about 8 in. long when 

new, although for d(‘licate work they are some¬ 

times inad(‘ of ^-in. steel. 

The Flat Chisel.—The flat chisel (Fig. 1) is 

tap(*red and flatteiual about one-third its length 

to th(' cutting edg(‘, which is about thick on 
th(* J-in. steel, and proportionally thinner on 

siuallcu- stc‘i‘l. The flat chisel should be forged 

about iV, in, wid(‘r at the cutting end and may 
1k‘ wider when used on soft metals. It will pay 

to grind the chis(d to a sharper angle for the 

softer materials, a 30-deg. included angle being 

about right for l)abbitt metal, h'ad, and copper. 

For chii)ping brass and reasonably soft cast iron 

45 deg. will answer, while for average steel, 

60 deg. wouKl be about right. 
The experienced Avorkman will not require a 

gauge to test the chisel angle, but common angles 

may be conveniently measured (by those who 

prefer) by using a gauge. Thus the chisel for 

steel may be tested by a center gauge. 
1 
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The flat chisel should be so ground that the 
center line CL in Fig. I will bisect the angle of 
the cutting edge, or angle A. Looking at the 
other view, the eiul of the chisel may be siiuare 
with the center line or slightly rounded as at R, 

A fault that tlu' beginner is very likely to fall 
into is that of grinding the extn‘ine end at an 

angle with the flat sid(‘s, as at KF in Fig. 1; the 
line formed at FF should, of course*, be* ])arallel 
with the sid(*s and the two facets at 1) should be 
(luite flat. 

The Cape Chisel.—All that has l)<M*n .said 
r(*spc?cting the flat chisel applies eepially well to 

the cafKj chisel (Fig. 2), except that the sides at 
right angles to the cutting edge are narrower than 
the shank (octagonal part), and that the sides at 
right angles to these are spread wider where they 
join the shank. The caije chis(*l will cut up some 
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ugly cai)ers if not properly forged and ground. 
If not made narrower at AB than at GH (Fig. 2), 

it will, when the corners wear dull or tapering at 
67/, wedge and possil)ly break open a frail piece 
in which it is being used to cut a slot. Referring 
to the end view, if the sides IJ are not ground 
approximately at right angles with KL, the chisel 
will twist and hang and cannot be accurately 
guided in a slot or a keyway. 

The Uses of Flat and Cape Chisels.—The flat 
chisel is used principally on flat surfaces, but it is 
also used for general chipping. If we have a 

light cut to take from a metal surface, we use the 
flat chisel. If we are to cut i in. deep or deeper, 

it is best to precede the flat chisel by grooves cut 
with the cape chisel. 

The distance between these grooves should be 

less than the width of the flat chisel, thus leaving 

on narrow strips to be chipped by the latter. 
This method is used in chipping broad surfaces, 

but it is unnecessary when the area is quite small. 
The surface shown in Fig. 3 represents this pre¬ 
paratory grooving with the cape chisel; the inter¬ 
vening strips are to be cut away with the flat 

chisel. 
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There are other uses of the cape chisel than 

that just described. It is used for cutting key- 
Avays in shafts, pulleys, gears, etc., and also for 
cutting slots. 

Smooth Chipping.—For chipping, the chisel 
should not he held near the cutting end, but near 
the head. To do smooth work it is necessary to 
maintain a constant inclination of the chisel to 
the surface being chipped. The proper inclina¬ 
tion is easily determined during the first few 
blows of the hammer. If the angle is too great, 
the chisel will cut too deep; if too small, th(' chis('I 

soon ceases to cut. The smalk'r th(^ angle 
between the center line of the chised and the sur¬ 
face of the work within proper limitations, the 

more effective* tlu' hamiiK'r blows; consetpiently 
a greater amount of work is accomplislu'd. 

The chisel should be kept well up against the 

shouldi'r formed by the cut. When the chis(d 
approaches tlie edge of a surfa(*e, it should b(^ 
reversed, or a cut tak(‘n at right angles to the 
preceding cut. Otherwise the (Mlg(' of th(^ 

metal, esiH?cially if it is cast iron, is likely to be 

broken. 
Precautions in Grinding the Chisel.—No mat¬ 

ter how carc*fully th<‘ chisel may be t(‘mperc‘d, it 
may be softcaied in a few minutes by overheating 
the ('dge at the grinding wheel. To avoid this, a 

constant flow of wat(*r must be dir(*ct(‘d to the 
point of the chisel wluai grinding it. (Irinding 
the temper from a chisel is a common fault with 
beginners, and sometimes they l)otch tladr work 

by attempting to use chisels in this condition. 
Files.—A file (Fig. 1) may l>e defined as a bar 

of tool steel pointed at one end to receive a 
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laridle and having cutting edges or teeth extend¬ 
ing from near the handle to the opposite end. 

Classification of Files.—There is a bewildering 
an*ay of nanu's, sha]ios, and peculiarities con¬ 
nected with the subject of files. We shall con- 
sid(‘r only a f( \v of them: 

1. Single-cut. 
a. Rough. 
h. Coarse, 

c. Bastard. 
fL Second-cut. 
c. Smooth. 

2. Doubl('-cut. 
a. Coarse, 
h, Ihistard. 
c. Second-cut. 
(L Smooth. 
c. Dead-smooth. 

IL Rasps. 
a. Coarse. 
1), Bastard, 
c. Second-cut. 
(L Smooth. 

Single-cut files have one series of teeth; double¬ 
cut files have a second series cut diagonally across 
the first series. Files are cut with a kind of 
chisel-edged tool. Rasps are cut with a pointed 
l)unch. The teeth rasos are therefore dis- 
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connected cutting points, rather than continuous 
cutting edges. 

Pitch of Teeth.—The terms rough, coarse, 
bastard, second-cut, etc., refer to the j)itch of the 
teeth, or degree of fineness, the coarsest being 
about 20 and the finest about 120 to the inch. 
It is important to ol)serve, however, that tlies(^ 

terms do not, independently of the length of the 
file, definitely express the number of teeth per 

4 in. 10 in. 
Fig. 5.—Hand ha.stard file. iCourttny of Xichohon File 

CurnfHiny, \tw York.) 

inch for a given file. They ratlu'r indicate the 
range of ])itches for a given nominal cut. To 

express the pit(*h definitely, the l(*ngth of the file 
must be coupl(‘d with the name of th(‘ cut. Thus 
wlani we speak of the bastard file*, we ref(M* to a 

subclass of files, the pitches of which vary within 
certain limits as the length of the file varies. 
But wh(*n we speak of a 12-in. bastard we mean 

a file having a definite number of teeth per lineal 
inch. Figures 5 shows the difference in pitch due 
to th(‘ dilTerence in length between the longest 
and shortest files of the same cut. To avoid 
confusion, which lias often arisen, one should 

note that the terms double-cut and s(icond-cut 
are not synonymous. One should also remember 
that, as distinguish(*d from double-cut, which 
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refers to a file having two courses of chisel cuts 

crossing each other, single-cut means one course 

of teeth. 

Convexity of Files.—Most files are made with 

the faces slightly curved lengthwise or bellied. 

There are good reasons for this. If when filing 

a broad surface all the teeth were in contact, it 

would re(iuire too much pressure downward to 

make the file l)ite as well as forward to make it 

cut. This would mean practically double work 

and also make it more difficult to control the file. 

If the face of the file were straight to produce a 

flat surface, every part of the stroke would have 

to be perfectly straight. This is impossible. 

Notk.—An old file does not readily take hold 

of brass and cast iron, and it is proper to start 

a new file on these and other cast metals, except 

cast surfac(‘s. After the extreme points of the 

tiM'th are dull(‘d somewhat, the file may be used 

on fibrous mat (‘Hals such as steel and wrought 

iron. 

Oil may be n'lnoved from a file by filling the 

teeth with chalk and then brushing the chalk out 

with a file brush. 

In filing work having two plane surfaces at 

right angles it is sometimes necessary to file one 

surface without cutting the other. For this pur¬ 

pose, we use a file having one blank side or edge. 

Such files are called ‘^safe-edge'' files, and they 

may be purchased from dealers. 

The files most used in the machine shop are 

the hand file, pillar file, mill file, equaling file, 

and the round file. 
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CUTTING SPEEDS 

Cutting tools aro esscuitially wedgos that aro 
iisocl to roinovo oxcoss mat (‘rial. This ('x(*('ss 

material must be removed as rapidly and its 
economically as possible, and at th(‘ same tinier 

a surface must be prodiurd, the gradi^ of finish 

depending on the i)lace where the ))art or artich? 
is to be used. 

In order to fulfill the above conditions, c(‘r(ain 

factors must be tak(‘n into (*onsid('ration. Some 
of the.se factors are 

1. Kind of cutting material. 

2. Kind of material to b(‘ machined. 
3. Size and sluipe of mat (‘rial to be ma(*hine(l. 

4. Shap(?s of cutting tools, cutting angh's, 

ci(‘arance angl(‘s, angl(‘s of sid(‘ rake or back rake. 

5. Itate of r(*moval of mat(‘rial. 

a. Cutting sp(‘ed. 

b. Feed. 
c. Depth of cut. 

In gen(‘ral, thr following rul(*s apply: 

For heavy roughing cuts, use slow spe(Kls and 

heavy feeds. 

For light finishing cuts, use fast speeds and 
light fecids. 

The harder tlu^ material to be machined^ tl^ 

largc^ theTjuttm^ angliHu support the 

cutting edge. * An increase of the cutling angle 
9 
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usually results in smaller clearance and rake 
anf?l(\s. As the matcu’ial decreases in hardness, 

the clearance and rake angles are increased, giv¬ 

ing a smalU'r cutting angle to the tool and hence 
a much kec^ner cutting tool. 

No hard and fast rules can be laid down for 

speeds and f(*(Hls, ])ut those cutting speeds given 

in Table I, page 201, are representative of good 
practice. 

The cutting speed is usually considered as a 

constant, tlu'refore the following general state¬ 
ment holds tnie. 

If the diameter of the work is decreased, the 

rc'volutions p(‘r minute (r.p.rn.) Avill be increased. 
If the diameter of the work is increased, the 

r.i).m. will l)c decreased. 

The cutting action is much the same, whether 
it takes i)lace in the lathe when turning or boring, 

in tlu* drill press Avhen drilling, or in the milling 

machiiK' when milling. 
In the removal of the surplus material by the 

cutting tool, h(ait is generated. Some of the heat 

passes into the metal, and some of it is absorbed 

by the cutting tool. 

If the rate of removal is such that the heat 
generated causes the cutting tool to lose its hard- 

iH'ss, it ceases to cut and may be made useless as 

a cutting tool thereafter. Many cutting tools 

are ruined by being operated at too high a speed. 

When metal is cut in a lathe arranged to vary 

the sp(‘ed 1 or 2 r.p.rn. at a time, the speed can 

be incn'ased until the heat generated in cutting 

will cause the cutting tool to lose its hardness, 

and cutting will cease. 
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If the diameter of the work and its speed are 
recorded when the cutting tool loses its hardness, 

the cutting speed at which the tool failed can be 
calculated. 

In practice, a cutting speed would be used 
somewhat lower than that at which the tool 
failed. 

The cutting speed of a tool is the distance in 
feet that the tool point cuts in 1 min. If the 
point of a lathe tool (Fig. 0) cuts 60 ft., measured 

around the circumference of the work turned in 

the lathe, in 1 min., the cutting spcc‘d is said to 
be GO ft. per min. (see Tabi(» I). 

On the planer and shapcu*, the cutting speed is 
the length of cut that would be taken in 1 min. 
Thus, if 15 sec. (or } min.) is required to take a 

cut 10 ft. long, in I min. the cut would be 4 X 10, 
or 40 ft. The length of the cut is 40 ft. in 1 min., 
and the cutting speed is 40 ft. jx'r min. 

When drilling a hole in the drill pn^ss, the 
cutting speed is the numl)er of feet that the outer 
corners of the cutting edges travel in 1 min. 

LathCt Boring Mill, and Drill Press.—The 
problems in cutting speeds in the lathe or boring 
mill are divided into two groups. 

1. To Find the Culling Speed.—The diameter 
of the work and the number of revolutions that 
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the work makes in Die lathe or boring mill are 
known. What is the cutting spcM^d? 

A brass rod 2 in. in diameter is to be turned in 
the lathe. By counting the number of revolu¬ 
tions of the spindle by means of a speed indicator 
(Fig. 7) it is found that the work revolves 200 
r.p.m. To find the cutting speed, the circumfer- 

Em. 7.— {From Brotni d' Sharjw Manufacturing Company.) 

ence is first oon\puted and changed to feet. The 
circumference in inches is 2 X 3.1410 = 0.2832, 

and 0.2832 ^ 12 = 0.5230, the circumference in 
feet, or the distance ])assed over by the tool point 
for each revolution. During 200 revolutions, the 
distance pas.sed over is 200 X 0.5230 = 104.72 ft., 
which is the cutting speed in feet per minute. 

The formula for this calculation is written 

Cutting speed in feet per minute 
diameter of work in inches X 3.1410 

X r.p.m. (1) 

If == cutting speed in feet per minute, 
D = diameter of work in inches, and N = r.p.m., 

this equation can be written 

D X 3.1410 
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If in this formula D = diamrtt'r of work or 

diametor of bored or drilled hole in inclu's, tlu^ 

e(|iuition can he used to find the eultin^ speinls 

for drills and boring tools. 

(If the cut taken on a piece being tununl is 

deep in proportion to the diameter of tlu‘ work, 

it is preferable in calculations for tlu' cutting 

speed and r.p.m. to consider th(‘ mean diam(*t.<u* 

of the cut instead of the outsid(‘ dianu'tca* of tli(‘ 

work and use tlu' value for the nu'an diametia* in 

the ruh's and ecpiations gi\’(‘n. Wduai tla* out¬ 

side diameter and th(‘ depth of th(‘ cut an‘ known, 

the mean diametta* (apials the outside diameter 

minus the d<‘pth of tlu' cut.) 

2. To Tirol the IlrirrlntiiOis jn r Mintth nj the 

Wot'k.—Th(' diameter of tla^ work turiu’d in 

the lathe (Fig. b) or in the* boring mill and the 

re(iuir(*d cutting s])(*<*d an* known. How many 

r.j).m. should the* work make*? 

The <liame*te*r of the* work is given as 3 in., and 

a cutting sp(*(*d of 10 ft. p<*r min. is reepiiied. 

Finel the spee*d (r.p.m.) of the* work. \\ he*n the* 

diame*ter eif the* work is known, its e in*umfe*n*ne*e* 

eepials the* diame'te'r time*.s 3.1 11 (i. The*re*fon* the* 

circumference* e)f the* work is 

3 X 3.1 no = 0.12 IS in 

(0.43 in. is ne*ar e*nough for e*ale*ulations of this 

kind). Fe)r e*ach reve)lution of the* work, the* 

length e)f its e*ircumfe*re*ne*e* passe*s the toeil peiint 

once; thus fe>r e*ach reve>lution a length of 0.13 in. 

passes the? teK)l. As the e'utting spe*e*d is always 

expressed in f(*et, thej le*ng1h 0.13 in. sheiulel also 

be expressed in feet. This is de)ne* by dividing 

by 12; thus, 9.43 4- 12 = ().7S() ft., the*. cire*um- 
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fercnco of the work. Now the qucRtion is, how 
many revolutions, each eciual to 0.786 ft., does 
it rcMiuire to get a ontting speed of 40 ft.? The 
answer is obtained by dividing 40 by 0.780. 
The result of this division is 50.9, and 50.9 is the 
nHiuinnl number of r.p.m. to give a cutting speed 
of 10 ft. i)er min. In practice, 51 revolutions 
would 1)(' used. 

Tlu‘ formula for this calculation is written 

R.p.m. = 

cutting s])(‘(‘d in feet per minute 

(<liaui(‘t(‘r of work in in<*lu‘s X 3.1410) -f- 12 

Using th(‘ sani(‘ l(‘tt(‘rs to d(‘not(' the quantities 

in this formula as in tkp (2), the formula can be 

writt(*n 

Y- .-_= .4. 
“ {D X a.l nc.) -4-12 DX 3.14l() W 

If inst('a(l of turnitiK work 3 in. in cliamoter, 

it is rc(iuirc(l to horn a iioU' 3 in. in diameter 

Vi<i. 8. t'an 9- 

(Fift. 8) and the same cutting speed of 40 ft. per 
min. is required, the calculation for the r.p.m. is 

carried out in tlu' same manner as abov’C. Equa¬ 
tions (3) and (4) arc useil, except that in the 
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formulas we write diameter of the bored hole 
in inches’^ instead of “diameter of the work in 
inches/^ 

For work done in the drill press, Eqs. (3) and 
(4) can also be used by substituting “diameter 
of hole to be drilled in inches” for “diameter of 
work in inches” (Fig. 9). 

Thus, if /) = dianuder of the work to be turned 
or diamet(*r of the hole to be bored or drilled in 
inches, then l^is. (3) and (4) apply to turned, 
bored, or drilh'd work. 

Milling-machine Cutters.—In the milling ma¬ 
chine, the milling cutter (Fig. 10) is usually 
mounted on an arbor and rotates. The cutting 
si>eeds of milling cutters can be calculated when 
the diamet(‘r of the cutter and the r.p.m. are 
known. It is nc^cessary to find the cutting speed 
in feet per minute for a cutter 4 in. in diameter 
that makes 50 r.p.m. 

To find the cutting s|^eed in feet per minute, 
first find the circumference of the cutter; thus, 
4 X 3.14l() = 12.5004, or 12.0 in. Change this 

to feet; thus, 12.0 12 = 1.05 ft. Since the 
cutter makes 50 r.p.m., the cutting speed is 
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50 times the circumference, or 50 X 1.05 = 52.5 
ft. per min. 

If, in Eq. (2), Z) = diameter of cutter, this 
formula can be used to find the cutting speed of 
milling cutters. 

If the cutting speed of a cutter is given and 
its diameter known, the number of revolutions 
(r.p.m.) at which it should be run can be found 
by lOq. (4). In this case, D is the diameter of 
the milling cutter in inches. 

The Planer.—In the planer the platen is given 
a reciprocating motion. The speed at which the 
platen returns when the cutting stroke is com¬ 
pleted is usually two or more times the cutting 
spc*ed. When the return speed is twice as fast 
{IS the cutting speed, the ratio of the return speed 
to the cutting speed is said to be 2 to 1. When 
the return spi‘ed is three times as fast as the cut¬ 
ting spec'd, the ratio between the speeds is 3 to 1. 
Th(*se ratios are usually designtited 2, 3, etc. If 
tlu* return sjumuI is (»() ft. {ind the cutting speed 
30 ft. per min., tlu' ratio is 2, while, if the return 
speed is 00 ft. per inin., the ratio is 3. When 
the length of the cutting stroke, the number of 
strok(‘s per minute, and the ratio of the speeds 
are known, the cutting speed and the return 
speed C{in be ciilcuhited. The length of the 
stroke c{in be mctisured and the number of 
strokes ])er minute can be counted. For long 
strokes, the time recpiired for the cutting stroke 

and the return stroke can be determined with a 
stop clock. The ratio of the return speed to the 
cutting H|K'ed is determined by the design of the 
planer. Thus the cutting speed and the return 
speed of a planer can be rt'adily determined. 
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The number of strokes is six, the length of the 
cutting stroke is 4 ft., and the ratio of the return 
speed to the cutting speed is 3. The time 
required for the platen to make one complete 
stroke (cutting stroke plus return stroke) is i min. 
In ^ min., the platen travels 4 ft. in cutting and 
4 ft. in returning. Its rate of travel in cutting is 
not 4 ft. in « min. but greater than 4 ft. in J min. 
If no return stroke were to take place, the platen 
would travel 4 ft. plus ^ X 4 ft., or a total of 
4 + 1^ = 5^ ft. (The return stroke takes place 
in one-third the time of the cutting stroke.) 
Thus, the platen travels at the rate of 5^ ft. in 
i min., and the true cutting speed is 5^ ft. per 
stroke. The numl)er of strokes per minute of 
the platen times th(‘ true cutting sj)(‘(‘d j)er stroke' 
equals the cutting speed of the planc'r in feet per 
minute; thus, 0 X 5^ = 32 ft. per min. cutting 
speed. 

The formula for the cutting speed for the 
planer can b(' written 

Cutting speed in feet per minute 
= number of strok(‘s per minute 

X ^l(‘ngth of stroke in fe(‘t 

^ length of stroke 
' ratio of r(4urn speed to cutting speed 

If 5 = cutting speed in feet per minute, 
N = number of strokes per minute, L = length 
of stroke in h^et, and P = ratio of the return 
speed to the cutting speed, this formula can be 
written 

s = Nx(r. + p) (6) 
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The return speed in feet per minute can be 
found by multiplying the cutting speed by the 
ratio of the return speed to the cutting speed. 
The cutting speed from Eq. (0) is 32 ft. per min. 
and the ratio is 3. Thus, 3 X 32 = 96 ft. per 
min. return speed. 

If R = return speed in feet per minute, the 
formula for return speed can be Avritten 

R = S X P (7) 

In Eqs. (5), (6), and (7), the time lost in 
reversing is not consid(‘red. 

The numb('r of strokes ]X'r minute can be 
found when the cutting speed, return speed, and 
length of stroke are known. 

Given a cutting speed of 32 ft. per min., the 
length of stroke 4 ft., and the ratio of the return 
speed to the cutting speed as 3, find the number 
of strokes per minute. 

This pr()l)lem can solved in two ways:, 
1. The ratio of the return speed to the cutting 

speed is 3; thus, the return si)eed is three times 
the cutting specnl, or 90 ft. per min. As the 
length of the cutting stroke is 4 ft. and the 
cutting speed is 32 ft. per min., the tiine neces¬ 
sary to complete one forward stroke is ecpial to 
4 32 == I min. 

In a like manner, the time for one return stroke 
is 4 90 = iihn. 

The time for one complete stroke, therefore, 
is s + = ifV, or I min. The number of 
strokes per minute is obtained by finding how 
many times ^ is contained in 1 min., or by 
dividing 1 by thus, 1 -r = 0, the number of 
strokes per minute. 
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In the above calculation, the time lost at the 
moment of reversal is not considered,' and the 
formula can be written as follows: 

N = 
1_ 

L , L 
S R 

(8) 

where N = number of strokes per minute. 
L = length of stroke, ft. 
S = cutting speed, ft. per min. 
R = return speed, ft. per min. 
P = R/Sy ratio of return speed to cutting 

speed. 
2. When the formula for cutting speed 

S = .V X (l + 

is solved for N, we get 

Substituting the proper values from above in this 
formula, we have 

N = 
32 

4 + ^ 
32 

= 6 strokes per minute. 

The Crank Shaper.—The cutting tool in the 
crank shaper is given a reciprocating motion by 
means of a crank arrangement built into the 
shaper. 

In Fig. 11, the path of the crankpin is repre¬ 
sented by the circle. The arc C represents the 
drive for the forward, or cutting, stroke of the 
cutting tool, and arc R represents the return 
stroke. To find the cutting speed in feet per 
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minute, when the length of stroke in inches and 
the number of strokes per minute are known, 
proceed as follows. 

The length of the stroke is 18 in. and the 
number of strokes per min¬ 
ute is 30. When the cutting 
tool travels a distance of 18 
in., the crankpin will have 
traveled the arc C, or three- 
fifths of a revolution. In 
one-fifth of a revolution of 
the crankpin, the cutting tool 
will travel 6 in., and in five- 
fifths (or one revolution) the tool will travel 5 X 
() in., or 30 in. 

From Fig. 11, we know that the tool travels 
18 in. for one revolution of the crankpin. But 
the tool would travel 30 in. if it moved forward 
only, when the crankpin makes one revolution. 
This same result can be obtained by multiplying 
the length of the stroke by the reciprocal of the 
part of a revolution of the crankpin required to 
produce the forward movement of the tool; 
thus, ^ X 18 = 30 in. Changing this to feet, 
30 -f- 12 = I, or 2J- ft. Since the cutting tool 
makes 30 strokes per minute, the cutting speed 
is thirty time's the number of feet per stroke, or 

30 X 2i = 75 ft. 
This calculation is expressed by the formula 

Cutting speed in feet per minute 
length of stroke in inches 

5 
X number of strokes per minute X g (9) 
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If S = cutting speed in feet per minute, 
L = length of stroke in inches, and N = number 
of strokes per minute, the formula can be 
written 

S = ~XJVx| ’ (10) 

In Fig. 11, the arc R represents two-fifths of a 
revolution of the erankpin. Thus, the ratio of 

the return speed to the cutting speed is 

I 3^2 
3 11 
2 1 ^ 

or 11 to 1 

Thus, if the ratio P equals 11, the cutting speod 
can b(' found by using Fa\. (G). 

•s . A- X (i. + i) 

= 30 X (u + Ij) 

= 30 X (l-i + 1) 
= 30 X 2^ 
= 75 

The numlx'r of strokes per minute can be 

found when the length of the stroke; and the cut¬ 
ting speed in feet per minute are known. The 

length of the stroke is 18 in., and the cutting 
speed in feet per minute is 75. Divide the length 
of the stroke in inches by 12 to change to feet; 

thus, 18 12 = 11 ft. The length of the stroke 
in feet times the fraction f will give the feet cut 
in one stroke; thus, 11 X 1 = 21 ft. The num¬ 
ber of strokes per minute is found by dividing 
the cutting speed in feet per minute by the feet 
cut in one stroke; thus, 75 21 = 30 strokes 
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This calculation can be expressed by the 
formula 

No. of strokes per min. 

_ cutting speed, ft. per min. 

/length of stroke, in. 5\ 
V 12 ^ 

(11) 

Using the same letters to denote the quantities 
in this formula as in Kq. (10), we may write 

N = 
S _ 

12 ^ 3 

(12) 

Problems 

\ 1. Find the cutting speed for turning a brass rod 
11 in. in diameter running at 252 r.p.m. S 2 ^ 

2. A piece of tool steel 11 in. in diameter is turned 
ill a lathe. Find the r.p.m. to give a cutting speed of 
40 ft. per min. \' N ' 

3. Find the r.p.m. to turn a 14-in.-diameter cast- 
iron pulley in a lathe when a high-speed steel tool is 
used. 

4. A hole 4 in. in diameter is to be bored in the 
hub of a gear mounted in a chuck on a lathe. Find 
the r.p.m. if the cutting speed is 60 ft. per min. 

6. A cast-iron flywheel for a diesel engine is to be 
machined in a vertical boring mill. Find the r.p.m. 
for turning the outside diameter when a stellite- 
tipped tool is used. 

6. A brass rod 1 i in. in diameter is turned in the 
lathe at 152 r.p.m. Find its cutting speed. 

7. A 1 i-in.-diametor drill makes 110 r.p.m. 
What is its cutting speed? 

8. A 1 J-in.-diameter drill operates at a cutting 
speed of 70 ft. per min. Find its r.p.m. 
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9, A drill is used to drill a hole in a 
gray-iron casting. Find its r.p.m. if the cutting speed 
is 35 ft. per min. 

10. A 1-in. diameter drill is operated at a speed of 
115 r p.m. What is its cutting speed? 
\tl. A No. 40 high-speed steel drill has a diameter of 
0.098 in. Find the r.p.m. of the drill for drilling 
aluminum. 

12. A milling cutter 8 in. in diameter operates at a 
speed of 30 r.p.m. What is its cutting speed? 

13. A 25-in.-diainetcr milling cutter is used to mill 
a gray-iron casting at a cutting speed of 35 ft. per 
min. At what r.p.m. should the cutter rotate? 

14. The aluminum crankcase of an airplane engine 
is milled with a lO-in.-diameter cemented-carbide- 
tipped face milling cutter. At what r.p.m. should the 
cutter operate? 

16. A 2 J-in-diameter 14-diametral-pitch high-speed 
steel gear cutter is used in cutting a 132-tooth cast- 
iron gear. Find the r.p.m. of the cutter. 

16. Find the diameter of a milling cutter operating 
at 25 r.p.m. and a cutting speed of 35 ft. per min. 

17. Find the r.p.m. of a milling cutter 4 in. in 
diameter if the cutting sjKjed is 80 ft. per min. 

18. A 4| -in.-diameter milling cutter is used to 
machine a soft gray-iron casting. Select the proper 
cutting speed, and find the r.p.m. of the cutter. 

19. The length of the stroke is 68 in., the number of 
strokes per minut/C is 3i, and the ratio of the return 
speed to the cutting speed is 2.4. Find the cutting 
speed of the planer. 

20. Find the return speed for the planer in Prob. 
19. 

21. Find the number of strokes for planing when 
the cutting speed is 60 ft per min., the stroke is 10 ft., 
and the ratio is 2. 
^ 22. In planing a casting the cutting speed is 40 ft. 
per min., the return speed is 80 ft. per min., and the 
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length of the cutting stroke is 15 in. Find the num¬ 
ber of strokes per minute of the platen. 

23. Find the cutting speed of a planer that makes 
six strokes per minute when the length of the stroke 
is 3 ft. and the ratio of the return speed to the cutting 
speed is 3. 

24. The return speed of a planer is 54 ft. per 
min. Find the number of strokes per minute if the 
ratio is 2 and the length of the stroke is 3 ft. 

25. What is the cutting speed of a shaper making 50 
strokes per minute when the length of the stroke is 
6 in. 

26. Find the number of strokes per minute for 
shaping when the length of the cutting stroke is 14 in. 
and the cutting speed is <S0 ft. per min. 

27. Find the cutting speed for shaping when the 
length of the cutting stroke is 12 in. and the number 
of strokes j>er minute is 60. 

28. Find the return speed for the shaper in Prob. 27. 
29. The stroke of a shaper is 6 in., and the number 

of strokes is SO j)er minute. Find the cutting speed 
if the ratio of the cutting stroke to the return stroke 

is 2 to 3. 



CHAPTER III 

TIME FOR MACHINING 

The time required to perform various maehin' 
ing operations is important. It is often neces¬ 
sary to know the time to machine a casting or 
forging without actually performing the machin¬ 
ing operation. Given the necessary data, results 
that compare favorably with actual machining 
time can be computetl. 

Feed of Cutting Tools.—The feed of a lathe 
tool is the amount of side movement of the tool 
for each revolution of the work. If the feed is 
-gT in., it means that for each revolution of th(^ 
work the lathe carriage and tool mo\’e gV in. 
along the lathe bc'd, cutting a chip ,jV in. wid(. 

The feed of a drill in the drill pr(\ss is its down¬ 
ward movement per revolution. 

The feed of a milling cutter is the movement 
of the milling-machine table for each revolution 
of the cutter. 

Time Required for Turning or Boring Work in 
the Lathe.—To find the time nniuired to turn or 
bore a piece of work in th(j lath(' when tlu^ fc^ed, 
the cutting speed, and the diameter of the work 
arc known, first find the r.p.m. of the work, 
using Eq. (4). 

A steel bar 1J in. in diameter is to be turned. 
The length of the turned part is 10 in. The 
cutting speed is 35 fl. per min., and the feed of 
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the cutting tool is 0.015 in. per revolution. How 

long will it take to make one cut over the surface 

of the work? 

X 12 

D X 3.1410 

35 X 

If X 3.1416 
76.5 

As the tool f('(Hls forward 0.015 in. for each revo¬ 

lution of the work, it is fed forward 76.5 X 0.015, 

or 1.15 in. in 1 min. The time required to trav- 

('rse the whole length of the work, 10 in., is 

ol)tained })y finding how many times 1.15 is con¬ 

tained in 10, or hy dividing 10 by 1.15. The 

result of this division is 8.(i9 min. It would take 

8.7 min. to traverse the work once with the feed 

and s|)(‘(‘d given. 

lv\press(‘d in a formula, the calculation takes 

the form 

Tim(‘ to take one cut over the work 

length of cut in inches 

~ f(*(‘d in inclu's p(*r nwolution X r.p.m. 
(13) 

If T = time in minutes to take one cut over 

th(‘ work, L = length of cut in inches, N = r.p.m. 

of tlu* work, and F = feed in inches per 

revolution, tlien the formula can be written 

Using tlic forniiila for this calculation 

T = 
yo_ 

0.015 X 70.5 

10 
1.15 

= 8.69 min. 

Time Required for Drilling.—The time required 

to drill a hole through a piece of metal or to drill 

a blind hole of a given depth can be calculated 



Fio. 12. 

downward is equal to the depth of the hole L 
plus the cone height h of the drill, or L + h. 
The cone height can be calculated, but it is more 

convenient to refer to a table. From Table III 

(page 203), the cone height for a 1-in. drill is 0.301 

in.; thus, the distance the drill travels downward 

is 3 in. + 0.301 in., or 3.301 in. For calculations 

of this kind, 3.3 in. is accurate enough. 

The r.p.m. can be found from Eq. (4). 

S X 12 

I) X 3.1416 

60 X 12 ^ 

i X 3.1416 
229.18 
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The distance the drill feeds downward in 1 min. 

is equal to the feed in inches per revolution times 

the r.p.m. the drill makes; thus, 

0.010 X 229 = 2.29 in. 

As the feed of the drill is 2.29 in. in 1 min., the 

time required for drilling a hole 3.3 in. deep is 

found by dividing 3.3 by 2.29; thus, 

3.3 2.29 = 1.44 min. 

The time for drilling the hole is 1.5 min., nearly. 

If T = time reciuired for drilling in minutes, 

L = depth of drilled hole in inches, N = r.p.m. 

of the drill, F = feed in inches per revolution, 

and h = cone height for drill, the formula for 

this calculation can be written 

T = 
F XN 

(15) 

Using this formula, 

3 + 0.301 
T = 

0.010 X 229 
= 1.44 min. 

In the K(i. (15), F X N = Fm, the feed in 

inches per minute. The formula can then be 

written 
L 

Fm 
T = (16) 

Time Required for Milling.—The time required 

to slab mill a surface with a plain milling cutter 

can be found if the diameter of the cutter, feed 

per rev'olution, and the cutting speed arc known. 

It is necessary to machine a surface 6 in. long 

with a milling cutter 2\ in. in diameter. The 

depth of cut is -V cutting speed is 60 ft. 

per min., and the feed is 0.046 in. per revolution. 
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In Fig. 13a, it is seen that the total distance 

the table (also the work) travels to take one cut 

over the work is equal to its length L plus the 

-J A h-L-> 

--L+A-- 

(a) 
hiii. 

distance .1, the approach of the cutter to the 

work. L can be measured, but A must be calcu¬ 

lated. In P^ig. 13/^, the side .1 of the triangle is 

equal to the approach of the cutter to the work. 

In the triangh* (P'ig. 136), 

^ + (/e - (ly 

Then A - = - (« - dy 

and A = dy 

where R = radius of the cutter = H in. 

d = depth of cut = xV in. 

A = approa(!h of the cutter to work, in. 

A = 

= (lA)* 

= Vi se - i.4i 

= 
= 0.390 in. 
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The total travel of the table is L + A; thuB, 

G in. + 0.390 in. = 6.390 in. 

The r.p.m. of the cutter can be found from 

Eq. (4). 

A7 _ s X 12 _ 60 X 12 720 

D X 3.1416 X 3.1416 7.85 

= 91.7 or 92 

The distance the table travels in 1 min. is 

e(|ual to the feed in inches per revolution times 

the number of revolutions the cutter nrakes in 

1 min.; thus, 0.046 X 92 = 4.232 in. As the 

table travels 4.232 in. in 1 min., the time required 

to travel 6.390 is found by dividing 6.390 by 

4.232; thus, 6.390 ~ 4.232 = 1.5 min. The time 

for milling is 1 ^ min. 

If T = time' for the cutter to traverse the work 

in minutes, L — length of the cut in inches, 

A = approach of cutter to work, N = r.p.m. of 

the cutter, and F — feed per revolution in inches, 

the formula can be written 

F XN (17) 

Using this formula, 

_ 6 + 0.390 ^ 6.390 

^ “ 0.046 X 92 4.232 
1.5 min. 

In the Kep (17), F X N = F.u, the feed in 

inches [X3r minute. The formula can then be 

written 

T = —(18) 
r Af 

When using an end mill (Fig. 14) or a face 

milling cutter, it is usually necessary to allow the 
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work to pass the cutter to get the desired result. 

Thus, the total distance the work must travel is 
equal to the length of the work L plus the diame¬ 

ter D of the cutter. The formula for the time 
for the cutter to traverse tlu‘ work in minut(‘s is 

or 

L + 
F XX F XN 

T = (10) 

The Time Required for Planing and Shaping. 
The feed of a i)laner tool is its side'wise move¬ 
ment for each cutting stroke of platen. If 
the tool-carrying lu^ad mov(\s along th(' crossrail 
xV in. for each cutting stroke, \\ v say the feed is 
iV in. For each cutting stroke, there is neces¬ 
sarily a return stroke. In the following, when 
the expression number of strok(\s is used, it 
means the number of cutting strokes per minute. 
The time required to plane a pierce of work^is 
readily determined if the widtli of the work, the 
number of strokes of the platen per minute, and 
the feed per stroke are known. 

A planer makes six strokes per minute. The 
feed per stroke is O.OtK) in., and the width of the 
work is 12 in. Find the time re(iuired for 

planing. 
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As the feed per stroke is 0.060 in: and the 
platen makes six strokes per minute, the feed per 
minute is 0.060 X 6, or 0.360 in. The number 
of minutes required for the tool to traverse the 
work is found by dividing 12 by 0.360; thus, 
12 -7- 0.360 = 33.3 min. The time required for 
planing is 34 min., nearly. 

If T = time required for planing in minutes, 
W = width of the work in inches, F = feed per 
stroke in inches, and N = number of strokes per 
minute, then the formula can be written 

T = 
W 

F XN 

Tsing Eq. (20), 

(20) 

T = 
1^ 

0.060 X 6 
12 

0.360 
33.3 min. 

In the shaper, the work-carrying table is given 
a sidewise movement for each cutting stroke of 
the tool. If the table moves along the crossrail 

0.010 in. for each cutting stroke of the tool, we 
say the feed is 0.010 in. In the shaper as in the 
plaiK'r, there is a return stroke for each cutting 
stroke, and the expression number of strokes 
means the number of cutting strokes. Thus, if 
T = time recpiired for shaping in minutes, 
]y = width of the work in inches, F = the feed 
per stroke in inches, and N = the number of 
strokes per minute, the formula for the time 
required for shaping can be written 

T = 
W 

F X N 
(20) 

Thus, the same formula can be used to find the 

time for planing and shaping. 
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Problems 

1. A bar of tool steel 2 in. in diameter is to be 

turned for a length of 8 in. How long will it take for 

one cut when the cutting speed is 35 ft. per min. and 

a feed of aS in. is used? 

2. A gray-iron casting 12 in. in diameter is to be 

turned for a length of 5 in. Find the time to take 

one cut when the feed is A in. and the cutting speed is 

60 ft. per min. 

3. A Ij-in.-diameter drill is used to drill a hole 

2J in. deep. If the feed is 0.012 in. per revolution 

and the cutting sj)eed is 40 ft. per min., find the time 

required to drill the hole. 

4. It is required to machine a surface 10| in. long 

with a milling cutter 2i in. in diameter. P^ind the 

time it will take if the cutting speed is 40 ft. per min., 

the depth of cut A in., and the feed 0.032 in. 

' 6. Find the time for planing a surface 4J in. wide 

when the number of strokes j^er minute is six and the 

feed is A in. ix?r stroke. 

, 6. Find the time for .shaping the surface of a cast¬ 

ing 2 ir>. wide when the numljer of strokes per minute 

is 60 and the feed is 0,010 in. per stroke. 

7. A 4-in.-diameter high-speed drill is used to drill 

a hole in a soft gray-iron casting 6 in. deep. How long 

will it take to drill the hole if the feed is 0.010 in. per 

revolution? (Hint: Select cutting .speed from Table 

I, page 201.) 

8. A surface 2 in. long i.s machined with a milling 

cutter 3 in. in diameter. How long will it take if the 

cutting speed i.s 35 ft. per min., the depth of the cut is 

A in., and the feed is 0.046 in. per revolution? 

4 9. Find the time for planing a casting 18 in. wide 

when the length of stroke i.s 3 ft., the feed i.s A in. 

per stroke, the cutting speed is 65 ft. jKjr min., and 

the return-speed ratio is 2 to 1. 
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10. A drill 1J in. in diameter makes 110 r.p.m. and 

has a feed of 0.012 in. per revolution. How long will 

it take to drill 16 holes in a cylinder head 1^ in. thick 

if 1 min. is allowed for locating each hole? ~ 

11. The surface of a gray-iron casting measuring 

by 8 in. is to be finished in the milling machine 

with a 2J-in.-diameter high-speed steel plain milling 

cutter. The feed is approximately 5 in. per min. 

Find the time to machine 50 castings if the depth of 
the cut is i\ in. 

12. How long will it take to mill the above lot of 

castings if a 3-in.-diameter high-speed steel shell end 

milling cutter were used, other conditions remaining 

unchanged? 

13. A high-speed steel tool bit is used to turn the 

face of a 14-in .-diameter gray-iron pulley. The face 

of the pulley is 5 in. wide. Find the time required 

to machine 100 pulleys if a total of 2 min. is allowed 

for loading and unloading each pulley and a feed of 

in. is used. 

14. Four 1 i-in.-diameter holes are required to be 

drilled in a cast-steel frame H in. thick. Select the 

drill, feed, and cutting speed, and find the time 

required to drill the four holes. 

/ 15. In milling the top and bottom of a six-cylinder 

engine block, a 10-in. diameter stellite-tipped face 

milling cutter is used having 30 teeth. If the allow¬ 

able feed per tooth is 0.015 in. per revolution of 

the cutter, how long will it take to mill a cylinder 

block 30 in. long? (The top and bottom are milled 

simultaneously.) 
♦ 16. Find the cutting speed, the return speed, and 

the time to take one cut on a gray-iron bedplate cast¬ 

ing 20 in. wide, when the ratio of the return speed to 

the cutting speed is 2.4 to 1, the feed 0.060 in. per 

stroke, the number of strokes per minute 31, and the 

length of stroke 68 in. 



CHAPTER IV 

SCREW THREADS 

Thread Nomenclature.—A thread is formed by 

cutting a helical groove around the body of the 

screw. Threads are used as fasteners and for 

communicating motion. The threads are formed 

by various methods depending on the use to 

which they are put. Thus, threads on fasteners 

Tig. 15. 

are produced by dies and taps, while threads for 

parts communicating motion are made in the 

lathe. 

The terms pitchand ‘‘lead" of screw 

threads are often used interchangeably and with 

much confusion. The pitch of a thread is the 

distance from the top of one thread to the top 

of the next thread, as shown in Fig. 15. In the 

American National form of thread (Fig. 18), the 

pitch is defined as the distance from a point on 
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one thread to a corresponding point on the next 

thread. Whether the screw has a single or a 

multiple thread, the pitch is always the distance 

from the top of one thread to the top of the next 

as stated above. 

The lead of a screw thread is the distance the 

screw will move forward in one complete turn, 

or it is the distance the nut will advance on the 

screw for one full revolution of the nut. In a 

single-threaded screw, the pitch and the lead are 

equal, because the nut would move forward the 

distance from one thread to the next, if turned 

around once. In a double-threaded screw, how¬ 

ever, the nut will move forward two threads, or 

twice the pitch, so that in a double-threaded 

screw the lead equals twice the pitch. In a 

triple-threaded screw, the lead is equal to three 

times the pitch. 

In Fig. 16 is shown the lead and pitch for three 

screws with American Acme Standard threads. 

The first is a single-threaded screw, the second is 

double-threaded, and the third is triple-threaded. 

In a single-threaded screw, the lead is the dis¬ 

tance to the next thread from the first one con¬ 

sidered. In a double-threaded screw, there are 

two threads running side by side around the 

screw, so that the lead is the distance to the 

second threiul from the one first considered. In 

a triple-threaded screw, the lead is the distance 

to the third thread; in a quadruple-threaded 

screw, it is the distance to the fourth thread. 

The term pitch is often improperl/used to denote 

the number of threads per inch. We hear of 

screws having six-pitch thread or eight-pitch 

thread, when six threads per inch and eight 



Double thread Triple thread 

Fig. 16. 

9 Threads in two inches 

Fig. 17. 
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threads per inch are meant. The number of 
threads per inch is the number of threads counted 
in 1 in. of length. When a steel scale is placed 
against the screw as shown in Fig. 17, we count 
four threads per inch. The thread directly 
under the end of the scale is not counted. If 
there is not a whole number of threads in 1 in., 
count the number of threads in two or more 
inches, until the top of a thread comes opposite 
an inch mark. The number of threads counted 
divided by the number of inches will give the 
number of threads per inch. In Fig. 17, we 
count nine threads in 2 in.; thus, 9 4-2 = 4^ 
threads per inch. 

The pitch of a screw equals 1 divided by the 

number of threads per inch. 
Express('d in a formula 

^ number of threads per inch 

The number of threads per inch equals 1 

divided by the pitch of the screw. 
Expressed in a formula 

Number of threads per inch = 
1 

pitch 
(22) 

Then, if p = pitch and n = number of threads 
per inch, the formulas can be written 

and 

(23) 

(24) 

Thus, if the number of threads per inch is 10, 

the pitch equals xV* If Ihe pitch equals 0.050 
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in., the number of threads per inch equals 
1 ~ 0.050 = 20. 

Much confusion is caused by the indefinite 
designation of multiple-threaded screws. ^‘Twp 
threads per inch double^' is one way to express 
that a double-threaded screw is required. This 
means that two separate and distinct threads 

are cut on the screw. The threads are side by 
side, and the number of threads per inch, count¬ 
ing the threads with a scale as in Fig. 17, is four. 
The pitch of the screw is i in. The lead for a 
double-threaded screw is twice the pitch; thus, 
2 X i = ^ in. 

To cut this screw, the lathe would be geared 
to cut two threads per inch, but the thread will 

be cut only to the depth required for four threads 
per inch. Four threads per inch triple ” means 
that there are 4 times 3, or 12, threads per inch 
when counted by the scale. The pitch of the 
screw is iV in., but as the screw is triple-threaded 
the lead of the thread is three times the pitch; 
thus, 3 X iV = i in. The best way to express 
that a multiple-threaded screw is to be cut is to 

state the pitch and lead of the screw, that is, 
xV-in. pitch, ^-in. lead, triple-threaded. 

American National Standard Screw Thread.— 
The American National form of thread, formerly 
known as the ^‘United States Standard,” is one 
of the most widely used thread forms in the 
world. There are two standard series in com¬ 
mercial u.se: the National coarse (NO) and the 
National fine (NF). The depth of the National 
form thread equals 0.0495 times pitch. The 
width of the flat of the thread at the top and bot¬ 
tom equals i times pitch. The minor diameter 
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(root diameter) is found by subtracting twice 
the depth of the thread from the major diameter 
(outside diameter) of the screw. 

Tap Drills.—The tap drills used for drilling 
holes previous to tapping are usually somewhat 
larger in diameter than the minor diameter (root 
diameter) of the thread. 

Table IV (page 204) gives the depths of threads 
for the National coai*se form threads. If twice 
the depth (figure in table opposite number of 
threads per inch) is subtracted from the major 
diameter (outside diameter), the minor diameter 

is obtained. 
To find the minor diameter for a g—9 NC. 
In the table, under National coarse-thread 

series, opposite I in. diameter and nine threads 
[XU- inch, the depth h is 0.07217 in. Twice this 
depth is 2 X 0.07217 = 0.14434 in. The minor 
diameter equals the major diameter minus 
0.14434; thus, 0.875 - 0.14434 = 0.730(>() in. 
From a table of decimal equivalents, the nearest 
commercial size drill to the minor diameter is 
0.734375 in., or li in. The tap-drill diameter for 
a ^-9 NC tap to produce a thread of nearly full 

depth is ir in. 
Fewer tapping troubles are encountered and 

lower power consumption is required if the tap- 
drill diameter is chosen to produce 75 per cent 
of the thread depth. The thread percentage 

times twice the depth e(iuals 

0.75 X 2 X 0.07217 = 0.1083 in. 

The tap-drill diameter for 75 per cent of the 
thread depth equals 0.875 — 0.1083 = 0.7667 in. 
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The nearest commercial size drill to this is 
0.765625, or If in. 

To calculate the size of hole prior to tapping, 
use the following formula: 

Tap drill size = major diameter 

— thread percentage X 2h (25) 

losing Va\. (25), we get 

Tap drill size = 0.875 - (0.75 X 2 X 0.07217) 
= 0.875 - (0.75 X 0.1443) 
= 0.875 - 0.1083 
= 0.7667 in. 

The nearest commercial size drill is in. 
Cutting Threads in the Lathe.—Cutting a 

thread in an engine lathe is accomplished by 
feeding the lathe carriage a definite distance 
along the bed for each revolution of the work 
while the tool is cutting. If the work revolves 
eight times while the carriage feeds 1 in. along 
the bed of the lathe, eight threads per inch will 
be cut on the work. 

The number of times the spindle revolves while 
the carriage feeds 1 in. along the lathe bed 
de|Kuids upon the ratio of the gears on the stud 
shaft and the lead screw. Since the gears can 
b(‘ changed at will by the operator, they are 
called ‘Change gears. By employing different 
ratios of change gears, therefore, different num¬ 

bers of threads per inch can be cut. 
The change gears may be arranged to form 

either a simple gear train or a compound gear 
train and arc usually designated as simple gearing 
or compound gearing. This is shown in Figs. 19 
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and 20. With simple gearing it is always neces¬ 
sary to use an intermediate gear between the 
gear on the stud shaft and the gear on the lead 
screw. The intermediate gear has no influence 
on the ratio of the gearing and can have any 
number of teeth. 

The Lathe Constant.—To make change-gear 
calculations for the engine lathe, it is necessary 
to find the lathe constant. 

To find the lathe constant of a lathe, place 
gears with the same number of teeth on the stud 
shaft and on the lead screw. Then cut a thread 
on Jf, Rijpce of work in the lathe. The number of 
threads per inch cut on the work is called the 
‘Mathe constant’^ of the lathe. 

For a given lathe, place gears with 44 teeth on 
the stud shaft and on the lead screw and any 
convenient gear on the intermediate stud. Then 
cut a thread on a piece of work between centers. 
If the number of thready per inch when counted 
is found to be nine, the lathe constant of the 
lathe is said to be 9. The lathe constant for a 
given lathe is always the same, and once found 
it should be recorded. 

Thread Cutting with Simple Gearing.—When 
the lathe constant has been found, the number 
of teeth in tlie change gears for cutting any num¬ 
ber of threads within the capacity of the lathe 
can be determined. The rate of travel of the 
lathe carriage compared with the revolution of 
the spindle is a fraction. The numerator of the 
fraction is the same as the lathe constant, and 
its denominator is the same as the number of 
threads per inch to be cut. Multiply the numer¬ 
ator and denominator of this fraction by the same 
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number (any number) to get a new fraction. In 
this new fraction, the numerator gives the num¬ 
ber of teeth in the gear on the stud shaft and the 
denominator the number of teeth in the gear on 
the lead screw. This can be written as a formula 
as follows: 

Lathe constant 
Threads per inch to be eiit 

_ teeth in gear on stud shaft . 
teeth in gear on lead screw ^ ^ 

The gears supplied with the lathe are varied 
in size by adding the same number of teeth to the 
number of teeth in the gear next below in size. 

The number of teeth added is known as the ^‘gear 
progression.^^ In most lathes, the gear progres¬ 
sion is 4; in a few lathes 5 and 7 are used. When 

the gear progression is 4, the smallest gear usually 
has 24 teeth and proceeds to 28, 32, 36, and so 
on, up to 100 teeth. 

Nine threads per inch are to be cut in a lathe 
that has a lathe constant of 8. The gear pro¬ 
gression is 4, and the gears available are 24, 

28, ... , 100. 

Lathe constant _ 8 _ 8X4 
Threads j)er inch to be cut 9 9X4 

_ ^ stud gear 
”36 lead-screw gear 

By multiplying both numerator and denomi¬ 
nator, we obtain two gears that are available, 

with 32 and 36 teeth, respectively. Place the 
32-tooth gear on the stud shaft and the 36-tooth 

gear on the lead screw. 
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If both numerator and denominator were 

multiplied by 5, we would have 

8 ^ 8 X 5 ^ W 

9 9 X 5 45 

These gears are not available in the change 

gears supplied with this lathe. 
It is necessary to cut 11A threads per inch in a 

lathe that has a lathe constant of S. The gear 

progression is 4, and the gears available are 24, 

28, , 1(K). 

8 ^ 8X4 ^32 
iT5 11.5X4* 4() 

These gears are not available. 

8 ^ 8X8 _ (U 
ll‘5 “ 11.5 X S " 92 

The.se gears are available. 

_8 ^ 8X0 

11.5 11.5 X 0 09 

These gears are not available on the above lathe, 
but as 11^ threads per inch is wid(4y used, many 
lathes are .supplied with a 09-tooth g<‘ar for this 
purpose. 

Thread Cutting with Compound Gearing.—It 
is not always possible to cut all numbers of 

threads p(»r inch by .simple gearing, becau.se the 
change gears of a lathe are limited in number, 
and compound gearing must be used. 

The method for finding the change gears in 
compound gearing is the same as for simple 
gearing, except that both the numerator and 
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denominator of the fraction are divided into two 
factors, one factor in the numerator and one in 
the denominator making a pair. 

Thirty-six threads per inch are to be cut in a 
lathe with the same lathe constant and gear 
])rogression as stat(‘(l al>ove. Our fraction is 

Dividing the numerator and denominator of 
the fraction into two factors and multiplying the 
nunuM’ator and demominator of each i)air by the 
same number, as shown below, we get 

^ 2 X 4 ^ (2 X 14)(4 X 8) ^ 28 X 32 
3() 4 X 9 (4 X 14) (9 X 8) 50 X 72 

The four numbers in the last fraction give the 

numbers of teeth in the change gears to be used. 
Tlu\s(.» g(‘ars are availal)le and are placed as 
follows: the gears in the numerator, with 28 and 
32 tec'th, arc the driving gears, and those in the 
(hmominator, with 56 and 72 teeth, are driven 
gears. In Fig. 20, the driving gears are gear A 
on the stud shaft, and gear C, the second gear 
on the intermediate stud shaft, which meshes 

with the screw gear. Driven gears are gear B 
on the intermediate stud shaft, which meshes 
with the stud gear, and the screw gear D, which 

meshes with the second gear C on the inter¬ 

mediate stud shaft. 
Th(‘ formula for the calculation above can be 

written as follows: 

Lathe constant_ 
Threads per inch to be c\it 

_ product of teeth in driving gejfefs 
product of teeth in driven gears ^ 
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Find the change gears to cut 40 threads per 
inch compound gearing in the lathe above. 

8 2X4^ (2 X 14)(4 X 8) _ 28 X 32 
40 4 X 10 (4 X 14) (10 X 8) 50 X 80 

The gears with 28 and 32 teeth are the driving 
goal's, and the 50- and 80-tooth gears are the 

driven gears. 
In Fig. 21, the gears with 28 and 50 teetli are 

mounted on the intermediate stud and r(‘volv(* 
together, tliat is, when one inak(‘s a complete 

turn, the other also makes a complete turn. 
These two gears, one having twice as many te(‘th 
as the other, make what is called the “compound 
gear.^^ The effect of the compound gear is to 
change the speed ratio 2 to 1. With the com¬ 
pound gear in the gear train, the lead screw will 
turn only one-half as fast as it did before and the 
numl)er of threads cut per inch will be twice as 
great as when the same gears are used on the stud 
shaft and lead screw in simple gearing. Thus, 

to cut 40 threads per inch compound gearing, 
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divide the number of threads per inch to be cut 

2 and use the result in the formula for simple 
gearing. 

40 2 *= 20 

A == ® AA — 5? 
20 20 X 4 80 screw gear 

The compound gear can be made up of any 
two gears, the large gear having twice as many 
teeth as the small gear; thus the compound gear 

could he 24 and 48, 28 and 56, 32 and 64, etc. 
Fractional Threads.—Occasionally the lead of 

a thread is given as a fraction of an inch instead 
of stating the number of threads per inch. It is 
reciuired to cut a thread having a lead. 
Find the number of threads per inch. 

Number of threads per inch i* = 1 -J- 

— 1 A "75^' — “3^" — 03 

Find the change gears to cut 3^ threads per 
inch in a lathe with a screw constant of 8. The 
g('ar progression is 4, and the gears available are 

24, 28, ... , 100. 
Using the formula for compound gearing 

^ 2 X 4 _ (2 X 24)(4 X 20) _ 48 X 80 
~ 1X 3.^ (1 X‘24)(3^ X 20) 24 X 64 

Metric Screw Threads.—The metric system is 
in use in practically all countries except the 

United States, Great Britain, and the British 

colonies. 
One inch in the English system is equal to 

25.4 mm. in the metric system. 
Screws made in accordance with the metric 

system usually have the lead of the thread given 
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in millimeters. A screw thread is said to have a 
2-mm. lead, 4-mm. lead, 5.5-mm. lead, etc. 

It frequently happens that screws and taps 
with metric threads arc required. Metric threads 

can be cut on a lathe having an English lead 
screw, provided that change gears with the neces¬ 
sary number of teeth are used. 

Cutting Metric Threads, Simple Gearing.—A 
screw with it 2-mm. lead is to be cut in a lathe 

with an English lead screw. The screw constant 
is 8, the gear progression is 4, and the gears 
available are 24, 28, . . . , 100. Find the change 
gears to cut this thread. 

Since there are 25.4 mm. in 1 in., the number 
of threads per inch is found by dividing 25.4 by 2. 

It is not necessary to carry out the division; 
simply write it in the form of a fraction 25.4/2. 
This fraction now gives us the number of thn'ads 

per inch to be cut. The method for finding the 
change gears is tin* same as for cutting thnaids 

with English pitches. 

8 r r -riii . = fraction 
2o.4 

2~ 

Performing tlu* indicated division, we get 

8 
2 

25.4 

8X2 
25.4 

ratio of change gears 

To find the change gears, multiply the numer¬ 
ator and denominator by 5 so as to get whole 

numbers 

8 X 2 X 5 If) X 5 _ 80 stud gear 

^5.4 X 5 ~ 127 *'127 screw gear 
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Thus, we must have one gear with 127 teeth 

to cut a metric thread in a lathe with an English 
lead screw. 

The formula for the calculations above can be 
written 

Lathe constant X load of thread 
to be cut in .millimeters "X 5 > 

__ teeth in gear on stud shaft 
teeth in gear on lead screw 

(28) 

Applying (28) to cut a thread with a 
3-mm. haul on a lathe with a constant of (), we 
have 

0 X 3 X 5 _ 90 stud gear 
127 127 screw gear 

Cutting Metric Threads, Compound Gearing. 

It oft(‘n happens that the product of the lathe 
constant times the lead in millimeters times 5 is 
not a whole numlx'r or that the stud gear is larger 
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than any supplied with the lathe, in which case 
it would be necessary to use compound gearing. 

It is required to cut a screw of 3-mm. lead on a 
lathe with a constant of 8. Thus 

8X3X5_120_ 60 X2 _ 

127 ” l27 127~X 1 ■“ 
(GO X I)(2 X 48) __ GO Xj9G driving gears 

(127 X 1)(1 X 48) 127 X 48 driven gears 

Figure 22 shows a lathe with an English lead 
screw and gears arranged to cut a screw of 
l.25-mm. lead. The lathe constant is 8. 

To Cut American National Screw Threads with 
a Metric Lead Screw.—If it is requin^d to cut a 
screw witha given number of threads per inch in t\ 
lathe with a metric lead scrc'w, it is first necessary 
to find the metric lathe constant of the lathe. 
Place gi'ars (simple gearing) with the same num¬ 
ber of te(‘th on the stud shaft and on the lead 
screw and a gear with any number of tec'th on 
the internu'diate stud between them to complete' 

the train. The'n cut a thread on a piece in the 
lathe. Th(' lead (jf the thread cut, in millimeters, 

is the metric lathe constant of the lathe. Now 
the method for finding the change gears, when a 
screw witli a giv'en numl>er of threads pc'r inch 
is to be cut with a metric lead screw, is just tlu^ 

reverse of the method u.sed for cutting a metric 
thread with an l^nglish h'ad screw. 

Thus, to find the change gears for cutting the 
American National Standard scn}W threads with 
a metric lead screw, place 127 in the numerator 
and the metric lathe constant times threads i)er 
inch to l>e cut time?;? 5 in the denominator of the 
fraction; 127 is the numlK;r of teeth in the stud 
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gear, and the product of the numbers in the 
denominator gives the number of teeth in the 
lead^screw gear. 

The formula for finding the change gears can 
be expressed as follows: 

_127 
Threads per inch to be cut X 

metric screw constant X 5 
_ on stud shaft . 

teeth in gear on lead screw ^ 

Vui. 

To cut five threads per inch in a lathe having a 
metric lathe constant of 4 mm., the gears are 
found directly by using Eq. (29). 

127 __ 127 j^tud gear 
5X4X5 100 screw gear 

It is often necessary to use compound gearing 
in order to obtain gears that are found in the set 
of change gears supplied with the lathe. 
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Find the change gears to cut nine threads per 

inch in a lathe with a metric lathe constant of 
4 mm. 

127 _ 127 127 X 1_ 
9 X 4 X 5 180 90 X 2 
(127 X l)(l X 40) _ 127 X 40 driving gears 
(90 X 1)(2 X 40) 90 X 80 driven gears 

In Fig. 23 is shown the arrangement of the 
gears (compound gearing) to cut a screw having 
12 threads per inch in a lathe with a metric lead 
screw, the metric lathe constant being 5 mm. 

127_ ^ 127 ^ 127 X 1 
12X5X5 3(X) 1(K) X 3 

^ (127 X 1)(1 X 40) ^ 127_X 40 
(100 X 1)(3 X 40) 100 X 120 

Problems 

!• Find the ta[) drill size for u 1-S XC tapped hole 
to produce a tliread (>5 pi^r cent of full depth. 

2. Fiml the tap drill size for a J U> NF tapped 

hole to pro<iuce a thn*ad 75 |>er cent of full depth. 

3. In the automotive and aircraft industries it is 

recommended that parts with threads l>e made to 

the National fine thread specifications. Why? 

4. The pitch of a double thread is J in. What is 

the lead of the thread? 

5. In a certain make of aircraft engine, one end of 
the crank.shaft is 2^ in. in diameter and has 12 threads 
ix;r inch cut on it. Find the pitch of the thread and 
the minor diameter. 

6. In one tyi)e of aircraft engine the starter is 
secured to the cninkciise by six bolts j{ in. in diameter 
with 24 threads per inch. What is the minor diam¬ 
eter of the thread? What size drill should be used to 
drill the crankcase for tapping? 
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7. The cross-feed on a lathe has a single-threaded 
screw of J-in. pitch. If the dial on it has 25 divisions, 
how far will the cross slide move when the dial is 
moved one division? 

8. What is meant by the lathe constant of an 
engine lathe? By means of a sketch, show the 
arrangement of the change gears for determining the 
lathe constant. 

9. A lathe has a constant of 6. If the gear pro¬ 
gression is 4 and the gears available are 24, 28, ... , 
100, find the change gears for cutting 12 threads per 
inch. 

10. On valves and certain other pipe fittings it is 
required to out lEJ threads per inch. If the threads 
are to be cut on the lathe in Prob. 9, what change 
gears are required? 

11. Find the change gears for cutting 20 threads 
])er inch when the lathe constant is 8. The gear 
progression and gears available are the same as in 
Prob. 9. 

12. An engine lathe has a lathe constant of 6. 
Find the change gears for cutting 10 threads per inch. 
The gear progression is 4, and the change gears 
available are 24, 28, . . . , 100. 

13. Find the change gears for cutting a 
pitch thrca<l on a lathe with a lathe constant of 6 and 
a gear progression of 4. The change gears available 
arc the same as in Prob. 12. 

14. It is required to cut 30 threads per inch on an 
engine lathe with a constant of 8 and a gear progres¬ 
sion of 4. The change gears available are 24, 28, 
. . . , SO. Find the change gears for compound 

gearing. 
16. Find the change gears to cut 40 threads per 

inch on the lathejn Prob. 14. Use compound gearing. 



CHAPTER V 

TAPERS 

TAPER CALCULATIONS 

Taper.—Taper is the difference in the diame¬ 
ters of a conical piece of work. The iayyQY is 

usually expressed in terms of taix^r 

vie 4---4rdi **^^*^^ tiiix'r |)er foot. 
1 ^ Taper |K'r inch is the difference 

Fig >4 Ixjtwcen the two diametei*s in a 
tapering p»ecc 1 in. long. 

In Fig. 21, the diameter at the small end is 
1% in., the diameter at the large end is ^ in., and 

Fig. 25. 

the length of the piece is I in. The* taixM*, then*- 
fore, is iV in. per in. 

Taper jx*r foot is the diff(*n‘nc(» between the 

two diameters in a tapering piece 1 ft. long. 

Fig. 20. 

In Fig. 25, the diameter at the small end is 
i i in., the diameter at the large end is If in., and 
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the length of the piece is 1 ft. The taper is 
i in. in 1 ft. of length, or ^ in. per ft. 

In Fig. 26, the diameter at the small end is 
1^ in., the diameter at the large end is in., 
and the length is 5 in. The difference in the 
diameters is or ^ in., and the taper is 

in. in 5 in. 

If the taper in a given length is known, the 
taper i^'r inch can be found. Thus if the taper 
is in. and the length is 5 in., the taper per inch 

Fig. 27. 

equals the taper in 5 in. divided by 5, or in this 

ease 5 = which is the taper per inch. 
The taper p)er foot is found by multiplying the 

taper per inch by 12. The taper per foot for the 

above is 12 X = I in. 
The length of the taper is alwaj’^s measured 

along the center line (axis) of the work or parallel 

to it, and never along the tapered surface. 
Figure 27 shows very clearly what has been 

stated above. The length of the tapered piece 
is 1 ft. and the diameters at the small and large 
ends 1.000 in. and 1.750 in., respectively. The 
difference.in the diameters is 0.750 in. in 1 ft. of 

length, and the taper per foot is said to be 
0.750 in. \yer ft. The taper i)er inch is equal 
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to the taper per foot divided by 12; thus, 
0.750 -7- 12 = 0.0G25 in. The taper per inch is 
said to be 0.0025 in. per in. 

Figure 27 shows that at a distance 1 in. from 
the small end the diameter is increased by an 
amount equal to the taper per inch, or 

1.000 + 0.0025 = 1.0025 in. 

At 2 in. from the small end, the diameter will be 

increased by 2 X 0.0025 = 0.125 in. At 2 in. 
from the small end, the diameter will be 

1.000 + 0.125 = 1.125 in. 

Thus, it is seen that the diameter increases 0.0025 
in. for each inch of length, and in 1 ft., or 12 in., 
the diameter increa.ses 12 X 0.0025 in., or 0.750 
in. Therefon', the amount of tajx'r for any given 
length is ecpial to the taix^r |xm’ inch times the 
length of the taix'r in inches. From Fig. 27, it 
is .seen that the taper in 3^ in. is 3.5 X 0.0025, or 
0.21875 in., and the diameter at 3^ in. from the 
small end is 1.000 + 0.21875 = 1.21875 in. 

Formulas for Taper Calculations.—When all 
the dimen.sions are given in inches, the formulas 
for ta|)er i)er inch and tajxjr foot can be 
writtcm 

Taper per inch 
_ large diameter — small diameter 

length of work 
Taper per foot = 

large diameter — .small diameter . ^ 
length of work 

(30) 

(31) 

If Tit = taper per foot. Tin = tapiw pc^r inch, 
L = length of work in inches, D = diameter at 
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large end in inches, and d = diameter at small 
end in inches, then Eqs. (30) and (31) can be 
written 

Tu. = (32) 

Tu = ~ - X 12 (33) 

To Find the Diameter at the Small End of 
the Taper.—When the length of the taper, the 
diameter at the large end, the taper per foot are 
known, and the diameter at the small end is 
r(H|uin*d, the following formula can be used: 

Diameter small (uul = diameter large end 

(taper per foot ^ \ 
12-^ length 1 (34) 

or 

rf = ^ - (|| X (35) 

To Find the Diameter at the Large End of the 
Taper.—When the length of the taper, the diame¬ 
ter at the small end, the taper per foot are known, 

and the diameter at the large end is required, 
the following formula can be used: 

Diamet('r large end = diameter small end 

+ X length) (36) 

or 

+ (§ X l) (37) 

To Find the Distance between Two Diameters 
on a Tapered Piece.—If the diameters at the 
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small and the large ends of the work are known 

and the taper per foot is given, the length of the 
piece can be found from Eq. (38) 

Length = 
diameter large end — diameter small end 

taper per foot 12 ^ 

or 

L = 
D-d 

Tu ^ 12 
(39) 

A tapering piece of work measures in. in 
diameter at the small end and \ i in. in diameter 
at the large end. The taper per foot is 0.75 in. 
Find the length of the taper. 

Substituting the given valu(\s in the formula 
for the length l)etween two diametc'rs, 

13 - U ^ 0.250 ^ 
0.75 - 12 0.0(i25 ‘ 

In the d(‘nominator of tliis formula, taper jku* 
foot divided 12 equals taper per inch. This 
formula may also lx* written 

Length = 

diameter large end — diam<‘t<u- small end 
taper per inch 

(40) 

or .simply, 

(41) 

TAPER TURNING IN THE LATHE 

Setting the Taper Attachment.—The taper 
attachment (Fig. 28) is a lathe? accessory devel¬ 
oped especially for turning tapers. The taper 
attachment permits a wide range of tapers to 
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Fig. 29.— {Courtesy of South Bend Lathe Works^ South Bend, 
ImL) 
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be cut, and its use has largely displaced the 

method of offsetting the tailstock (setover 
method) for turning tapers. The lathe centers 
are always in alignment, and the taper attach¬ 
ment, once set, reproduces the same taper no 
matter what the length of the work. It can be 

used to produce either outside or inside tapers, 
these operations being referred to as taper turn¬ 
ing and taper boring (see Figs. 29 and 30). The 
swivel bar, which controls the taper, is gradu¬ 
ated at one end in inches per foot of taper (taper 
per foot) (see Fig. 31). On the other end the 
included angle of the taper is shown in degrees. 

To set the taper attachment, it is necessary 
to know the taper per foot so that the swivel 

bar can be set. 

iMu. 32. 

To produce the taper in Fig. 32 by means of 
the talker attachment, first find the taper per 

foot by using E(i. (33). 

Tu = - j— X 12 
Jj 

^1-1 
5 

^ 0.250 

5 
= 0.050 X 12 

= 0.600 

- X 12 

X 12 

(33) 
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A table of deeimal equivalents shows that 

O.GOO in. equals gf in., almostj 

To set the taper attachment to cut the above 

taper, adjust the swivel slide until the zero 

mark on the stationary ba.se coincides with 

f^in. mark on the swivel slide. A trial cut is 

taken, and if necessary a slight adjustment of 

the swivel slide is made to produce a taper of 

the desired accuracy. 

Figure 33 sliows the tail.sto(‘k of the lathe set 

over for turning a tajHa*. The live C(‘nter and 

the tail center of a latlu^ an* in perfect align¬ 

ment when the cutting tool, mounted in the tool 

post of the lathe carriage, travels in a direction 

paralh*! to a line connecting the points (^f th(^ two 

centers. If a j)iece of work is tlien plac(*d 

betwe(*n centers and revolvt'd and a cut taken 

over it, a cylindrical piece is gc'iH'rated. The 

cylinder generated will have the same dianu'ter 

throughout its whole length, or we say it is 

turned “straight.^' 

If the tailstock center (dead center) is moved 

out of alignment with the headstock cent(*r (live 

center) any amount A, as .shown in Fig. 34, then 

the cent(*r of the work at the d(*a<l-c(*nt(*r end 

will be nearer to the line of travel HC of the tool 

than the center of the work at the live center 
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end and the diameter of the piece, when turned, 
will be smaller at the dead center than at the 
live center. Setting over the tailstock is a com¬ 
mon method for turning tapered work, espe¬ 
cially when the lathe is not equipped with a 
tap(?r attachment. 

The amount of taper depends on the length 
of Ihc' work l)(‘1w(‘en centers and the sc^tover of 

th(‘ (lead center in each case. When the 
d(‘ad centiu* is set over the amount A as in 
Fig. 'Mj the radi\is at the small end will be 
sinalU'r than the radius at the large end by 
th(' amount The distance S is equal to A, 
the amount the dead center has been set over, 
and the taper of the work in the length between 

c(*nt(*rs is two times the amount the dead center 
is si‘t ovc'r, or the setover is one-half of the taper 
in th(‘ length of the work between centers. The 

length of the taper is always measured along the 
c(mt(‘r line of the work or parallel to it, and never 

along the tapered surface. 
To Find the Setover,—When the work is 

tapered throughout its length, the setover can 

l)e found if the length and the taper foot are 

known. 
The tai)or in Fig. 35 is f in. per foot, the 

length is 9 in., and the setover is required. 
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First find how much the work tapers in 9 in. 
This is found by dividing f in. by 12 and multi¬ 
plying the result by 9. 

(f -M2) X 9 = A 

The taper of 9 in. is in., and the dead center 
is set over one-half of this amount. The setover 
is ^ in. 

--Taper ^per foof- — 

-9" 

Fig. 35. 

Thus, when the taper per foot and the length 

of the work are known, the formula for finding 
the .setover is 

Setover 

. > X longlh ot work) (42) 

If S = amount of .setover, Tu = taper i)er 
foot, and L = length of the work, the formula 

can be written 

It is not practical to determine the setover of 
the dead center so accurately that the taper can 

be turned to the exact dimensions without taking 
a trial cut. This is because the lathe centers 
enter in the work to support it. In the calcula¬ 
tion, no allowance has been made for this, the 
assumption being that the distance between the 
points of the centers and the length of the work 
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are the same. The calculation for the setover 
gives a close approximation; after a trial cut, 
the necessary adjustments of the dead center 
can be made to produce the correct taper. 

When the work tapers throughout its length 
and the diameters at both the large and the 
small ends are known, the setover can be deter¬ 
mined without knowing the taper per foot. • All 
that it is necessary to know is the taper in the 
length between centers in the lathe. 

*1So ^ * 

i_ 
L- Q" 

Fig. 36. 

In Fig. 3G, the diameters at the large and 
small ends are If and liV in. respectively, and 
the length is 9 in. 

The taper is the difference between the diame¬ 
ter at the large end and the small end. Thus, 
the taper in the entire length (9 in.) is If — 
or ^ in. The setover is one-half the taper. 
The setover is A in., and the formula for this 
calculation can be written 

Setover 
= f (large diameter — small diameter) (44) 

or 

S = f(Z)-d) (45); 

If part of the work is turned straight and part 
of it turned tapered, the taper in the whole 
length of the work must be found and then the 
dead center set over one-half of this amount. 
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In Fig. 37, thn diameter at the small end of 
the taper is l^V in. The tapered part is 5 in. 
long, and the diameter at the large end of the 
tajK'r is Ig in. The nmiainder of the length is 
turned straight for 4 in. to a diameter of If in., 
the total length of the work being 9 in. 

.T- "TT-1 
•nT “ 
1 J_ 

r 't" 

-5 
-^ ^ 

-- 
Fn;. 

First det(‘rmiiie what th(' taper would b(' 
in 9 in. when cut to the same taper as is recpiired 
in the length of 5 in. The setover is one- 

half of this amount. The tap('r in 5 in. is 

Is “ lA = A in. The taper per inch etpials 
re 5, or A in. The taper in 9 in. ecpials 
9 X A> or A in. The .^etover is one-half of 
this amount; thus, A -i- 2 = in. If the 
taj)er in Fig. 37 is continued l)(\vond the o-in. 
length, as shown by the broken lim*, Fig. 37 
would become tin* same* as Fig. 36. The 
formulas'that follow can be us(m1 when part of 
the work is straight and part tapered: 

Setover 
— I 
— ^ X (tup«T per inch X total Icngtii) (40) 

or 

Setover 
.S = i(r.„ X If) (‘7) 

(48) 

or 

(49) 
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In the setover method it is important to 
remember that the whole length of the work 
must be used in calculating the taper. The set- 
over is one-half of this amount. 

Problems 

1. A tapered j)iore of work measures J in. in 

diameter at the small end and 1 J in. at the large end. 
Th(‘ tap(‘r is O.hOO in. per ft. Find the length of the 
taper. 

2. A tapered ])ieee is 9 in. long. The diameter at 

the small end is 1 J in., and the rate of taper is f in. 

])<M’ ft. Find the diameter at the large end. 

3. A tapered key is oj in. long. The thickness at 

the small end is J in. and at the large end 1 in. What 

is the tap(‘r per foot? Taper per inch? 

4. Th(‘ taper on a No. 4 Morse taper reamer is 
0.()23 in. per ft. What is the length of the tapered 

part, if the diameter at the small end is 1.020 in. and 

tlie diameter at tiio large end is 1.293 in.? 

6. A tapered ring gauge for an aircraft-engine part 
is 11 in. long. The small diameter is 0.760 in., and 

the large diameter is 1.250 in. Wdiat is the rate of 

taper per foot of the gauge? 

6. A piston rod is 3SJ in. long and tapered at one 

end for a length of 6 in. If the diameter at the large 

end of the tai)er is 3i in. and the diameter at the 
small end is 3} in., find the setting for the taper 

attachment. 
7. A piece of work is in. long and tapered at one 

end for a length of 5 in. If the diameter at the small 

end of the taper is 1} in. and the diameter at the large 

end is 2} in., find the setting for the taper attachment. 

8. Find the setover for turning the taper in 

Prob. 7. 
9. A piece of work 24 in. long is tapered at one 

end. The diameters at the large and the small ends 
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of the taper are 2 and in., respectively. If the 
taper per foot is in,, what setover is required? 

10. Find the setover for turning the taper in 
Prob. 2. 

11. A piece of work 9^ in. long is tapered for 6 in. 
from one end. Find the setover for the tailstock if 
the diameters at the large and the small ends of the 
taper are If and If in., respectively. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE SPIRAL HEAD 

The spiral head is an attachment for the mill¬ 
ing machine, and its use enables a large variety 
of operations to be performed that would other- 

Fkj. 38.—{From Brown <{: Sharpe Manufacturino Company^ 
Practical Treatise on Milling.'') 

wise be impossible. The spiral head (Fig. 38) is 
used principally for indexing and spiral cutting. 

Indexing.—When cutting the teeth in a gear, 
each tooth must be properly spaced in relation 

71 
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to the other teeth in the gear. This process of 
spacing the teeth in a gear or of dividing the 
periphery of a piece of work into a number of 
parts is called “indexing/' The spiral head is 
sometimes called the “index head" or “dividing 
head." An elevation and a section of the spiral 
head is shown in Fig. 39. A worm gear (worm 
wheel) A is mounted on the index head spindle B. 
The worm C which is an integral part of shaft D 
meshes with the worm gear .1. Secured to the 
opposite end of the shaft D is the crank E in 
the outer end of which is fitted a pin F. The end 

of the pin has a cylindrical projection that fits 
into the holes of the index plate G, When the 
crank E is moved, the worm C is rotated and 

imparts nfotion to the worm whe('l .1, and the 
work held in the si)iral head is rotated. By 
moving the crank with its index pin a c(u*tain 
number of holes in one of the index circles, a 
certain angular movement is imparted to the 
spindle and the work. The calculation for 
the indexing movement consists of finding how 
much the crank E is nniuired to be turned to 

produce the required movemimt for indexing 
the work. 

Indexing Calculations.—Most spiral heads 
are constructed with a singl(j-thr(*aded worm 
engaging a worm gear having 40 teeth. When 
the index crank E is turned one full revolution, 

the worm C is also revolved one full turn, and 
this moves the worm gear one tooth, or Vo its 
circumference. Therefore, in order to turn the 
worm gear and the spindle on whicli it is mounted 
one whole revolution, it is necessary to turn the 
index crank 40 revolutions; thus, the ratio 
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between the index crank and the spindle is 40 
to 1. If it is required to revolve the spindle 
((work) one-fourth revolution, the index crank 
is turned \ X 40, or 10 revolutions. If it is 
required to revolve the spindle ^ revolution, the 
index crank is turned i X 40, or 20 revolutions. 

The circular piece of work shown in Fig. 40 has 

eight equally spaced cuts about its periphery. 
To revolve the spindle (work) once requires 40 
revolutions of the index crank. To revolve the 

spindle ^ revolution 
would recpiire as many 
turns of the index crank 
as 40 -7- 8, or 5. After 
the first cut is made, the 

index crank is turned 5 
revolutions, thus caus¬ 
ing the s])indle (work) to 
be revolved ^ revolu¬ 
tion. The second cut is 

then made and the process repeated until all the 
cuts have been made. In the same manner, a 
piece of work with 10 cuts would recpiire 40 -f- 10, 
or 4, turns of the index crank to revolve the work 
tVrevolution; if 60 cuts were required, the move¬ 
ment of the index crank would be or f turn, 
to revolve the work Vir revolution. 

Thus, it is seen that 40 is the spiral-head con¬ 
stant, and 40 divided by the number of divisions 

Divisions Turns of Index Oank 
Constant Required for Each Division 

40 4- 8 = 5 
40 10 4 
40 4- 40 1 

40 4- 60 i 
40 4* 80 
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required equals the revolutions of the index crank 
to move the spindle (work) the required amount. 

The Index Plate and Sector.—In indexing 
operations, it is often required to make only a 
part of a turn of the index crank to get the 
required movement of the spindle. 

It is necessary to cut a gear with 45 teeth. 
Find the index circle and the setting of the sector. 

40 45 = 

The division indicated by the fraction 
means that of a whole turn of the index crank 
is required to revolve the 
gear iV revolution. 
This fractional turn of 
the index crank is accom¬ 
plished by making use of 
the index plates supplied 
\vith the spiral head. 

Most spiral heads are 
supplied with three index 
plates, each having six 
index circles. The plates and circles regularly 
supplied with the Brown & Sharpe Manufactur¬ 
ing Company’s spiral head are given below. 

Plate Circles 
1 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 
2 21, 23, 27, 29, 31, 33 
3 37, 39, 41, 43, 47, 49 

From the circles available, 45 is missing. 
However it is possible to change the fraction 
to a new fraction whose denominator is the same 
as one of the index circles av«ailable. Thus 

40 5 _ 8 
45 5 9 

8X2 ^16 
9X2 18 

and 
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Referring to the table of index circles above, 
circle 18 is available. Plate 1 is mounted on the 
indfec head and the index crank moved 16 holes 
in the 18-hole circle. Figure 41 shows the arms 
of the sector set for 16 holes in the 18-hole circle. 
In setting the sector, never count the hole in 
which the pin of the index crank is placed. For 
16 holes, there should actually be 17 holes between 
the arms of the sector, but one is filled by the pin. 

Con¬ 

stant 

Required 

divisions 

40 - 45 

40 - 6 

mSm 65 

BK 5 

9 

^ 85 

WM h 8 

(’rank 

turns 

40 

«r 
4 0 
6 S 

8 
n 
5 

Whole 

turns 

\uinher 

of holes 
(’irele 

0 16 18 

6 12 18 

0 24 39 

8 0 .\ny 

4 12 27 

0 8 17 

5 0 Any 

Indexing Calculations for Angles.—When in¬ 
dexing for an angle, the work is not usually 
required to make a complete revolution, as is 

done when a definite number of divisions are 
required. Instead, it is required to find the 
movement of the index crank necessary to pro¬ 
duce the required movement of the work in 
degrees before another cut is taken. Indexing 
for angles is required whenever the angle given 
is not a .simple fraction of the whole circle (as, for 
example, 36 deg., which Is iV njvolution; or 
46 deg., which is ^ revolution; or 72 deg., which 

is i revolution). The number of turns of the 
index crank in these cases is determined as 
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explained previously, but if the angle required is 
36i deg. (Fig. 42), the calculations for the index¬ 
ing movement are carried out as follows: 

There are 360 deg. in one circle. When the 
spindle (work) makes one revolution, the spindle 

is revolved through 3G0 deg.; thus, if it requires 
40 turns of the crank to produce one revolution 
of the spindle (360 deg.), one turn of the index 
crank must move the spindle through an angle 

equal to 360 deg. divided by 40, or 9 deg. Of 
the index circles available, 18 and 27 are divisible 
by 9; thus, 18 9 = 2 and 27 9 = 3 give the 
number of holes to move the index crank in the 
respective circles to move the spindle 1 deg. -- 

If the index-crank movement is two holes in 
the 18-hole circle to index the spindle 1 deg., 
then one hole in the 18-hole circle indexes the 

spindle ^ deg. Likewise three holes in the 
27-hole circle indexes the spindle 1 deg.; one hole, 
i deg.; and two holes, f deg.; thus, if the angle 

contains a half degree, the plate with the 18-hole 
circle is used. To index 35^ deg., proceed as 

follows: 
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35i deg. = required angle 

— 27 deg. = 3 full turns of crank 

Si deg. = fractional turn of crank 
8i deg. = 8 deg. + ^ deg. = 16 holes + 1 hole 

35J deg. = 3 turns + 17 holes in the 18-hole circle 

The angle required in Fig. 43 is 12°40'. As 
40 minutes is % deg., the plate with the 27-hole 
circle is used. 

12% deg. = required angle 
— 9 deg. = 1 full turn of crank 

3t deg. = fractional turn of crank 
3^ deg. = 3 deg. + % deg. = 9 holes + 2 holes 

12f deg. = 1 turn + 11 holes in the 27-hole circle 

This method, which makes use of the 18- and 
27-hole circles, gives the exact angle only for 

whole degrees and ij and | deg. (20, 30, and 
40 minutes). 

The indexing movement for all other angles 
containing minutes cannot be found to give the 
exact angle. But results that give the angle 
approximately arc sometimes of value and can 
be readily determined as follows. 

It is necessary to index for an angle of 55 
minutes. 

One whole turn of the index crank ecjuals 
9 deg., or 540 minutes (9 X 60 = 540). The 
index movement for 55 minutes is 540 -i- 55 = 10, 
nearly, and a movement of the index crank of 
one hole in a 10-hole circle gives the angle 
approximately. In this case there is no index 
circle with 10 holes, but there is an index circle 
with 20 holes available. This circle is used, and 
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the index crank is moved two holes in that circle 
instead of one. 

The indexing movement for 3°25' is required. 
First change the angle to minutes. 

60 = minutes in 1 deg. 
X3 = degrees given 

180 = minutes in 3 deg. 
+25 = minutes given 

205 = total minutes in 3°25' 

Dividing 540 by 205 gives the quotient 2.634. 
Now multiply this quotient by a number (any 

number) to obtain a product that equals the 
number of hol(\s in any one of the index circles 
available. 

2.634 
X8 

21.072 or a 21-hole circle 
2.()34 

_xn 
28.974 or a 29-hole circle 

2.634 
_X14 

36.876 or a 37-hole circle 

In the above multiplications the product is the 

circle to use and the multiplier is the number of 

holes to move in this circle. 
To find the circle that gives the approximate 

angle nearest to the required angle, it is simply 
necessary to test the values as follows: 

X 540 = 205.7 minutes 
X 540 = 204.8 minutes 
X 540 = 204.6 minutes 
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An indexing movement of 11 holes in the 29-hoIe 
circle gives an angle of 204.8 minutes, 0.2-miniite 
error. 

Compound Indexing.—It is often retiuired to 
obtain divisions beyond the scope of simple 
indexing, and to do this a method known us 
compound indexing is used. 

In this method, the crank])in is movc'd a 
definite numl)er of holes in the regular way, th(' 
stop pin holding the index plate is thiui dis¬ 
engaged, and the index plate with crank is t uriud 
either in the same direction or in the o])posit(' 
direction a definite number of holes. TIk^ r(*sult- 
ant movement of the crank is either the sum or 
difference of the two separate siinidc* iud(*.\ing 

operations. 
It is required to find the movement of th(* 

index crank of a Brown and Sharpe si)iral h(‘ad 
for 9G divisions. 

Proceed as follows: 
1. From the circles available on th(' plal(‘s ])ro- 

vided with the spiral head, s(4(H*t two circli's (ui 
the same plate. The circle's s(*lect(‘d an' the 

18- and 20-hole circ'U's. 
2. Find two factors of 90, the recpiirf'd num¬ 

ber of divisions. 

Factors of 96 are 8X12. 
3. Factor the difference between the number 

of holes in the two circles sele(!ted. 

The difference is 20 — 18 = 2. 
The factors of 2 are 2X1. 
4. Factor the constant 40, tlu' number of 

turns of the index crank recpiired to make oiu' 
revolution of the spindle. 

The factors of 40 are 2 X 2 X 2 X 5. 
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5. Find the factors of the two circles selected. 
The factors of the larger circle are 2X2X5. 
The factors of the smaller circle are 2X3X3. 
6. Make a fraction in which the numerator is 

the indicated product of the factors of the num¬ 
ber of divisions required and the difference 
between the number of holes in the two circles 
selected, and the denominator is the indicated 
product of the factors of 40 and the factors of 
the larger circle and the factors of the smaller 
circle. 

Thus 

(2 X 2 X 2)(2 X 2 X 3)(2 X 1) 
(2 X 2 X 2 X 6)(2 X 2 X 5)(2 X 3" X 3) 

7. Now cancel the factors above the line into 
those below the line. 

{txtx 3)(2rx j)_ 
(2'X % b){i x 2 X 5){fx »xt) 

3 

Check: All factors in the numerator must cancel 

into the factors in the denominator if the circles 
s('lect(Ml can be used. 

8. The product of the uncanceled factors in 

the (Uuiominator is taken as the numerator of 
viieh of two fractions, their denominators being 

the circles selected. 

The fractions are in- 
If the index crank is moved clockwise 75 holes 

in the 18-hole circle and the stop pin is then 
disengaged and the plate and the index crank 
moved counterclockwise 75 holes in the 20-hole 

circle, the difference between the two movements 
will equal the movement necessary to index 96 

divisions. 
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Check: 

75 75 ^ 1,500 _ 1,350 ^ 150 ^ 5 
18 20 18'X 20 18 X“ 20 360 12 

The spindle movement is -f s of the crank 
movement. 

= 1 
40 12 480 96 

In the above indexing movement there is 

always the possibility of some error due to move¬ 
ment of the crank in opposite directions. If any 
whole number is subtracted algebraically from 
each of the two fractions, the result is not 
affected. Subtracting 4 from each fraction, the 

result is 

^ = 4iYSf If = 3io 

4^ - 3M 
-4 +4 

Check: 

3 6^ 60 90 ^ 150 ^ 5 
18 20 18 X 20 18 X 20 360 12 

and 

tV X = TH d — JtV 

Subtracting 4 from each fraction results in a 

smaller number of holes required for each 

movement, and the direction of the moves arc 
clockwise. 

Differential Indexing.—Only a limited number 
of divisions can be obtained by using the three 

plates regularly supplied with the spiral head 
for plain indexing. Many divisions not obtain¬ 
able by plain indexing can be indexed by the 
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differential indexing method. Differential index¬ 
ing is similar to compound indexing in that both 
the crank and the plate are revolved, but in 
differential indexing the movement of the crank 

I'm, 44. {From Brown & Sharpe Manufacturing Company, 
Practical Treatise on Milling 

and j)latc occur at the same time, resulting in 
1( ss chance for error than in compound indexing. 
"1 he movement of the crank and plate is produced 
by a train of gears interposed between the spindle 
of the spiral head and the worm shaft that 
imparts motion to the plate. By this arrange¬ 
ment, the index crank is moved in the same circle 
of holes and the operation is like plain indexing. 

If gears an? placed on the spindle S and the 

worm shaft W of the spiral head (Fig. 44) and 
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one intermediate gear is used to complete the 
train, the plate will rotate in the same direction 
(clockwise) as the crank. With two inter¬ 
mediate geam (simple gearing), the plate will 
rotate in a direction opposite (counterclockwise) 
to the crank. 

If the index plate is stationary, the index crank 
will pass the point P forty times (Fig. *15) for 

one revolution of Hk' 
spindle. With geai> 
having the same mnn- 
hers of teeth ])lace(l on 

l>oth the spindle aS and 
the worm W (Fig. 44) 
and one intermediate 

gear, the plate will rotate 
in the same direction as 
the crank. The crank 

will pass the point P only 
thirty-nine times for on(‘ 

turn of the spindle, because the plat(', in making 
one complete turn, makes up for the fortieth 
turn or one division is .subtract(*d from the regu¬ 

lar indexing. Likewise, with two intermediate^ 
gears used to complete the train, the' ])lat(‘ will 
rotate in a direction opposite to the crank, and 
the crank will pass the point P forty-one times 
for one turn of the spindle, in order to make up 
for the one complete turn of the plate in the 
opposite direction, and one division is added to 
the regular indexing. Thus the total movement 
of the index crank at every indexing is equal to 

its movement relative to the plate plus the move¬ 
ment of the plate when the plate rotates in the 
same direction as the crank and minus the movc- 

P 
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merit of the plate when the plate rotates in the 
direction opposite to the crank. The desired 
movement of the plate for each indexing can be 
obtained by the use of proper change gears. 

The change gears regularly supplied with the 
Brown and Sharpe spiral head are 24 teeth (two 
gears), 28, 32, 40, 44, 48, 56, 64, 72, 86, and 
100 teeth. 

Change Gears for Differential Indexing.—It 
is recpiired to cut a gear with 119 teeth. To 
obtain the change gears (simple gearing) for the 
spindle S and the worm W, proceed as follows. 

1. Select the index circle. As the index plates 
regularly supplied with the siiiral head are to be 
used, select a number of divisions that can be 
obtained by plain indexing and find the required 
movement of the index crank. The number of 
divisions selected can be either larger or smaller 

than the number to be indexed. 
Thus, 
119 = number of divisions recpiired. 

120 = number of divisions selected to find 
index circle. 

10 120 
10 ^1 ^ , 1X6^^ 

120 “ 3 3X6 18 

Us(' i)lat(^ 1, and s('t the sector arms for an 
indc'x (*rank movement of six holes in the 18-hole 

circle. 
2. Find the change gears to give the required 

movement of the j)late. 
The retpiin^d movement of the spindle is 

revolution for each tooth cut. The required 

movement of the index crank to rotate the spindle 

tTo revolution is 40 X rfir, or -tAt revolution. 
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The movement of the plate is the difference 
between the movement for indexing the number 
of divisions required (119) and the number of 
divisions selected (120). 

40 40 _ 40 1 
119 120 119 3 

120 _ 119 __ 1 
3 X 119 3 X 119 3 X 119 

The movement of the plate is 1/(3 X 119) 
revolution while the spindle makes j} ^ revolution. 

As the spindle imparts motion to the plate, th(^ 
change gears necessary to revolve the plate 
1/(3 X 119) revolution while the spindle revolves 
tt^ revolution can be found. 

Multiply both fractions by the same quantity 
to change them to whole numbers. 

3 X~119 ^ ^ ~ ^ revolution of plate 

X (3 X 119) =3 revolutions of spindle 

The number of teeth in the gears is inversely 
proportional to the number of revolutions the 
gears make; thus the teeth in the gears are found 
by inverting the number of revolutions they 
make. 

1 revolution of plate 
3 revolutions of spindle 

_ 3 teeth in worm gear (plate gear) 
1 tooth in spindle gear 

and 

? = ^ = I? /worm g^r 
1 I X 24 24 spindle gear 

Place the 24-tooth gear on the spindle S and 
the 72-tooth gear on the worm W and use one 
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intermediate gear to complete the train, then the 
spindle will be indexed xt^ revolution when the 
index crank is moved six holes in the 18-circle. 

The same results can be obtained by the 
formula: 

S = number of teeth in spindle gear. 
W = number of teeth in the worm gear. 
Gi = first intermediate gear on the stud. 
(?2 = second intermediate gear on the stud. 
N == number of divisions required. 

iV' = number of divisions selected that can be 
obtained by plain indexing. 

The formula 

1= = 40 - (Q X N) (50) 

requires one intermediate gear and is used when 
N is less than N'. 

The formula 

|. = (g X iV) - 40 (51) 

recpiires two intermediate gears and is used when 
N is greater than N\ 

To find the change gears for 119 divisions hy 
formula, we have 

^ = 40 - (Q X N) 

n - =1 

A _ 40 - Q X no) 

jS _ /m _ iij)\ ^ 1 
TF “ V 3 3 / 3 
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Multiplying both the numerator and denomi¬ 

nator by 24 to get gears with the numbers of 
teeth that are available, we get 

S _ 1 X 24 _ ^ spindle gear 

W 3 X 24 72 worm gear 

When the required movement of the plate 
relative to the spindle cannot be obtained by 
simple gearing, compound gearing is iisc^d. 

Formulas for compound gearing are given 

below: 

When N is less than xV' and reciuires no inter¬ 

mediate gear: 

= -10-(QXiV) (52) 

WIk'Ii N is greater than iV' and recpiires one 
intermediate gear: 

ir Xf/' WXAO - 40 (53) 

The number of divisions reciuired is 241. 

N = 241, N' = 210 und 

X (n 
W X (h 

(Q X A') - •10 

s X r;, 
W XGl (240x2“ 

) - 40 

S X 6’, 

WX^G~2 G X 211) - -10 

S X Gi 
W xTh 

2)1 - 40 

S X Gx 211 210 1 

W X G, (j (» ~ ( ’> 
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s X Gi ^ 2 ^ (i X G4) (2 X 12) _ 32 X 24 
W XG2 1 X 6 (1 X 64) (6 X 12) 64 X 72 
S XGi _ 32 X 24 
W X G2 64 X 72 

product of teeth in driving gears 
product of te(‘th in driven gears 

S = 32 tooth, W = 64 tooth, Gi = 24 tootli, 
Gi = 72 teeth 

The four gears above properly arranged give 

the plate the required movement to index 241 
divisions. If 239 divisions were required instead 

Fio. 46.—{From Brown Sharpe Manufacturing Company^ 
Practical Treatise on MillingJ*') 

of 241, the same gears could be used without the 
internu'diatc' gear I inti'rposed between the spindle 

and the plate as shown in Fig. 46. 
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Spiral Milling.—Cutting a spiral in the milling 
machine (Fig. 47) is similar to cutting a thread 
in the lathe. Motion is transmitted from the 

Fig. 47.—Cutting spiral teeth in milling cutter. {From 
Broum <1* Sharpe Manufacturing Comixiny, Practical 
Treatise on Milling.*') 

feed screw to the spindle of the spiral head by 
means of a set of change gears. 

In Fig. 48 is shown an end view of a spiral 
head mounted on top of the milling-maehinc* 
table. The gear A is placed on the end of the 
feed screw and is commonly called the feed¬ 

screw gear'' or ‘‘gear on screw." Gear A 
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imparts motion through the intermediate gear B 
to the gear C which is placed on the stud D of 
the spiral head; from the stud, in turn, motion is 
imparted to the worm of the spiral head and from 
the worm to the worm gear mounted on the 
spiral-head spindle. Thus, when connected by 
gearing in this manner, the spiral-head spindle 
may be rotated from the feed screw of the milling 

machine. The gear 0 oii the stud is called the 
‘‘gear on worm” and should not be confused 
with the worm gear which is permanently 
attached to the spiral-head spindle. The calcu¬ 
lation of change geai^s for cutting spirals on the 
milling machine is the same, in principle, as the 
method for determining the change gears for 

the engine lathe. 
The Lead of a MUling Machine—The lead 

of a milling machine corresponds to the lathe 
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constant of an engine lathe. Place gears with 
equal numbei's of teeth on the feed screw and the 
worm shaft and use any intermediate gear B to 
complete the train (see Fig. 48). TIk'ii the lead 
of the milling machine is the distance the table 
will travel while the spiral-head spindle makes 
one complete revolution. This distance is a con¬ 
stant used in calculating the change g('ars. It 
may vary for different milling machines. 

The lead of a spiral (helix) is the distance, 
measured along the axis of the work, in whi(4i 
the spiral makes oiu' whoh» turn around the 
work. Thus, tlu' lead of the milling machine 
may also be expressed as the lead of a spiral that 
will be cut wlum gc^ars with an eeiual numlxu’ of 

teeth are placed on the LhhI scri^w and worm 
shaft and a suitable interm(»diat(‘ gear is inter¬ 
posed .betwcvn them. 
i-'-'To find tlu^ lead of a milling machine, ])lace 
equal g(‘ars on th(' fer'd scr(‘W and W()rm shaft 
(Fig. 48) and find the number of r(‘Volutions of 

the feed screw to produce one complete^ turn of 
the spiral-head spindl(\ The number of nwolu- 
tions of the feed .sen^w multiplied by tiu* krid of 
the thread of the feed screw (rpials the lead of the 
milling machine. 

If L = lead of milling machine, N = number 
of revolutions made by the f(‘ed sen'w to ))roduce 
one revolution of the spiral-head spindle, and 

P = lead of the feed sennv, then we can write 
the fonnula as follows; 

N XP (54) 

The lead of the feed .screw of a milling machine 
is in., and 40 revolutions of th(* fissl screw are 
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rociuired to turn th(3 spiral-head spindle one com¬ 
plete revolution when gears A and C (Fig. 48) 
are equal. 

L =-■ N XP 
L = 40 X T = 10 in. 

The Purpose of Change Gears When Milling 
Spirals.—The lead of the milling machine is the 
distance the table of the milling machine moves 
forward in order to turn the work placed on the 
spiral-head s[)indle one whole revolution when 
change gears with equal numbers of teeth arc 
used. If it is retpiired to cut a spiral with a lead 
twice the.t of the machine, change gears of such 
a ratio must be used that the spiral-head spindle 
will turn only one-half revolution while the table 
movies forward a distance equal to the lead of 
the macliine. 

It is recpiired to find the change gears to cut a 
spiral having a lead of 20 in. on a milling machine 
that has a lead of 10 in. The ratio between the 

speeds of the feed screw and the worm shaft 
must be 2 to I, which means that the feed screw 
is recpiired to turn twice while the worm shaft 
turns once. Therefore the feed-screw gear must 
have oni^-half the number of teeth of the gear 
placed on the worm shaft. If the lead of the 
machine is 10 and the lead of the spiral required 
to be cut is 25 in., then the ratio between the 
speed of the gc'ars would be 2.5 to 1, which is 
the same as the ratio between the lead of the 
spiral to be cut and the lead of the machine. 

Cutting Spirals with Simple Gearing.—To find 
the change gears, form a fraction, the numerator 
of the fraction is the same as the lead of the spiral 
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to be cut, and its denominator is the same as 
the lead of the milling machine. Multiply the 
numerator and the denominator of this fraction 
by the same number (any number) to get a new 
fraction. In this new fraction, the numerator 
gives the number of teeth in the gear on the 
worm shaft and the denominator the number of 
teeth in the gear on the feed screw. This can 
be written as an equation as follows: 

Lead of spiral to be cut 
Lead of milling machine 

__ teeth in gear on worm shaft * 
teeth in gear on food screw . 

(55) 

It is required to find the change gears to cut a 

spiral with a lead of 6 in. in a milling machine 
with a feed screw that has four threads per inch. 

1. Find the lead of the milling machine. As 
the feed screw is single-threaded and has four 
threads per inch, the lead of the screw thread is 
i in. Using Eq. (54) to find the lead of the 
milling, we have 

L = N XP (54) 
L = 40 X i = 10 in. 

2. Find the change gears using (55) 

Lead of spiral to be cut _ 0X4 
Lead of milling machine 10 X 4 

24 gear on worm 
= - - - (55) 

I 40 gear on screw ' 

The 24-tooth gear (gear on worm) is placed 
on the worm shaft, and the 40-tooth gear (gear 
on screw) is placed on the feed screw. An inter¬ 
mediate gear (any number of teeth) is placed 

between two gears to complete the train. 
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The number of teeth in the intermediate gear 
has no influence on the speed ratio of the feed 
screw and worm shaft, but simply serves to 
transmit motion from one gear to the other. 
The above setup is for cutting a right-hand spiral. 
If a left-hand spiral is required, it is only neces¬ 
sary to add a second intermediate gear to the 
train. 

Cutting Spirals with Compound Gearing.—It 
is not always possible to find a set of two change 
g('ars that will transmit the requin^d motion, nor 
is it always desirable, and it is then necessary to 
use compound gearing. The manner in which 
the gears are found is exactly the same as the 
method used for compound gearing in the engine 

lathe. The numerator and the denominator of 
the fraction are divided into two factors each, 
and then each pair of factors (one factor in the 
numerator and one in the denominator making 
one pair) is multiplied by the same number 
(any number) until numbers of teeth are obtained 

that are availa])l(‘ in the change gears supplied. 
The formula for compound gearing is as follows: 

Lead of spiral to be cut 
Lead of milling machine 

_ product of driven gears , . 

l)rodu(*t of driving gears 

is recpiired to find the change gears to cut a 
spiral having a 3()-in. lead in a milling machine 
with a lead of 10 in, 

3() ^1X9^ (4 X l(i)(9 X 8) ^ Q4 X 72 
10 2X5 (2X1(>)(5X8) 32X40 

The 72-tooth gear is the gear on worm and 
meshes with the 32-tooth gear called the “first 
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gear on stud/' The G4-tooth gear called the 
second gear on stud" is driven by the 40-tooth 

gear called the ‘‘gear on screw." This makes 
the gears having 72 and 6*4 teeth the driven 
gears and the goal's havdng 32 and 40 teeth the 
driving gears, the train of geai*s being driven 

from the feed screw of th(' fable. The driven 
gears may be int<*rchang(Hl, or the driving ginirs 
may be interchanged, l)Ut nev(‘r intiu'changc* a 
driving gear for a driven gear. Figure 49 shows 
the change gears (compound gearing) arrang(‘d 
to cut a right-hand spiral, and Fig. 50 shows the 
change gears (compound gearing) arranged to 
cut a left-hand spiral. 

Cam Cutting with the Spiral Head.—Face, 
peripheral, and cylindrical cams of all ordinary 
sizes can be cut upon a milling machine, and a 

far more satisfactory job can be obtained than 
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is possible by drilling around the outline of a cam 
blank, breaking it off, and then filing to a line. 

Screw-machine cams are required in great 
variety, each differing from the other by only a 
few thousandths of an inch and with practically 
no duplications, making the use of master cams 

out of the question. 

A method that is often followed in cutting 
peripheral cams, especially those for use on auto¬ 
matic screw machines, is that of using the spiral 
head and a vertical-spindle milling attachment 
(see Fig. 51). The spiral head is geared to the 
table feed screw, the same as in cutting ordinary 
spirals, and the cam blank is fastened to the end 
of the index spindle. An end mill is used in the 
verti(*al-spindle milling attachment, which is set 
in each case to mill the periphery of the cam at 
right angles to its sides. In other words, the 
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axes of the spiral-head spindle and attachment 
spindle must always be parallel to mill cams 
according to this method. The cutting is done 
by the teeth on the periphery of the end mill. 

51.— MilliriK .srrew machine ca!n, showing use of 
extension for .spiral head. (From Brown Sharpe Manu- 

facluriny Company, ‘‘Practical Treatise on Milling.**) 

The principle of this method is as follows: Sup- 
j)osc the spiral lu^ad is eU^vated to 90, or at (»xact 
right anglers to th(? surface of the table, and is 
geared for any given lead (seci Fig. 52). It is 
then apparent that, as the table! advances and 

the blank is turned, the distance between the 

axes of the index spindle and attachment spindle 
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becomes less. In other words, the cut becomes 
deeper and the radius of the cam is shortened, 
producing a spiral lobe, the lead of which is the 
same as that for which the machine is geared. 

Now suppose the same gearing is retained and 
the spiral head is set at zero, or parallel to the 

surface of the table (see Fig. 53). It is apparent. 

Fiti. 54. 

also, that the axes of the index sj)indle and 
attachment spindle are parallel to one anotlu'r. 
Therefore, as the table advan(;(‘s and the blank 

is turned, the distance l)etween the axes of i\m 
index spindle and attachment spindle remains 
the .same. As a result, the peri pinery of the 

blank, if milled, is concentric or the lead is 0. 
If, then, the spiral head is elevated to any 

angle betweem zero and 90 (see Fig. 54) tlu^ 
amount of lea<l given to the cam will be between 
that for which the machine is geared and 0. 

Hence it is clear that cams with a very large 
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range of different leads can he obtained with one 
set of change gears, and the problem of milling 
the lobes of a cam is reduced to the question of 
finding the angle at which to set the head to 
obtain any given lead. 

In order to illustrate the method of obtaining 
th(‘ correct angl(‘, a drawing of a (^am to be milled 

and data connected with same are given in 
Fig. 55. 

It is first necessary to know the lead of the 
lobes of a cam, that is, the amount of rise of each 
lobe if continued the full circumference of the 
cam. This can be obtained from the drawing 
as follows: For cams where the face is divided 
into hundredths, as that shown, multiply 100 by 
the rise of the lobe in inches and divide by the 
number of hundredths of circumference occupied 
by the lobe. For cams that arc figured in 
degrees of circumference, multiply 360 by the 
rise of the lobe in inches and divide by the num¬ 
ber of degrees of circumference occupied by the 
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lobe. Take Fig. 55 for example, we have a cam 
of one lobe that extends through iVor of the 
circumference and has a rise of 0.178 in. Then 
(100 X 0.178)/9I = 0.1950-in. lead of lobe, or 
0.190 in., which is near enough for all practical 
purpose.s. As a 0.190-in. lead is much less than 

0.07 in., which is the shortest lead regularly 
obtainable on the milling machine, the change 
gears that will give a lead of 0.07 in. may be 

used, and then the angle of the h(*ad can be 
adjusted so that a lead of 0.190 in. will be ob¬ 
tained on the cam lobe with these change gears. 
The rule for this is lus follows: 

Divide the given h'ad of the cam lobe by a lead 
obtainable on the machine, iind tlu' result is the 

sine of the angle at which to set the lu^ad. 
{'ontinuing the calculation for the lobe of the 

cam in Fig. 55, we therefon? have* 

0.190 in. 

0.07 
- 0.29253 

Hence, 0.29253 is the sine of the correct angle. 
Turning t<3 a table of sin<\s and cosines, w(‘ find 

that 0.29253 is very near 0.29205, whicdi is the 
sine of an angle of 17 deg. and I minute. As the 
spiral head is not graduated (jlo.ser than (piarter 
degrees, it will be satisfactory to (‘U'vate the head 
ju.st a hair ovc'r 17. Then, with tlu^ gearing for 
a l(?ad of 0.ti7 in., a cam with a lead of 0.190 in. 

will be obtained. 
The minut<‘ errors between the actual lead 

0.1950 and 0.190 in. and in tin* sirups and angles 
of this calculation can .safely be ignonsl, as it is 

not po.ssibh* in practice to work very much closer 

than outlined. 
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The portion of the periphery of the cam from 

to 0 represents a clearance of the cutting tool 
prior to the beginning of the throw. It is usually 
milled to a line or drilled, broken out, and filed. 

Whenever possible, the job should be set up 
so that the end mill will cut on the lower side 
of the blank, as this brings the mill and table 
nearer together and makes the job more rigid. 
It also prevents chips from accumulating and 
enables the operator to see better any lines that 
may be laid out on the face of the cam. 

When the lead of the machine is over 2 in., the 
automatic feed can be used, but when the lead 
is less than 2 in., the job should be fed by hand, 
with the index crank. 

Problems 

1. It is required to cut a gear with 55 teeth. Find 
the movement of the index crank. 

2. A reamer is to have nine flutes regularly spaced. 
Find the movement of the index crank. 

3. A ratchet wheel is to have 45 teeth. Find the 
movement of the index crank. 

4. A 10-pitch gear of 132 teeth is to be cut. Find 
the plate, circle, and movement of the index crank. 

6. A 14-pitch 18-tooth gear is to be cut in the mill¬ 
ing machine. Find the plate, circle, and movement 
of the index crank. 

6. It is required to have an indexing movement of 
13 J deg. Find the plate, circle, and number of turns 
of the crank. 

7. Find the plate, circle, and number of turns of 
the crank to have an indexing movement of 37®20'. 

8. An indexing movement of lOJ deg. is required. 
Find the plate, circle, and number of turns of the 
index crank. 
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9. Find the plate, circle, and number of turns of 
the crank to have an indexing movement of 3S®40'. 

10. Find the plate, circles, and number of turns of 
the crank for indexing a 77-tooth gear. Use com¬ 
pound indexing. 

11. Find the plate, circles, and number of turns of 
the crank for indexing a ()9-tooth ratchet wheel. 
Use compound indexing. 

12. A 10-pitch 91-tooth gear is to be cut in the mill¬ 
ing machine. Find the plate, circles, and number of 
turns of the crank for indexing by compound indexing. 

13. Find the indexing movement for 93 divisions, 

using comjK)und indexing. 

14. Select the i)late and circle and find the change 
gears for indexing a 119-tooth gear. Use dilTerential 
indexing. 

15. Select the plate and circle, and find the change 
gears for indexing 106 tlivisions. Use differential 
indexing. 

16. It is required to cut a gear with 250 teeth. 
Select the plate and circle, and find the change gears 
for indexing. Use differential indexing. 

17. Find the change gears, plate, and circle for 
indexing for 2.39 divisions. Use differential indexing. 

18. The lead of a spiral is 12 in. Find the change 
gears if the lead of the machine is 10 in. 

19. Find the change gears for milling a spiral with 
a lead of 10.5 in. in a milling machine with a lead of 
10 in. 

20. The lead of a milling machine is 10 in. Find 
the change gears for cutting a spiral with a lead of 
48 in. 

21. Find the change gears for cutting a spiral with 
a lead of H in. in a milling machine with a lead of 10 in. 

22. The lead of a spiral is 40 in. Find the change 
gears for cutting the spiral in a milling machine with a 
lead of 10 in. 



(.CHAPTER VII 

TOLERANCES AND ALLOWANCES 

FOR MACHINE PARTS^ 

In manufacturing; machine parts according to 
modern mc'thods, certain maximum and mini¬ 
mum dimensions are (\stablishcd, particularly for 
the more important members of whatever 
machine or mechanism is to be constructed. 
These limiting dimensions serve two purposes: 

They pn^veiit unnecessary a(‘curacy and also 
(‘xcessive inaccuracic's. A certain degree of accu¬ 
racy is (‘ss(Mitial to the ])roper functioning of the 

assembh'd parts of a mechanism, l)ut it is useless 
and wasteful to make parts more precise than 
iKH'ded to meet i)ractical recpiirements; hence, 

the use of i)roj)(‘r limiting dimensions promotes 
efficiency in manufacturing and also ensures 
standards of accuracy and fpiality that are 

consistent with the functions of the different 
parts of a mc'chanical device. 

Parts made* to specified limits usually are con¬ 

sidered int('rchang('able, or capable of use with¬ 
out selection, but there are several degrees of 

interchangeability in macliiiu'ry manufacture. 

Strictly speaking, interchangeability consists in 
making t he different parts of a mechanism so uni- 

' Uoprintcvl from John M. Amiss and Franklin D. 

Jones, ^‘'rhe I'se of Handbook Tables and Formulas,’^ 

by permission from the Industrial Press. 
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form in size and contour that each part of a 
certain model \vill fit any mating part of the same 
model, regardless of the lot to which it belongs 
or when it was made. However, as often defined, 
interchangeability consists in making each part 
fit any mating part in a certain series; that is, 
the interchangeability exists only in the same 
series. Selective assembly is sometimes termed 
interchangeability, but it involves a selection or 
sorting of parts as explained later. It will be 
noted that the strict definition of interchange- 
ability does not imply that the parts must always 
be assembled without handw^ork, although that 
is usually considered desirable. It does mean, 
however, that when the mating parts are finished, 

by w'hatever process, they must assemble and 
function properly, Avithout fitting individual 
parts one to the other. 

When a machine having interchangeable parts 
has been installed possibly at some distant point, 

a broken part can readily be replaced by a new 

one sent by the manufacturer, but this feature is 
secondary as compared with the increased effi¬ 
ciency in manufacturing on a interchangeable 
basis. In order to make parts interchangeable, 
it is necessary to use gauges and measuring tools, 
to provide some system of inspection, and to 

adopt suitable tolerances. Whether al)solutc 
interchangeability is practicable or not may 
depend upon the tolerances adopted, the relation Sen the different parts and their form. 

anings of the Terms Limit, Tolerance, and 
ance.—The terms ‘‘limit” and “tolerance” 

and also “tolerance” and “allowance” are often 

used interchangeably, but each of these terms 
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has a distinct meaning and refers to different 
dimensions. As shown by the diagram (Fig. 56) 
the limits of a hole or shaft are its diametor^s. 
Tolerance is the difference between two limif.s 
limitinKjdimcnaions oiji 

given par^ and the term 
means that a certain 
amount of error is toler¬ 
ated for practical rea¬ 
sons. Allowance is the 
difference between lim¬ 
iting dimensions on mat¬ 
ing parts that are to be 
assembled either loosely 
or tightly, depending up¬ 
on the amount allowed 
for^>h5 fit. 

Example I, The Ameri¬ 
can Standard for medium 
fits is found in Table VH, 
page 218. From this table, 
explain how the tolerances 
and allowances are estab¬ 
lished for a diameter of 2 in. 

Maximum hole = 2 + 
0.0010 and minimum hole 
= 2 — 0.000; hence, 

Hole tolerance = 2.0010 — 2 = 0.0010 in. 
Maximum shaft = 2 — 0.0014 = 1.9986 in.; mini¬ 

mum shaft = 2 — 0.0024 = 1.9976 in.; hence. 
Minimum allowance = minimum hole — maximum 

shaft = 2 - 1.9986 = 0.0014 in. 
Maximum allowance = maximum hole — minimum 

shaft = 2.0010 - 1.9976 = 0.0034 in. 
Example 2. Tables VIII and IX, pages 219-220, 

give the dimensions for the American Standard coarse- 

Fn?. 56.—Difference be¬ 
tween limit, tolerance, and 
allow'ance. Limits: B, 
maximum limit of boro; 
6, minimum limit of bore; 
S, maximum limit of shkft, 
8, minimum limit of shaft. 
Tolerances: B-h, maximum 
tolerance o7 bore; B-s, 
maximum tolerance of 
shaft. AU9wanccs: B-«, 
maximum allowance, or if 
8 is greater than B (as for 
tight or forced fits) then 
s-B is minimum allowance 
for fit; minimum allow¬ 
ance, or if S is greater than 
b (as for tight or forced 
fits) then S-b is maximum 
allowance for fit. 
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threncl scries—medium fit. Determine the piteli- 

diameter tolerance of both screw and nut and also the 
minimum and maximum allowance between screw and 

nut at the pitch diameter, assuming that the nominal 

diameter is I in. and the pitch J in. 

The maximum pitch diameter or limit of the screw 

= 0.91 SS, and the minimum pitch diameter, 0.9134; 

hence, the tolerance = 0.9188 — 0.0134 = 0.0054 in. 

The nut tolerance = 0.9242 — 0.9188 = 0.0054 in. 
The maximum allowance for medium fit = maxi¬ 

mum pitch diameter of nut — minimum pitch diame¬ 

ter of screw = 0.9242 — 0.9134 = 0.0108 in. 

The minimum allowance = minimum pitch diame¬ 

ter of nut — maximum pitch diameter of screw = 

0.9188 - 0.9188 = 0.0000. 

Relation of Tolerances to Limiting Dimensions 

tuid How Basic Size Is Determined.—The abso¬ 
lute limits of the various dimensions and surfaces 
indicate danger ])oints, inasmuch as parts mad(^ 
beyond these limits are un.serviceal)l(\ A can'ful 
analysi.s of a mechanism shows that one of these 
danger points is more sharply (h^fiiu'd than the 
other. For example, a certain stuil must always 
assemble into a certain hole. If the stud is 
made beyond its maximum limit, it may hv, too 
loose or too wc^ak to function, ddie absolute 
maximum limit in this ca.se may cover a range* of 
0.001 in., whereas the absolute minimum limit 
may have a range of at least 0.(K)1 in. In this 
case, the maximum limit is the more sharply 

defined. 
The basic size expressed on the component 

drawing is that limit whicli defines the mor<^ vital 
of the two danger points, while* the te)lerance 
defines the other. In general, thci basic elirnen- 
sion of a male part, such as a shaft, is the maxi- 
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mum limit that requires a minus tolerance. 
Similarly, the basic dimension of a female part is 
the minimum limit requiring a plus tolerance, as 
shown in Fig. 57. There are, however, dimen¬ 
sions that define neither a male nor a female 
surface, such for example as dimensions for the 
location of holes. In a few cases of this kind, a 

variation in one direction is less dangerous than 

Hole!250 

a variation in the other. I mder these conditions, 
the basic dimension represents the danger point, 

and the unilateral tolerance permits a variation 
only in the l(‘ss dangerous direction. At other 
times, the conditions are such that any variation 

from a fixeal point in either direction is equally 
dangerous. In such a case, the basic size repre¬ 
sents this fixed point, and tolerances on the 

drawing are bilateral and extend equally in both 

directions.^ 
^ When Allowance Provides Clearance between 
Mating Parts.—When one part must fit freely 
into another part like a shaft in its bearing, the 

' P\)r an explanation of unilateral and bilateral toler¬ 
ances see “Machinery's Handbookor Colvin, “Gages 
and Their Uses in Inspection,” p. 110. 
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allowance between the shaft and bearing repre¬ 
sents a clear space. It is evident that the 
amount of clearance varies widely for different 
classes of work. The minimum clearance should 
be as small as will permit the ready assembly 
and operation of the parts, while the maximum 
clearance should l)e as great as the functioning 

of the mechanism will allow. The difference 
l)etween the maximum and minimum clearances 
defines the extent of the tohuances. In general, 
the difference between the l)asic siz(\s of com¬ 

panion parts ecjuals the minimum clearance (see 
Fig. 58), and the term ‘‘allowance” if not 
defined as maximum or minimum is commonly 

applied to the minimum clearance. 
JlHien Interference of Metal Is the Result of 

lUlowance.—If a shaft or pin is larger in diameter 

than the hole into which it is forced, tlu're is, of 
course, interference betw(‘en the two parts. The 
metal surrounding the hole is expand(‘d and corn- 
pre.s.sed as the shaft or other i)art is forced into 
place. Engine crankpins, car axles, and various 
other parts are assembled in this way. Tables 
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of selected fits arc given in various handbooks. 
If interchangeable parts are to be forced together, 
the minimum interference establishes the danger 
point. This means that for force fits the basic 
dimension of the shaft or pin is the minimum 
limit reciuiring a plus tolerance, while the basic 
dimension of the hole is the maximum limit 

re(pnring a minus tolerance (see Fig. 59). 

^Obtaining Allowance by Selection of Mating 
Parts.--The Um-iu ‘‘selective assembly” is applied 
to a method of manufacturing that is similar in 

many of its derails to interchangeable manu¬ 
facturing. In selective assembly, the mating 
parts {ire sorted according to size and assembled 
or interchanged with little or no machining. 
The chi(‘f purpose of manuhicturing by selective 
assembly is the production of hirgc (piantities of 

duplicate parts {is economically as possible. As 
a general rule, the smiiller the tolerances, the 

mor(‘ exacting and expensive will be the manu¬ 
facturing prot^esses; but it is possible to use com¬ 
paratively large tolerance's and then reduce them, 
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in effect, by selective assembly, provided the 
quantity of parts is large enough to make such 
selective fitting possible. • To illustrate the pro¬ 
cedure, Fig. 60 shows a plug or stud that has a 
plus tolerance of 0.001 in. Assume stud that 
has a plus tolerance of 0.001 in. and a hole that 
also has a plus tolerance of 0.001 in. Assume 

that this tolerance of 0.001 in. represents the 

o.2498''1:S:Soo^ 
o.25oo'':S:8So-‘ 

GROUP A 0.2498" 

GROUP « 0.2r*(X)" 

GROUP C 0.2502" 

GROUP D 0,2504" 

GROUP E 0.2500" 

+ 0.0(H»2" 
- O.CKKXJ" 

+ 0.(XX}2" 
- 0.(K)00" 
+ 0.0002" 
- O.(HKK)" 

f 0.0002" 
- 

+ 0.0<J02" 
- O.CXKJO" 

GROUP A 0.25(X)" 

(JROUP H 0.2502" 

(iROUP r 0.2504" 

C’iROUP I) 0.2500" 

CJROUP E 0.2508" 

f 0.(XH)2" 
- O.(HHM)" 

-i- 0.0002" 

- O.(MMH)" 

-f- 0.(MH)2" 
- 0.(MH>0" 
-f 0.0(H>2" 

- 0.(KMHI" 
f 0.(MM>2" 

- O.IMKM)" 

Fig. 60.—Inffirniation placecl on ilrawioKs n.*^**! in 

live uH^einbly manufacturing to facilitate gra<linK of i)arts. 

normal size variation on each part when manu¬ 
factured efficiently. With this tolerance, a mini¬ 
mum plug in a maximum hole would have a 
clearance of 0.2510 — 0.2498 = 0.(X)12 in.; and 
a maximum plug in a minimum hole would havt* a 
metal interference of 0.2508 — 0.2500 = 0.0(K)8in. 
But suppose the clearance retpiired for th(‘S(^ 
parts must range from zero to 0.0(K)4 in. This 
reduction can be obtained by dividing both plugs 

and holes into five groups (see Fig. 60). Any 
studs in group A, for example, will assemble in 
any hole in group A, but the studs in one group 

will not as.semble propt^rly in the holes in anoth(»r 
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group. When the largest stud in group A is 
assembled in the smallest hole in group A, the 
clearance equals zero^ When the smallest stud 
in group A is assembled in the largest hole in 
group Ay the clearance equals 0.0004 in. Thus, 
in selective assembly manufacturing, there is a 
double set of limits, the first being the manu¬ 
facturing limits, and the second the assembling 
limits. In many cases, two separate drawings 
an* made of a part that is to be graded before 
assembly. One shows the manufacturing toler¬ 
ances only, so as not to confuse the oper¬ 
ator, while the other gives the proper grading 
information. 

Example 3. According to the American Standard 

for heavy force- and shrink-fit tolerances and allow¬ 
ances, the maximum allowance for a 2-in. diameter is 

0.(X)2S in. The loosest fit is 0.0012 in., and the selec¬ 

tive fit, 0.0020 in. Explain how these figures are 
determined. 

The maximum allowance for a force fit = maxi¬ 

mum shaft — minimum hole = 2.0028 — 2 = 0.0028 

in. 
liooscst fit = minimum shaft — maximum hole = 

2.(K)20 - 2.000S = 0,0012 in. 

The desired allowance or selected fit for this 
diameter is midway between the minimum allow¬ 

ance (loosest fit) and the maximum allowance 
and equals 0.0020 in. In order to obtain shafts 
that are 0.0020 in. larger than the mating holes, 
it IS necessary to select the sizes, assuming that 
the parts are made in large enough quantities to 

permit such selection. 
Dimensioning Drawings to Ensure Obtain¬ 

ing Required Tolerances.—In dimensioning the 
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drawings of parts requiring tolerances, there are 
certain fundamental rules that should be applied. 
yRulc 1. In interchangeable manufacturing, 
there is only one dimension (or group of dimen¬ 
sions) in the same straight line which can bo 
controlled within fixed tolerances. This is the 

distance between the tool and the locating, or 
registering, surface of the part being machini'd. 
Therefore, it is incorrect to locate any point or 

Fi(i. 61.—Common hut incorrect method of dimensioning. 

surface with tolerances from more than one point 

in the same straight line. 
/Rule 2. Dimensions should be given betwec'i) 

“friose points which it is esstmtial to hold in a 
specific relation to each other. The majority of 
dimensions, however, are relatively unimportant 

in this respect. It is good practice to establish 
common location points in each plane and to 
give, as far as possible, all such dimensions from 
these points. 

Ihile 3. The basic dimensions given on com- 
pmient drawings for interchangeable parts should 

be, except for force fits and other unusual con¬ 

ditions, the maximum metal sizes (maximum 

shaft or plug and minimum hole). 
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The direct comparison of the basic sizes should 
check the danger zone, which is the minimum 
clearance condition in the majority of cases. It 

_ *0000’' _^ ^ L*0000' 
^-00/0” r*" o * 

-0.0/0" 
L- ^*0000'’ _J 

Fiti. 02.—Ono intorprotiitioii of <Uini‘iisioning in Fig. 01. 

is evident that these sizes are the most important 
ones, as they t'ontrol the interchangeability, and 

th(\v should be t lu' first determined. Once estab- 
HsIuhI, th(‘y should remain fixed if the mechanism 
functions ])ro])(‘rly and the design is unchanged. 

^ ^*00/0" ^ L u^acoo\ 
^-0020" -00/0" 

1 ^*0000" J 

Fl<f, 03.—Sorond interpretation of (Uinen.sLoning in lig. 01. 

^die diretdion of the tolerances, then, would be 

su(*h as to recede from the danger zone. In the 
majority of cases, this means that the direction 
of the tolerances is such as will increase the 

clearance. For force fits, the basic dimensions 
dt^ttu'inine the minimum interference, while the 

tolerances limit the maximum interference. 
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RuJ^A. Dimensions must not be duplicated 
between the same points. The duplication of 
dimensions causes much needless trouble, due to 
changes being made in one place and not in the 
others. It causes less trouble to searc^h i) 
drawing to find a dimension than it (lo(\s to have 

them duplicated and more readily found but 
inconsistent. 

ri<}. Ch4.—.\ thinl iiitiTpretatioii of UtriHMi.siotiiiiK in Fit?. C»l. 

As far as possible, the dimensions on 
companion j)arts sliould lie given from tlu* sanu" 
relative locations. Such a ])roc(‘dure assists in 
d(‘t(*cting int(*rferences and otluu* improper 
conilitions. 

In attempting to work in accordance with the 
geiKTal laws or principles, one otlu'r elementary 
rule should always be k(*pt in mind. Sp(M*ial 
cases n^iuin^ sp(‘cial consideration. The follow¬ 
ing detail(*d exampk^s are giv(m to illustrate* the 
application of th(‘se five laws and to indicate 
results of their violation. 

Violations of Rules for Dimensioning.—Figure* 
61 she>ws a very commem methexl of dimensioning 

a part as the stuel shown, but one that is bael 
practice. It viedatc's the first anel seconel rulers. 
As the dimensions given for the* diame*t<?rs are^ 
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correct, they are eliminated from the discussion. 
The dimensions given for the various lengths are 
wrong, (1) because they give no indication as to 
the essential lengths; (2) because of several pos- 

Fit;. <)5. -Corrcrt tliinon.sioiiing if length of body and longih 

of istfin are iiio.'st important. 

sihlc ficfiucncos of operations, some of wliich 
would not maintain the si)eeified conditions. 

Figure 62 shows one possible sequence of oper¬ 
ations indicated alphabetically. If wc first finish 
the dinnuision a and then finish 6, the dimension 

J'lt;. lib.—(’orroct tlinion.sitming if Itmgth of body and ov'er-all 

longth arc lno^t important. 

c will be within the specified limits. In this 
case, however, the dimension c is superfluous. 
Figure 03 gives another possible sequence of 
operations. If we fii*st establish a and then 6, 
the dimension c may vary 0.030 in. instead of 
0.010 in. as is specified in Fig. 01. Figure 64 
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gives a third possible sequence of operations. If 
we fii*st finish the over-all length a and then the 
length of the body 6, the stem c may vary 
0.030 in. instead of O.OlO in. as specified in 
Fig. 01. 

If three different plants were manufacturing 
this part, each one using a different secpience of 
operations, it is evident from the foregoing that 

•iT 
I_ . . 

Ti > Q 

.1 
1 
i" 

h-2000^?-^^- --► 

I’lii. CoruM’t if ovor-ull h'liKtli Mini 

of .sUmu are most important. 

a different jirodiict would be r(M*('ived from ea(‘h 
jilant. The example given is th<‘ simph'st oiu^ 

pos.sible. As tlu' parts Ix'conu* niort' compl(*.\ 
and the numb(»r of dinn'iisions inereast's, the 
number of different combinations possible and 

the extent of the variations in sizi^ that develop 
also inert'ast*. 

Figure (>5 shows the corn*et way to dim(»nsion 

this part if the length of the* body and tlu* l(*ngth 
of the stem are essential dimensions. Figure (it) 

is the correct way if the hmgth of tin* l)ody and 

the length over-all are the most important. 
Figure ()7 is correct if the l(»ngth of tin* st(*m and 

the length over-all are the most important. If 

the part is dimen.sionc*d in accor(hin(!e with (»ith('r 
Fig. fit), 07, or 08, the product from any number 

of factories should be alike. 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE USE OF COMMON PRECISION 
MEASURING DEVICES 

HOW TO READ MICROMETERS 

Micrometers Graduated to Thousandths of an 
Inch.—The customary pitch of the screw is in. 

(40 threads to the inch). Thus, the distance 

traversed by the screw or spindle during one 

complete revolution is tj, in. or 0.025 in. As the 

graduations on the barrel conform to the pitch 

of the screw (40 to the inch), each division equals 

0.025 in. and every four divisions represent 

0.100 in., thus reading 0, 0.100 in., 0.200 in., 

0.300 in., etc. (tenths of an inch); each tenth of 

an inch is numbered 0, 1, 2, etc. The beveled 

edge of th(* thind)le is graduated into 25 parts 

and figured every fifth division 0, 5, 10, 15, and 

20. Wlien 25 of the.se graduations have pa.ssed 

the horizontal line on the barrel, the spindle, 

having made one revolution, has moved 0.025 in. 

'I'hus when the spindle moves only far enough to 

cau.se one graduation to pa.ss the horizontal line 

on the barrel, it will have moved of 0.025 in., 

or O.OOl in. The distance between the gradua¬ 

tions on the thimble is great enough to permit 

half and {piarter thousandths of an inch to be 

readily estimated. 

To read: First note the last figure visible on 

the scale on the barrel, representing the tenths 

119 
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of an inch. Multiply the number of divisions 
visible beyond this figure by 25, and add the 
number of the division on the scale on the thimble 
that coincides with the line of graduations on the 
barrel. Then this sum expressed in thousandths, 
added to the tenths shown, is the reading. 

f 

Fkj. (kS. 

Example, In Fig. 6S, 0.200 in. in.) is .shown by 
the figure.s on the scale on the barrel and one gradu¬ 
ation l3cyond a tenth graduation is also visible, while 
on the l>evel of the thimble the graduation shows 
16 divisions from the zero to the line coincident with 
the horizontal line on the barrel. Then the reading 
= 0.200 in. + 0.025 in. -f 0.016 in. - 0.241 in. 

Fio. 69.—{Courtesy of Brown Sc Sharpe Manufacturing 
Comjmny, Providence, HJ.) 

Figtire 09 shows a micrometer with a reading 

of 0.126 in. 
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Micrometers Graduated to Ten-thousandths 
of an Inch.—To obtain readings in ten-thou¬ 
sandths of an inch, a vernier is employed on the 
l)arrel of th(i micrometer caliper. The vernier 
used consists of 10 divisions, which equal, in 
()V(*r-all spa(!e, 9 divisions on the thimble. 

Thus, oiK^ division on the vernier 

1 y _ 9 . 

Since each graduation on the thimble = 1/1,000 
in. or 10/10,0(K) in., the ditTerence in space 

Fig. 70. 

l)etw('en a division on the thimble and a division 

on th(‘ l)arr(*l 

10 . 9 . _ 1 . 
io,()oo 10,000 io,ood 

Since the two zero lines on the vernier coincide 
with lines on the thimble when the reading is 

exact with respect to the number of thousandths, 
the diiTerence between the lines on the thimble 
and the lines on vernier at numbers 1, 2, 3, etc,, 

eiiuals 0.(KK)l in., 0.0002 in., 0.(X)03 in., etc. 
Thus, when the first, second, or third, etc., lines 
coincide, the thimble has moved past the exact 
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zero setting 0.0001 in., 0.0002 in., or 0.0003 in., 
etc., to bring these lines together. 

To irad: First obtain the readings for the 
thousandths in the manner dt'scribed in the pre¬ 
ceding section and then add the ten-thousandths, 
the number of wliich is indicated by the line on 

the vernier that coincides with a line on the 
thimide. 

Example. As shown in Fig. 71, there arc no ten- 

thousandths to be added, for the two zeros on the 

vernier coincide with lines on the thimble; the reading 

= 0.4b90 in. In Fig. 72 the seventh graduation on 

the vernier coincides with a line on the thimble, 

indicating that 0.(K)07 should be added to the thou¬ 

sandths reading; the reading = 0.4090 in. + 0.0007 

in. = 0.4097 in. 

HOW TO READ VERNIERS 

Principle of the Vernier.—The vernier was 
invented by Pierre Vc'rnier in 1()31 and from him 

it derived its name. It con.sists of a small scale 
on which is a certain number of graduations that 
equal in combined huigth a certain number of 

graduations, usually om; more or one le.ss, on 
the scale of the tool. It is evident that if, in the 
same extreme length, tlu? vcTiiier has divisions 
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groaiiT or l(‘ss in number l)y one than the scale, 
there is a small (lilhu’enee between a division on 
th(* v(*rni(M* and a division on the scale. Upon the 

dilT('r(‘n(‘(i lj(‘tw(‘(!n the vernier and the scale 

3 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

l ui. TJ. 

tlivisidus (li'pciul dll' readings, for the vernior is 

attai'hcil to one of llu' inoasuiinp; parts anil the 

si'ali' to till' otlii-r. 
Reading the Vernier. Figuri's 73 anil 74 show 

dll' vi'i-nii'i- usi'il with a si-alo that is grailnatod 
into ,'o or 0.027) in. 'I'ho vi'inior has 25 divisions 
that ari' nuinlx'ri'd ovory fifth division and that 
equal, in extreine length, 21 divisions on the 

seale, or 24 X = 21 X 0.025 in. = O.WK) in. 
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Thus, oiio division on tho vornicu' (Mpials .vV, <>f 

0.000 in. = 0.024 in. Thoroforo, th(' ditloronco 

between a division on the seale and a division on 

the vernier = 0.025 in. — 0.02 i in. = 0.001 in. 

When the reading is exaet, with r('S]X‘(*t to the 

number of fortic'ths of an inch, the* Z(‘ro on th(» 

vernier eoineidt's with a jziraduation on th(^ scale' 

either inch, te^nth, or fortieth, as thi* case' may 

be'. This le'ave's a space' l)e*twe'('n line's e)n the' 

scale anel the 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, (i, e'tc., line's on the' ve'i- 

nier of 0.001 in., 0.002 in., (K003 in.. 0.001 in., 

0.005 in., 0.000 in., e'tc., r('spe‘cti\'e‘ly, the' elirtcr- 

ence increasing; 0.001 in. at e‘ae*h ve'rnie'i* elivision 

in nume'rical oreh'r tintil, at the' twe'uty-fifth 

graduatie)!!, the* line-s apiin e*oin(*i(i(‘ (se‘(' I'i**;. 73) 

Thus, whe*n the' first, .^e'e'e)nel, thiiel. e>r fe)urth, 

e'te*., line' e)n the' ve'inie'r e*<ane i(l<‘s with a line' e)n 

the* se'ale*, the* ze'rei em the* ve'itiici* has meue'el 

0.001 in., 0.002 in., e)r 0.00.‘) in., e'te*., ]>ast the' 

pre'vie)us fe)ifie‘th ^raeluation te» brinj*; the'se* line's 

te>^;e'the‘r. 

To read: Xe)te' the* ine-he's, te'nths, anel fe>rlie'ths 

e>f an ine-li that the' ze*r’<> eni the* \'(‘r-ni(‘r has nien e'el 

fre)m the* 0 e)n the' se-ale*, anel te> I his re'aelinji; aeld 

the* numbeT of thousanelths indie-ate'd by the* line' 

em the^ \a*rnie*r that coine*iel(*> with a line* e>n ther 

scale. 

Kxfnnplr, I'i^nre^ 73 >he)\vs tlie* ze'H) ^raihiation 

on thej veirnie*r e*oincidin« with a fortie'th ^raelnatie)n 

(;n thei scale? (thej se?ce>ne| fortieth he'vond an e've'ii 

tenth ^raehiatii)!!). This iiuiieate's that the? re'aelin^!; 

i.s exae?t with re'spect to the* fe>itie*ths e>f an ine li. The* 

readinj^ the?refore» c([uals 2.001) in. 4* 0.300 in. -f 

0.050 in. == 2.350 in. Fij^ure* 74, howe*ve*r, sliows the* 

eiji^hteeaith v^ernier ^ruehiation e*e)iiie*idin^»; with a line 
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on the scale. This indicates that 0.018 in. should be 

add(*d t() the scale readinj^. The reading, then, 
eijuals 2.000 in. -f 0.300 in. -\- 0.050 in. + 0.018 in. = 
2.308 in. 

Verni(M*s ^vitll 25 divisions are used, for English 

iiK^asurc^ on most V(‘rniers. 

Reading the Vernier on Universal Bevel Pro¬ 
tractor. TIh^ V(M'ni(‘r indi(*ates every 5 minutes 

(5'), or deg. J^ach space on the vernier is 

5 minutes shorter than two spaces on the true 

scah\ 

Wlum th(' Z(‘r() on the vernier exactly coincides 

with a graduation on the scale, the reading is in 

exact d('gr(‘('s. W'lum the z<‘ro graduation of the 

v(‘rnier chx's not (‘xactly coincide with a gradua¬ 

tion on the scale, tin* gra<luation on the vernier 

that doc's c()imid(' with a graduation on the scale 

indicat(‘s tlu* number of twelfths of a degree or 

units of 5 minutes to be added to the whole 

degree' Heading. 

To Read the Protractor Setting.—Ki'ad off 

directly from th(' true j^cale the nunilx r of whole 

degn'es b(dw(*en 0 and the 1) of the vernier scale, 

'rium count, in tlu* same direction, the number of 

spa(*es from the 0 of the V(‘rnier scale to a line 

that coincid(‘s with a line on the true scale; 

multiplying this number by 5, the product will 

be tlu' number of minutes to be added to the 

whole nunil)er of degrees. 

Kxaniplv. As the vernier is shown in Fig. 75 it 

has moved 12 whole degrees to the right of the 0 upon 

the true scale, and the eighth line on the vernier 

coinci<les with a line upon the true scale as indicated 

by *. Multiplying S by 5, the product 40 is the num- 
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ber of minutes to bo added to the whole number of 

degrees, thus indicating a setting of r2°40'. 
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£ SINE BAR 

The sine bar is made of high-grade alloy steel, 
heat-treated and hardened for stability and dura¬ 
bility. Its edges are ground parallel within 
0.0001 in. to the center line of the measuring 

studs. These studs arc of identical diameters 

Eli;. 7S. 

located o.()()()() in. 0.0002 in. from center to 

center on the o-in. sine bar, and 

10.0000 in. ± 0.00025 in. 

from e(‘nt('r to eentc'r on tlu‘ 10 in. size. 

'file siiu' bar is u.'<(*d either for measuring angles 

aeeurately or for locating work to a given angle 

within very close limits. It consists of an accu¬ 

rate straightedge in which are set two hardened 

and ground j)lugs. These pliigs must be of the 

same diameter, and their center distance should 

be an even dinamsion, to facilitate calculations. 

The edges of the straightedge must be parallel 
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with the line of the plug centers. The sine bur 
is always used in conjunction with a true surface, 
such as a surface plate, from which nu^asurenuMits 
are taken. An explanation of the principles 
underlying the use of the siiu' bar is given in 
detail below. 

The 10-in. sine bar should be used where 
extreme accuracy is sought, since it reduces by 

nearly one-half the possible error encountered in 

the smaller size. 

In inachine-shoj) practice' the sine' bar is sel up 
to reprc'sent tlu* hypote'iiuse of the' n'ciuircMl angle, 
a.s shown in Fig. 80. Then the difh'n'nce' in the* 
height of the measuring plugs A — H im'asun'd 
from the base or surface plate A'^, divided by a 
constant of 5 or 10, depending on whether the 
5- or 10-in. sine bar is used, is the natural sine 
of the angle, and the value of ihi) angle itself is 
readily and accurately determined by reference 

to any table of natural sines. 
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1 or example, in setting the 5-in. sine bar shown 
in Pig. 78, distance AB was determined by means 
of a verni(ir height gauge to be 2.68525 in. This 
figure divided by 5 (because the 5-in. sine bar 
was used) gave a result of 0.53705 in.—the sine 
of th(i angle recpiired. Reference to a table of 

Viu, 81. 

natural sines shows the value of the angle in 
cpiestion to b(' 32°29". 

If a 10-in. sine liar were used, distance AB 
would have been found to be 5.3705 in. or ten 
time's the natural sine of an angle of 32°29". 
It will be noted that an error in setting the 10-in. 
sine bar would cause but half the inaccuracy in 
measurement of the angle that would be caused 

by the* same' erreir in settling the 5-in. bar. 
In se'tting up for a given angle, the method 

ejutlini'el above is reverse'el. By referring to a 

table of natural sines, the sine of an angle of 
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32°29" is found to bo 0.53705. Then by set¬ 
ting the 5-in. sine bar in a manner such that the 

IMirpendicular distance AH i.s five times the 
natural sine, or 2.08525 in., the correct angle is 
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at once CHtablishcd between the edge of the sine 
bar and the surface plate on which it is mounted. 

THREAD MEASUREMENT 
BY 

THE THREE-WIRE PROCESS 

The fit of a screw thread depends largely upon 
pitch-diameter limits and tolerances, the mainte- 

ric. sf). 

nance of which reciiiires the use of limit thread 
gauges. These, in turn, depend upon the abso¬ 

lute measurements of master gauges. The adop¬ 
tion of a uniform practice for measuring pitch 
diameter is, therefore, highly desirable. The 

thna'-wire method has been found to be the movst 
accurate and satisfactory when properly carried 
out and is recommended for \miversal use in the 

direct measurement of thread plug gauges by 
the Bureau of Standards and the National Screw 

Thread Commission. 
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This method consists in measuring the pitch 
diameter of the thread ovxn* the diameters of 
three small hardened steel cylinders, or wires, 

Fig. 8ft. 

two of which are inserted between th(‘ thrc'iuls 
and measuring anvil on one side, and one on th(‘ 
op[)osite side and midway l)etw(M*n the two win\s. 

The size of win* that tou(*h(*s 
exactly at tin* midslopi' of a 
j)orfect thn*ad of a giv(‘n pitch 
is termed the ‘M)est siz(*’^ win*, 
or ‘‘best wire’’ for that pitch. 
A table of best wire diam(‘t(*rs 
for pitch(*s from SO thn*ads p(*r 
inch to 4 thn'ads iH.*r inch is 
shown on pag(5 134. 

A method of calculating the 
angle diameter which does not 

take into account the effect of the heli.x angle* is 
given below, but unle.ss this angle is large the 
error will seldom amount to O.OiXll. 

E = .1/ + + (!ose(! a) 

For a 60-deg. thread of correct angle this ccpia- 

Fig. 87. 
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tion is 

E = M -\- 0^0()03 
■ N 

- 3(? 

whore E — pitch diameter, M = measurement 

Fui. SS.—{From Pratt tXr Whitney Company.) 

over wire, a = one-half included angle of thread, 
N = number of threads, (7 = diameter of wires. 

Af X IP 0.86003 , 
Aleasurment over wires M = L — •—^-r oU 

Too much pressure should not be applied when 
measuring over wires. For pitches finer than 
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20 threads pt'r inch a pressure of 1 Ih. is recom¬ 

mended and 2^ lb. for pitches of 20 threads per 

inch and coarser. 

Measuring wires to Bureau of Standards speci¬ 

fications—glass-hard, highly polished, ami accu¬ 

rate within 0.000025 in.—can be furnished in the 

best wire sizes listed below. 

No. 

threads 
per 
inch 

G = 

0,57735 
N 

diameter 
best wire 

N = 
\o. 

threads 
per inch i 

i 

1 ^ "" 
0.57735 

N 
' diameter 
best \vir(‘ 

A' = 
No. 

threads 
per inch 

i 1 

G = 

0.57735 
N 

i diameter 
best wire 

80 0.00722 28 ’ ' 0,020(i2^ 11^- 0.05020 
72 0.00802 20 0.02221 11 0.0.5249 
(H 0.00902 24 0.02400 ' 10 0.0.5774 
oO 0.01031' 22 0.02024 ® 9 ' 0.00415 
.50 0.011:)') 20 0.02887 ' 8 I 0.07217 
48 0.01203 19 0.03039, 7 0.08218 

44 0.01312 18 0.03207 0 0.09022 
40 0.01443 10 o.03tios r,\ 0.10497 
30 o.oioot 14 0.01121 

1 
•) 0.1154# 

32 0.01804 13 0.01111 ll 0.128.30 
30 0.01921 12 : 0.04811 4 0.11134 

Figure 88 shows a thread gauge' Ix'ing checked 

by the three-wire method for pitch diaim'ter. 

The mea.suring is done with a Pratt and Whitney 

Hupermicrometer. 



CITAPTER IX 

PRESS TOOLS 

The class of shop c(iui])mont called punches 

and di('s/' or ^‘pr(‘ss tools/^ has been extended 

into so many lin(‘s of manufacture that no one 

r(‘sponsil)le for factory oulput or connected with 

the d(‘sip;n, mamifacture, or tool-department 

activities can afford to nanain uninformed about 

the (h'tails of construction and ai)plication of 

tlu'se tools. '^I'oday there are not many lines of 

metal manufacture where such tools cannot be 

us(‘d to advantaji:(\ although in many instances 

th(‘ir coini)let(* ])ossibiliti(‘s may not be recog- 

niz(‘d and ap|)r(‘ciat(‘d. 

At one time it was only th(‘ highly specialized 

shop that inadi' us(' of press tools, but today 

('very W(‘ll-organiz(‘d i)lant has adopted this 

ini'thod for tlu' production of small and medium 

parts. It has Ix'come common pra(di(*e to pro- 

diu'e witli ])r('ss tools ])arts that were formerly 

manufacturc'd from bar stock, castings, or forg¬ 

ings. Ev('n in those industries where large arti¬ 

cle's are prodiiced from sheet metals, a large 

])('r(‘('ntage of tlu' work and often the whole of 

it is accom])lished in the j)ross department by 

blanking, drawing, forming, or some other 

operation. 

General Class of Dies.—When we speak of 

di('s or ])r('ss tools, wi' mc'an both punches and 

135 
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(lies. Often wo say a sot of punolu's and dies, 

moaning a piinoli and die. While tlu' die is 

usually fastened to the IhmI of the prc'ss and the 

punch carried above it in tlu' trav(‘ling ram, this 

arrangement is not univcasal, th(M*(' luMiig many 

ciuses where marked opcaating advantage's are 

secured by inverting the usual order and placing 

the die above ainl the jninch bi'low. In com¬ 

pound di(‘s, we may have' a elie' prope'i* that carrie's 

a punch anel a pune*h that has in it a elie‘ se) that- 

neithe'r te)ol in the' se't as a whe)le' can be' dis- 

tinguishe'jl as a die' e)r a puneh. The'ie'fon', no 

matter what the re'lative' j)ositie)ns of the' pune*h 

or die' may be, we* may de'fire* the' die' as the* te)e)l 

that i'stablishe's the* e'xte'rnal fe)rm e)f the' we)rk 

anel the puiu'h as the' e'ejrre'sponeling inte*rnal 

meunlH'r. 

In cemsiele'ring pre'ss te)e)ls it is natural te) think 

of she'e't me*tal sue*h as alumimim, brass, e*e)p])e'r, 

ire)n, silve-r, ste'e*!, tin, ami zinc. ()the‘r mate*rials 

that are' wiele'ly iise*d are' cardbe)ar(l, fabrie*s, fibea-, 

le'athe'r, mie*a, pape'r, plastics, and wexiel. 

In gre)Uping the* variems fe)rms of pn'ss te)ols 

ae'cejreling te; the^ir actiein upon mate'i ials, we' finel 

that as a ge*ne*ral nde' the'V may be* e'lassifie*el 

unele»r the* feillejwing fe>rm lu'aels. 

1. "re)e)ls that eipe'iate* by cutting or “she'aring” 

the^ metal. Blanking elie's, she*aring e)r cute)!!' 

die's, and note*hing elie'S are example's e)f this cla>s. 

Incluele'fl in this class al.se) may be^ the^ fe)lle)wing 

teK>ls: piercing, .shaving, anel trimming elie's. 

2. Texds that shapci thcj article* by drawing tlie^ 

matc'rial, causing it tei fle)w unele*r tensie)n. 

Clipping (lie's, drawing elie*s, bulging (lie's, and 

reducing elie.s are examples of this class. 
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3. Tools that l)y compressing, forcnng, or 

s(iiieezing the mat (‘rial cause it to flow into the 

(l(\sir(‘<l form. (Joining clicks, extruding dies, and 

swaging di(‘s are exampl(‘s of this class. 

t. Tools that manipulates the stock or blank 

alrt‘ady cut out, by some' form e)f bending process. 

Simple* and e'ennpound be'iieling elies, fe)rming dies, 

curling anel wiring elie's are of this class. 

Blanking-die Action. (M* the* many kinds of 

pre'ss toed in se‘rvie*e‘, blanking dies arc perhaps 

the most ge'iierally used of all, unle'ss it be the 

pie‘re*ing die*, usually e*all(*el in e*l('me*ntary fenmi a 

|)une*hing die*. 'The blanking die* and the piercing 

die' have* e*haraet(‘ri>tie s that are* almejst identical 

in re'spe'cl \i) the*ir ae lion e)n the* me*tal. AVe have 

e)nly to coiisiele'r a j)ie‘re*ing te)e)l e>f fair eliameder 

as e*e)mj)are'd witli the* e)utside' dianuder of the 

blank te) recognize the* fae*t that the piercing 

punch is mere'ly an inte*rnal blanking teml whose 

j)urpe)si* is te> fe)rm an accurate e)peming in the 

ste»e*k by e*utting end the blank, which is dis- 

e*anle*d as scrap freuu the punch just as the 

iuate*rial are)unel the* e)utsiele e)f ihe* blank is scrap 

fre)m the blanking elie's. The scrap from the 

piercing puiu’h is e*a.lleel a ^‘slug.” A typical 
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oxample of a simple blanking die is shown in 

Fig. 89. 
The Cutting Edges.—Considca* the metal to b(^ 

blanked as very thin stock. It is then easily 
seen that the action of the edges of the punch 
in respect to the die is that of a ])air of shear 
black's cutting a piece of papc'r or very thin 

metal. As the gauge of the stock lH‘comes 
heavier (thicker), it is not (piite so easy to rc'cog- 
nize the cutting character of th(' ])rc‘ss-tool cut¬ 

ting edges. If, instead of passing a st rip of sheet 
metal across the face of the die as shown in 
Fig. 90, the end is merely ext(‘nd(‘(l ov(‘r the die 

opening as shown in Fig. 91, th(‘n if tlu' material 
is fairly heavy as compan'd with tlu* size of the 
dies, the punch, when it strikes the surface of 

the strip at one side, will have a ti*n(lency to 
crowd away from the work in the; din'ction indi¬ 
cated 1)3' the arrow and bend the end of tlu' strip 

down as .shown in Fig. 91 b(*fore the cut can 
start. If, however, the face of tluj punch is 
beveled as shown in Fig. 92, giving to its cutting 
edge a decided (k'gr<*e o( shc^ar, we can sec at 
once that the? sheet metal will Imj rc'adil}'^ severed 
by the shearing action of th(^ punch pjtst the die 
edges. The action in Fig. 91 is rehuTcal to merely 

to show the effect of un ordinary flat (uid punch 
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striking at one edge only on heavy-gauge mate¬ 

rial. In practice the end of the punch strikes 
the material squarely as shown in Fig. 90, 
cutting out the blank clean and sharp as the 

punch edges move down to the die. When 
heavy stock is used, the diemaker sometimes 
makes use of this shearing action to facilitate 
matters by providing the punch or the die with 

shear. In Fig. 93 is shown a punch the end of 
which is made slightly concave and produces a 

mm 

B B 
Fio. 95. 

curved blank as shown. In Figs. 94 and 95 are 
shown dies provided with shear. 

Piercing Tools.—In Fig. 96 is shown a type of 
die usually called a ‘‘punch die''—sometimes 
called a “button die." Such tools arc often 
made of such small diameter that the punches 
must have thc'ir cutting ends supported by pass¬ 
ing through a guide })late })rovided with holes in 
whi(*h th(^ j)unches are a close fit. Radial or 
side-closing punches also are made for piercing 
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work through the side. While it is somewhat 
natural to think of piercing dies as used chiefly 

Fig. 906.— {From Pratt A Whitncjj PompnHu.) 

for round holes, they are f^mployi’d almost as 
frequently for making openings of oIIk'i* shap(*s, 

that is, square, oblong, curved, slotted, irregular, 
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Shaving Tools.—Shaving dies are employed 
on press work that requires dimensional accuracy 
and sharp clean edges. These may be in the 
form of external shaving tools or internal shaving 

tools. External shaving tools are used for finish¬ 
ing around the outer edges of a blank produced 
in an ('arlier oj^eration. Internal shaving tools 
are used with equally good results for internal 
cuts as in finishing the edges of a slot or opening 
of any shape producc'd by piercing tools. 

'rh(\v form oik' of the most important tools for 
assisting the di(‘maker to secure the best results 
as to accuracy of i)roduct. Usually they are 
mjid(' to rcnnove a very thin shaving around the 
(‘dg(' of th(^ blank. The amount removed in 

shaving is only a f(‘w thousandths at the most, 
and sonudimes n'-shaving tools are used to follow 
th(‘ first shaving di(‘s to ensure perfectly smooth 
and accurate' (*dg('s on the blank. It is not 
always possible to produce a perfectly clean 
smooth contour, if in blanking too small an allow¬ 
ance' is le'ft for shaving. A reasonable allowance 
te*nels to increase the life e)f the dies by permitting 
the*m te) take a clean cut around the blank with¬ 
out the' ]3ossibility of very thin chips wedging in 
betwe'i'u the' working faces of the punch and die. 

Shaving operations are usually performed by 
]dacing a blanke'el piece into a locating device or 
‘"nest” on top of the shaving die. However, 
there are occasie)ns where only a small portion 
of a pie'ce re'epiires shaving, as in some important 
we)rking surface' on a piece that is otherwise of 

e)nly an e)relinary elegree of accuracy. The shav¬ 
ing e^peratie)!! in such cjises may be accomplished 
be'fore blanking by i)iereing out an opening in 
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the stock around the surface to be shaved, then 
shaving the accurate portion, and following up 
by blanking out the piece. This method involves 
the use of a progressive die in which the three 
o^x'rations are carried on at once for as many 
pieces after the stock has been advanced through 
the dies. 

Cutting-off or Parting Dies.- Cutting-off tools 
are constructed in a variety of ways and for 

various classes of work. In tlu^ir simplest form 
they are einploy(*d for severing flat, round, and 
other stock. They are often fitted with other 
tools into the same sc^t of di(\s for cutting off a 
piece from the strip stock after certain oth(*r 
operations have Imhui iMuformed. 

When made sol(»ly for cutting across a pi(*ce 
of metal, it is sometime^s d(»sirabl(‘ to give tlunr 
edges considerable shear to cnalde them to cut 
more freely, as shown in Fig. 97. Oftentimes 
they arc shap(»d to givc‘ soin(j sp(‘cial shape? or 
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curve to the end of the piece cut off and a similar 

shape to the leading end of the next piece. For 

this reason the tools are made symmetrical, and 

the same stroke that cuts off the last end of the 

one piece also shapers the first end of the next, 

which will in turn be cut off to shape when the 

stock is fed forward and the juinch makes its 

next downward stroke. This is illustrated by 

Fig. 98. 

'^riiis design balances the cut on opposite sides 

of the flat-en(l(‘d punch and allows a single tool 

to opc'rate on the ends of two i)icces at the same 

time. 

Trimming Dies. —Trimming dies are tools for 

l)rodu(‘iiig shar[) clc‘an (‘dges on c(atain articles 

that have been produccal by the blanking, form¬ 

ing, or drawing process where an irregular edge 

or a small amount, of metal in the nature of a fin 

has b(M'n U'ft which must be trimmiMl off to bring 

the work to the finished condition. In Fig. 99 
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is shown an example of such a tool a])plied to 
a drawn shell with the work ready for trimming 
and also with the edge of the flange finished by 
passing through the die. The punch is so formed 
as to enter the drawn shell and carry it through 
the die with the result that the edge of the flange 
is trimmed smoothly all the way around. TIk' 
cutting action of the trimming tools is like that 
of an ordinary set of blanking di('s (sc^e Fig. 89) 
except that the punch is piloted to enttu- th(‘ 
drawn shell and support it during the movtunenl 
past the cutting fa(‘e of the dh\ Trimming di('s 
are used extensively on flat Idanks and for cut¬ 
ting out certain portions of the edges on some* 
classes e)f we)rk. 

Hollow Cutting Tools.—Drinking die's” is tlu' 
she)p term applii'd to a ceu’tain type' of blanking 

J 
o 

1 _ ! 
L V 1 ' 1 Soft face 

(Brass) 

^oof steel 

:^^^^^^A/c?c/7/>7e sfeet 
Cast steel 

Fiu. KM). 

die that is used for materials softc'r than sh(*et 
metal. While in principle they are similar te) 
some forms of blanking tools for metal work, 

they differ in having, usually, a ratlu'r keenly 
beveled cutting edge which cuts freely through 
the material, leather, paper, rubber, etc., in much 
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the same way as a biscuit cutter passes through 

a sheet of dough. 

In Fig. 100 is shown such a tool for cutting 

cardboard or leather. Their cutting edges, 

according to the material to be cut, are commonly 

sloped to an angle of 10 to 20 deg. Sometimes 

the interior is fitted with an ejecting device 

similar to that employed in metal-working dies 

for ])arts of the same general form. 

Drawing Dies.—When a piece of flat stock, 

brass, steel, or other metal is pushed through a 

round die by means of a dull punch that cannot 

cut through the stock, we ‘^draw^^^ the blank into 

a (‘vlindrical shell. If our punch and die have 

been of such a size as to allow’ for the full thick¬ 

ness of the metal l)etw*een the punch and the 

interior of the die, the area of the drawn shell 

will 1)(* ])ractically that of the blank from w’hich 

it started. Thus, the operation accomplished 

is one of sim])le drawing without a])preciable 

‘Stretching,” of the origiiuil area, although the 

form of the work has passed through a decided 

change*. In this change certain elements of 

the metal have been compressed locally to a 

degree*, and others, directly oi)posite, stretched 

corrc'spondingly. 

C\)nsid(*r the disk .t in Fig. 101. Here we 

have a thin metal blank of a given area, which 

we can force down through a drawing die B of 

the simplest form and produce the cup C. With 

certain proportions between the punch and die, 

the cup will have j^ractically the same total area 

as the blank A. By a second drawing operation 

with smaller dies and punches, \\c can reduce the 

diameter of the cup and extend the length into 
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a short shell D, and by a third drawing opcMation 

into a longer, smaller shell E, In jx'rforming 

the drawing operations above, it is usually pos¬ 

sible if necessary to hold the original area of 

surface, and while the metal has been bent, 

stretched, and compressed, at certain j)ortions, 

the general body of metal has not been stndched 

as a whole. 

In the drawing process it is usually desired to 

stretch the original imdal out as th(‘ op<‘rations 

proc(a'd, gradually r(‘ducing the thickn(‘ss pro¬ 

portionately to th(* length of tin* “draw’’ and 

generally bringing tlie complettJ shell to a veuy 

thin s(*ction as compared with the original l)lank. 

Now and thcui a nudal is (uicount(*nMl that will 

not jKinnit of marked if any n‘duction in thick¬ 

ness by the drawing method, and in such viisvs 
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the stock is selected of the same thickness as is 

desired in the finished product. The flowing 

under tension of the metal as it is thinned down 

by being elongated in the drawing dies tends to 

harden the material. As the majority of the 

work re(iuir(‘s a number of drawing operations 

to comphde the ])i('ce, it is essential to anneal 

the sh(‘ll l)etw(»(ui successive draws. Otherwise 

th(‘ stock will t('ar apart, or tlie bottom of the 

sIk^H be ])unch(‘d out, an indication of the degree 

of t('nsioii that th(‘ material is subjected to und(u’ 

usual <lrawing conditions. 

Action of Drawing Tools.—To prevent undue 

wrinkling, th(‘ draw should not be too deep. In 

a shallow draw tlu' a(*tion of the jninch and the 

opj)osing di(' surface t(‘nd to ^‘iron’^ out the sur¬ 

face of th(^ metal as it is drawn into the cup form 

and ])r(*V('nt wrinkling. As the cup is redrawn 

into long('r slu'lls, tlu' reduction in each stage is 

limited, and with properly made tools unde¬ 

sirable wrinkling is avoided. 

\Vh(M*c' d(H*p draws are recpiired, and especially 

wlu*r(* blanks of th(‘ larger sizes are drawn, the 

simph' tools shown in Fig. 101 will not suffice. 

Th(\v an' rc'])laced by double-action dies that 

opc'rate in conjunction with a pressure pad, and 

the metal is iroiu'd out ;is it is pulled under pres- 

sun' down into the drawing die. Such tools arc 

used in j)r(*ss('s that have an outer slide for 

carrying tlu* pressun' pad, while the inner slide 

carries the n'gular drawing punch and die. 

CCombination dies and compound dies are used 

for work reiiuiring .shallow drawing. The work 

may hv blankc'd, drawn to a de])th, and pierced 

if so (h'sired at one stroke of the press, the tools 
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carrying their own pressure pads and being used 

in simple presses as shown in Fig. 102. 

Curling and Wiring Dies.—Figure 103 repre¬ 

sents a simple curling and wiring die for cylin¬ 

drical work, where a curled edge with a wire 

stiffener is recpiired on a shell, pail, or other 

utensil. The construction is practically the 

same whether or not the wire is rccpiired, except 

Cur. cri 'ind wired ar'^iclc 

Scai m die 
for cur/mg - " 

Rmg fo 

, Wire .support wire 

Ring cuppori mg springs^ 

Via. 103. 

thill th<' moutli of tlu- die for tho wiiv may he 
moiUfit'd to suit tiu' diami'tor of the wire. 

Extruding Dies. - 'I'lu'so tools arc employed to 

forei' out from a Ihit surfiiee of the blank a pin or 

other projection that may Ik> needed for pivoting 

or riveting to some other member. The extrud¬ 

ing punch iiction upon the metal is to cause it to 

flow ahead into the die. With i)roperly designed 

tools a clean accurate projection pin is formed 

which hius many advantages over the common 
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rivet as generally employed. Figure 101 repre¬ 

sents a simple extruding die. 

Size Factor.—In Fig. 9() is shown a blanking 

die and punch for use on heavy stock such ius 

boiler plates. In a simple tool of this kind it is 

immaterial which i)art is made first. Should this 

same type of tool be used for piercing a small hole 

in heavy stock, the tendency would b(' to spring 

the slender punch, and in such cases it is tlu^ 

^y//y / / //j', / / / // yy/y 

I'm. 101. 

practice to support and gnidi* the punch by th(‘ 

stripper. A.ssuming that i-in.-thick hard-rolled 

stock is to be pierced with a i%-in.-(liamet(‘r 

punch, the first step is to find tlu* dilTerencc^ in 

diametcus betwe(‘n the punch and die or th(5 

clearanc(‘. 

Clearance.—One rule for clearance' is to multi¬ 

ply the thickness of the .stock in thousandths of 

an inch by 0.00; the re.sult obtained is the differ¬ 

ence in thousandths of an inch between the 

punch and die. 

Whether to increase the siz(^ of th(^ die or tf> 

decrease the size of the puiu^h depends upon the 
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nature of the stock and whether the blank must 
be of a certain diameter or whether the hole size 
must be maintained. 

If the blank diameter must be 0.3125 in., then 
the die is made 0.3125 in.; whereas if the hole 
])ierced is required to be 0.3125 in., then the 
punch is made 0.3125 in., and the clearance is 
obtained by increasing the size of the die. This 
is essential only where the diameter of the hole 
or of the blank is to be maintained in thousandths 
of an inch. Applying the rule given above, we 
find the clearance to be 0.00 X 0.125 = 0.0075 in. 



CHAPTER X 

TYPICAL STANDARD DIE SETS’ 

Classification Sheet for Class A Die.—Dies 

made under this headinjj; (Fi^- id5) shall he of 

high-grade workmanship and mattaial suihihh' 

for average requirements ealeulated to give long 

service for large production and shall have tlu' 

following important features: leader ])ins and 

bushings to he hardened and ground; automatic 

stop, first and second stop wIumi laaM'ssary; dit's 

to he of proper thickness best suit(‘d for the work, 

preferably not less than I in.; cutting parts of 

the die to he within ±().()()2 in. limits wIh'h* 

re(|uired; die to have 2-<l(‘g. taper for (*ntir(‘ 

thickness and to have bushings for all small 

|)erforating holes whenever possihh'; st ripp(‘r 

plate to he machine steel fitted to ])unch and 

perforator; j)unch to h<‘ solid with base* or wh(*n- 

ever possible set in machine st(‘(*l plat<‘; p(‘rfora- 

tors to lx* set in punch base or whenev(*r j)ossible 

in plat(*; punches and p<*rforators to have? spring 

shedder pins for light inat(*rial; small punches 

and perforators to have st(»(*l backing pla((* or 

disks Ixhind each ix*rforator; ch aranci* b(*tw<*(*n 

punch and die and line up of all cutting <‘dges 

shall be such as to produce blanks fnn^ from 

burrs. These stx*cifications an? to be followed 

for the average first-class du? for large* production. 

^ Ah.';tnictcfl from Hpcrifieation.s of y.itiomil Die 
Special Tool BuileleTs Associjition. 
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Classification Sheet for Class AA Die—Dies 

made undca* this heading (Fig. 106) shall be of the 

highest grade in workmanship and material, 

calculated to give maximum service for large 

]n<)duction reciuirements, and shall have the 

tollowing important features: leader pins and 

bushings harden(‘d, ground, and lai)ptid; auto¬ 

matic stop, first and second stop when necessary; 

di(‘ to b(* |irop(*r thickiu'ss best suited for the 

work, ])referabty not U'ss than J in.; cutting parts 

of di(' to be within -fcO.OOl-in. limits where 

reijuiK'd; di(‘ to have ] deg. taper for entire 

thickiu'ss or to be nearly straight for about f to 

i in. from toj), followed by about 2 deg. taper 

for balama' of thickness; die to have bushings 

for all small j)erforating holes whenever it is 

possible to use bushings; stripper plate to be 
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machine steel, fitted closely to punch and to have 

hardened steel bushings for all small perforator 

whenever possible; punch to be solid with base; 

perforators to be set in base of punch when pos¬ 

sible; perforators if smaller than in. diameter, 

shall be in hardened quills when ])ossible: 

punches and perforators to have spring shedder 

pins when possible*; punch to have*, if pe>ssible, 

hardene*el ste»el backing ])late to take* the thrust of 

perforate)rs, or harele*ne*d rounel disks e)f at least 

thre?e times the diainete*r of pe*rforate)rs behinel 

e*ach perforate)r; dowc*l })ins anel he)le*s to be 

ground anel lap}Kid; (!learan(a* and line'-uj) of 

cutting edge»s shall be such as to pre)eluce blanks 

smooth anel free fremi burrs. These spea'ifica- 

tions are for extreme accuracy and large pro* 

duction requirements. 
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Classification Sheet for Class B Die.—Dies 

made under this heading (Fig. 107) shall be of 

first-class workmanship and material and shall 

have the following features: plain punch and die 

holders; plain fiat or pin stop; die to bo of proper 

thickness best suited for the work, preferably not 

less than in.; cutting parts of the die to be 

within t 0.003-in.-limits; die to have ^ deg. 

tap(‘r for ('iitirc' thickne.^s; .stripper j)late to be 

machine st(M*l and not contact with punch or 

jMM’forator; punch to be set in machine steel plate 

or scr(‘W(al to ])unch holder; perforator bushings 

to be s(‘t in die sho(' casting whenever possible; 

cU'arance betwecm ])unch anil die to be such as to 

produce' fairly smooth blanks, but small burrs 

arc' jM'rmissibk'. General aj)pearance of the die 
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is not important; refinements are not necessary. 

These specifications are to be followed for a die 

for medium production reciuireinents or whcui 

dimensions are not important. 

Classification Sheet for Class C Die.— Dies 

made under this heading; (Fig. lOS) shall he of 

first-class workmanshii)and material, hut lu'causc' 

of only small production recpiinMiuaits they shall 

I'm. lOS. 

he known as temporary <lies and shall have the 

following features: plain punch and die* holders; 

plain flat or pin stop; di(‘ to Ix' .] in., or less, in 

thickness, according to najuinnuents; cutting 

parts to h(* within 4 0.(K)5 in. or more* limits; die 

to have J to 1 deg. tapc'r; stri])]M'r ])late to ho 

thin machine steel plate with strips underneath 

to fonn guide for .stock and not to contact with 

punch or perforator; punch and per forators to he; 

short and set in machine stee*! plate or he'lel with 

screws. 



CHAPTER XI 

MACHINE TOOL ANALYSIS 

V^VLUKS OF K* 
Miitorial Constant, p.s.i. 

H.C. . . 

Mil<l stcM'l. 270,000 

Cast iron. 132,000 

Wrought iron. 198,000 

Hronzo. 110,000 

\‘Anui:s <)F 7/t 

N«». Ovth 12 13 14 i:> ' 16 17 I 18 j 19 

u 0.or,7 0.070 0.072 0.07.'>j0.077 0.080 0.083jo.087 

N.,. tooth 20 21 23 25 27 30 ! 34 ^ 38 

U 0.090*0.092lo.094 0.097!o. 1(K),0.102*0.104 0.107 
..._I_'_I_I_I_'_ 

N(,. tootli 43 .^0 60 75 100 l.^iO 300 | Rack 

// O. ll(»0. 112 0.114 0.116 0.118 0.120 0.122|0.124 

\\}A KS OF S'\ 

1 
V.-1., a. i,.T; i<Ki ,.r 3,^, 

: 600 900 

i 

1.200 1,800 2,400 
nun. los.s , 1 

; ' i 

1 1 ! 
1 1 

' I 
('astiron... 8,000 ti.000 4,800 

1 1 ! 
1 4,000.3,000 2,400 2,000 
1 1 1 : 

1,700 

Steel. 20.000 15.000 12,000* lO.OOoV.StH) 6,000 5,000L.300 

♦ Avorago valuos taken from Kont’h “Mechanical Engineers’ 

llamlhook.” 

t Values of y uiul « for use in finding strength of gear teeth, using 

the Lewis iurmiila, Kent’s “Meehanical Engineers’ Handbook.” 
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POWER REQUIRED FOR LATHE WORK 

Lathe-cutting Tools.—When a lathe tool 

removes metal from the parent mat (‘rial, there is 

a downward pressure exerted on the tool. This 

l)ressiire (chij) pressure) depends on several 

things, such as material being cut, shape and 

sharpness of tool, and size and shape of chip 

being nunoved. A simjdt' and sufficiently accu¬ 

rate formula for pressure on a lathe tool is 

P = AM (07) 

where P — chip pivssuri*, Ib. 

.1 = .sectional an^a of chip, s(j. in.; it is 

product of d(‘pth of cut and f(‘(‘d p(‘r 

s[)indle rc'volution. 

K = a (‘onstant depending on mat(*rial 

being cut. 

Se(* the table on page 157 for valu(*s of K. 

Horsepower = 

toad in pounds Xdistance* in f(*(‘t p(‘r minute ^ 

If the cutting sp(*e(l and chip j)r(\ssur(‘ 

known, the formula for power recpiired at 

cutting edge is 

IIP = 
33,(MH) 

iU(> 

tho 

(5y) 

will'll; P = chip iircssurc, ll». 

S = cutting speed, ft. per min. 

IIP = horsepower required at cutting eilge. 

By .suhstituting in Kq. (.VJ) from lOq. (.')7), we 

get a formula that is often more convenient: 

7/C 
KAS 

33,000 
(60) 
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Cutting speed is the rate at which the cutting 

edge of the tool moves past the work or the work 

moves past the cutting edge of the tool. The 

formula for cutting speed is 

S = 
12 (61) 

where S = cutting speed, ft. per min. 

D = diameter of work, in. 

N = speed of spindle, r.p.m. 

By solving Ecp (Gl) for AT, the maximum 

spindle speed is obtained. 

^ 

Th(' }iors('power transmitted by a leatlu'r belt 

as given in Marks’ ‘^Mechanical Engineers^ 

Handbook” is 

IIP - 
CI\ - T,)V 

33,OCX) 
for belt 1 in. wide (63) 

where Ti — T2 = ditT(*rence in belt tensions, lb. 

V = belt velocity, ft. ])er min. 

Values of Ti — T2 as given have a wide variation. 

An average value of T\ — T2 as given in hand¬ 

books and b}^ belting manufacturers is 42 lb. per 

in. of width for single belts and 70 lb. per in. of 

width for double belts. 

^DNWP 
12 X 33,000 

(64) 

where D = diameter of pulley, in. 

N = r.jr.m. of same pulley. 

P = effectiv'e pull, lb. i>er in. of width of 

belt = r, - T2. 
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W = width of belt, in. 

but V = TrDiV. 

and WF = effective puli, lb. per width of belt, 

then HP 

IIP 

The power determined in (50) and ((>0) 

is the power recpiired at the cutting tool. This 

must be divided by mechanical efficiency of the 

machine to obtain the power n^cpiirenumts of 

the machine. 

For the spindle speeds with the l)ack gears, the 

power that may be transmitted d('pends also on 

the strength of the back gearing. Power that 

may be transmitted through gearing may be 

determined by the Lewis formula as given in 

Kent's ‘^Mechanical Engineers' Handbook." 

34 X D X X W X 42 

12 X 33,000 ■ 

DNW , • 1 I u- 
3 000 single belting 

3^X D X AT X ir X70 
12 X 33,000 

DAir 

1,800 

(65) 

(66) 

for double belting 

W = spfij HV7) 

where W — safe working load on tooth, lb. 

s = safe working stn^ss of material, lb. 

per s<j. in. at ])itch circle spe(‘d. 

p = circular pitch = 3.141 (> divided by P. 
f == face of gear, in. 

y = strength factor, depending on the 

form and number of teeth. 

P == diametral pitch. 
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A more convenient formula is 

(68) 

Values for s and y are given in the table on 

page 167. 

Power that a gear can transmit as given in 

Kent’s “Mechanical lOngineers’ Handbook” is 

W\ 
33,(Kk) 

(69) 
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POWER REQUIRED FOR LATHE WORK 

Engine lathe 

Swing over hetl:-diameter 

Maximum length:-ft. I High-curlion 8teel:.„ 

Max. chip area for < Wiought iron: 

Spindle-.spiaal.s h> mhol 

I)iieft Ma<'k geaiM 

1 j I 1 2 :i \ 

Spimllc xixhhI.s. r.p.m. . 

Horsepower at <‘utti»»g tool. 

Max. .\S for niilil xteel, .nq.in. X 

ft.per Inin. 

M ax. .\S for wr<jught iron, .s<|.in. X 

ft.per min. 

Max. .\S for H.C'. steel, sq.in. X 

ft.per min. 

Mux. A.S for ca.st iron, .sq.in. X 

ft.per mill .... 

Max. AS for hronze s<|.in. X ft.per 

Longitudinal and eroNH-feed.s available, 

iiiehes per .spindle ievolution 
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where W = safe working load on gear tooth, lb. 

V = pitch circle speed, ft. per min. 

The pressure allowable on the front spindle 

bearing is ecpial to the allowable bearing pressure 

in pounds per square inch times the projected 

area of the spindle bearing. 

The maximum chip area will depend on the 

feed mechanism\s strength, and the machine 

must be checked to find its weakest part. 

Actual time recpiired to take a cut may be 

determined from the formula 

T 
L 

F X N 
(70) 

when* T = time, min. 

L = length of cut, in. 

N = spindle speed, r.p.m. 

F = fe(Hl, in. per revolution of spindle. 

POWER REQUIRED FOR MILLING 

Milling Machine.—The method of analysis of 

a milling machine is somewhat different from 

that of a lathe. It does not seem apparent from 

the many investigations that have been made to 

determine the power re<iuired for milling that 

any definite n'lationship exists between power 

and amount of metal removed for any given 

material when such factors as kind of cutter, 

cutting speed and feed, depth and width of cut 

are varied. From results given in Rentes 

‘‘Mechanical Engineers’ Handbook,” it requires 

roughly 1 hp. to remove 1 cu. in. of cast iron and 

2 hp. per cu. in. of mild steel. These are average 

values, and if an ov^r-all efficiency for the milling 
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machine is assumed as 75 per cent the power at 

the cutter would be 

HP = 0.75.1F for ciist iron (71) 

HP = 1.5.1F for mild steel (72) 

HP = 1.88.IF for hij^h-carbon steel (73) 

HP = 2.23.1F for alloy steel (74) 

HP — ().98.1F for malleable (75) 

HP = ().38.1F for brass and bronz(' (70) 

HP = 0.24.IF for aluminum (77) 

where .1 = area of cut, s(i. in. 

F = feed of table, in. per min. 

From these formulas the maximum value of 

.4F may be found. It should b(' noted that in 

the case of the lathe is in feet per minute, while 

in the milling machine F is feed in inchc's ptu’ 

minute. 

Formulas for power that a h^atlua* belt may 

safely transmit as derived previously are 

UP = Iwlting ((>5) 

HP = for (lonl)li! belting (GO) 
1 jOvKJ 

where W = width of belt, in. 

D = diarnetcu- of either pulley, in. 

N = r.p.m. of same pulley. 

The power that is transmitted l)y the b(*lt 

between the cone pulleys is found for the various 

spindle spr^eds by using Kejs. (0)5) iind (00). 

The cutting speed in milling is the peripheral 

speed of the cutter and is found by the formula 

^ ttDN 
12 

(01) 
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where S = cutting speed, ft. per min. 

D = diameter of cutter, in. 

N = speed of cutter, r.p.m. 

Countershaft' 
P.P.M.= 

Fig. 110. 

Solving Eq. ((U) for A\ the maximum spindle 

speed is obtained: 

N = (62) 

The time retpiired to make a cut may be found 

from the formula: 

T = (78) 
^ F XN ^ ’ 

where T = time, min. 

L = length of cut, in. 
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F = tablefeedjin. per revolution of cutter. 
A = approach of the cutter to the work, 

in. 

POWER REQUIRED FOR MILLING 

Milling machine No. M_ 

Table working surface:_in. X __in. 

Face of column to harness brace in position:_in. 

Longitudinal table feed:-in. 

Traverse feed:_in. 

Vertical feed:_in. 

i Direct Hack gears 

Spindle-speetls symbol - -., , 
: ! ! ! ‘ 

j 1 j 2 3 , 4 ■ 1 2 3 4 

_I ■ 
Spindle speeds, r.p.m. 

iforsepower at milling cutter.... 

May. AF for inilil steel, cn. in. , 

I*er min. 

Max. -\F f<ir wrought iron, cu. 

in. per min. 

Max. .\F f<^r !!.('. steel, cu. in. 

f)er mill. 

Max. .AF f4#r cast iron, cu. in. 

per min. . 

Max. AF for bronze, cu. in. per 

min. 

Longitudinal feeds available, 
inches per spindle revolution 
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POWER REQUIRED FOR DRILLING 

Drilling.—The power available, strength of 
feed mechanism, etc., may be analyzed in the 
same way as other machine tools. The compli- 
cat('d relationships b(‘tween drill diameter, 
torcpie, ('iid thrust, ])ovver, speed, and feed are 

shown by the fractional exponents of the varia¬ 
bles in the formulas to follow. The general 
n^lationships for torcjue and end thrust for 

medium-hard cast iron and ste(‘l as found by 
D(*mpster Smith and A. Poliakoff and giv^en in 
Kent’s ‘^Mechanical Engineers’ Handbook ” are 

T = 740D‘>‘/'’»’ for cast iron (79) 
T = 1,(>40/4'’'/<’»•■ for st(‘(‘l (80) 
P = 35.r)0()/>"’/<’'>‘'> for cast iron (81) 
P = 35,500/4" for st(‘(‘l (82) 

where T = tonpie, ft.-lb. at drill. 
P = end thrust, lb. 
D = diamet(‘r of drill, in. 
F — f(‘(*d, in. per revolution of drill. 

IIors(‘pow(»r nniuired at the drill in t(u*ms of 

torcjue in foot-pounds is given by the formula 

IIP 
2wTN 
33,000 

(83) 

where T = torque, ft.-lb. at drill. 

N — speed of drill, r.p.m. 
Substituting the values of T from Eqs. (79) 

and (80), the following formuhus are obtained: 

//P = 0.141/)' for cast iron (84) 
HP = 0.312/)' for steel (85) 
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The cutting speed of a chill is its periphc'ral 
speed in feet per minute. The cutting speed of a 
drill is found by the following formula: 

ttDN 
f2 ■ 

(61) 

where S = cutting speed, ft. pt'i* min. 
D = diameter of drill, in. 
N = spindle specnl, r.p.m. 

Solving K(p (61) hjr A" we g(‘t the formula: 

12S 
ttD 

(62) 

Formulas (84) and (85) give the hors('pow(M* 
recpiired to turn the drill. Powcu- is nHiuir(‘d to 

feed the drill, but it is such a small part of the 
whole that it can satVly be negle(‘t(‘d in d(4i‘r- 
mining the pow(u- r(*(iuin*d in drilling. 

Formulas (84) and (85) may 1)(‘ still birtlua* 
simplifi(‘d by sul)stituting the value of X from 

K(i. (62): 

IIP = 0.54*S/)" V^’®*^ for cast iron (86) 
IIP = l.2*S7>)''" for st('el (87) 

For a given drill ])r('ss, power available (motor 
drive) is a constant, and for a givcui material, 
cutting speed is a constant, so that in any actual 
case maximum feed may be (*xpressed in terms 
of drill diameter by solving 10([s. (86) and (87) 
for F: 

Alax.F = 

Max. F = 

for cast iron (88) 

for steel (89) 
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In the same way 10<js. (81) and (82) can be 
solved for l\ to obtain maximum allowable feed, 
based on strength of feed mechanism, as follows; 

Max. F = X . f<.r cast iron (!K)) 

Max. /' = X for steel (Ul) 

Time reqiiired to drill through any thickness of 
material is given by the formula: 
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_L + h 
F XN (92) 

where T = time, min. 
L = thickness of work, in. 
h = cone height of drill, in. 

N = speed of drill, r.p.m. 
F = feed of drill, in. per revolution. 

POWER REQUIRED FOR PLANING 

Planer Cutting Tools.—When a tool removes 
metal, there is a i)ressure between the tool and 
the work. This so-called “chip pressure” 
depends on many things, such as material being 
cut, shape and sharpness of tool, and shape and 
size of chip that is being removed. For the 

])laner tool a simple and sufficiently accurate 
formula is 

P = AM (57) 

where P = chip ])ressure, lb. 
.1 = sectional area of chip, sq. in.; it is 

product of depth of cut and feed per 
stroke. 

K = a constant depending on material 

being cut. 
\'alues for K are given in the table on page 157. 

If the chii) pressure and cutting speed are 
known, the power required at the cutting edge is 

HP = 
PS 

33,000 
(59) 

where P = chip pressure, lb. 
S = cutting speed, ft. per min. 

IIP = horsepower retpiired at cutting edge. 
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POWER REQUIRED FOR PLANING 

Planer No. M_ 

Table working surface:_in. X_in. 

Maximum height under crossrail:_in. 

Depth of 

cut, in. 

Maximum fee<l per stroke 

]LC7~ Mild j (Ust" j Cast 

steel steel ! steel | iron 

1/4 
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It is often more eonvc-iucmt to vise the value of 
ehip prc'ssure from Im|. (57), from which 

Cutlinp; s])(mhI is thr rate at which the cutting 
(‘(lg(‘ in()V(*s past th(* work or tlu' work moves 
past the cutting edge. 

S = Nx(^L+ 

where S = cutting speed, ft. per min. 
N = number of strokes per minute. 
L = length of the stroke, ft. 

(93) 
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P = ratio of the return speed to the cut¬ 

ting speed. 

Formulas for power that a leather belt may 
safely transmit, as derived previously, are 

HP ^ or sinKl(> bc'ltinK (05) 

IIP = f»)r doiiliU' IwltiiiK (bO) 
I ,o(K) 

where W = belt width, in. 

D = diameter of either pulley, in. 
iV = r.p.m. of same j)ullev. 



EXPERIMENTS 

1. HAND TOOLS AND THEIR USE 

Object: To study thc^ hand tools in general use 
in the machine shop and to chip, file, and scrape 
a flat surface. 

Equipment: 

Set of hammers. 
Set of fih‘s (f(tr study purposes only). 
Cold chis(*l. 
Cap(‘ chis(‘l. 
lhill-i)(‘en hammer. 
10-in. hand bastard file. 
Flat scrajx'r. 
Surface* plate. 
Prussian blue. 
()bj(*ct to b(' chipped, filed, and scraped. 

“Machine Tool Operation,^' Vol. I, by Burg- 
hardt, for reference purposes. 

Procedure: First H Hour. Study the tools, 
paying particular attention to their character¬ 
istics: name, shape, size, cutting edges, cutting 

angle's, teeth, etc. Answer all the questions given 
bele)w. 

Second 1^ Hour. Chip, file, and scrape one 
surfae*e e)f the e)bject supplied. 

Questions 

1. Make a sketch of each of the three kinds of 
machinist’s hammers, and name their parts. 

175 
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2. How is the size of a hammer desijrnated? 

3. What do you imderstand when you see the 

term ^^soft hammer’’? When is it used? 

4. Open-entl wrenches are usuallj’’ made with the 

handle at an angle with the jaws. What is the angle 
commonly used for open-end wrenches for square- 

head bolts? For hexagon-head bolts? Why? 

6. Make sketches of the various kinds of chisels, 

and tell for what kind of work they are used. 
6. What j)recautions sluiuld be taken in grinding a 

chisel ? 

7. What is meant by choking the hammer”? 

8. What precautions should be taken when chip¬ 

ping cast metals? 

9. Should the workman look at the cutting edge ( r 
the head of the chisel when chipping? Why? 

10. Make a sketch .showing the dilTerence betwe(ui a 

single-cut and a double-cut file. 

11. Make a sketch showing the dilTeren(‘e between a 

hand bastard file and a flat bastard file. 

12. What is a safe-edge file? 

13. What is meant by cross-filing? Drawfiling? 

14. What is a Vixen file? 

16. Give a list of don’t’s in filing. 
16. G ive the rea.sons for .scraping. 

17. What tools are used in .scraping a flat surfa(*e? 

2. THE LATHE 

Object: To study the lathe and its parts, and 
to become familiar with their functions. Tlu^ 
selection of the proper feeds and spe(»ds and tludr 

use in finding the time retiuired for turning. 

Equipment. 

14-in. by 5-ft. lathe. 
14-in. by 6-ft. lathe. 

16-in. by 6-ft. lathe. 
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Revolution counter. 

l.athc kit for lathe. 

Right-hand side tool. 

Center gauge. 

Cast-iron cylinder If in. diameter by 8^ in. 

long. Machine Tool Operation/' Vol. I, by 

l^urghardt, for reference purposes. 

Procedure: First 1 s Hour. Answer questions 

1 to 5. 

Second Hour. Study the lathes and their 

l)arts, giving special attention to the hcadstock, 

tailstock, carriage, and feed mechanism. 

Questions 

1. Make a table giving tlie spindle speeds for all 

stej)s of the cone pulley with and without the back 

gears engaged. 

2. What is meant by the feed of a lathe tool? 

' See page 24.) 

3. What is meant by cutting speecl in regard to a 
lathe? (See page 10.) 

4. (liven a east-iron cylinder SJ in. long by l| in. 

diameter and using a cutting s])eed of 50 ft. per min. 
(cutter high-sj)eed steel), calculate the time required 

to take one cut over the length of the cylinder. Use 

an actual feed that (*an be obtained on the lathe used. 
6. True the live center, align the lathe centers, 

mount the work between centers and fasten the driv¬ 

ing dog securely, adjust the toolholder, and find the 
time required to take one cut. The time found in 4 is 

the calculated time and docs not take into consider¬ 

ation the time necessary to load and unload the 

machine. 

Clvnn the Machine. 

6. Make a sketch of the hcadstock of the lathe, 

showing the ba(‘k gears. Give the use of the back 

gears. 
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7. Where is the live center located? Where is the 

dead center located? 
8. Why are centers called ‘Mive” and ^‘dead’^? 

9. Which is hard? Which is soft? Why? 

10. How is the live center removed? How is the 

dead center removed? 

11. What is meant by the swinj; of a lathe? The 

length? 

12. How is the tailstock afljuste'd sideways? Why 

is it necessary first to loosen the clamping bolts? 

13. What part of the carriage is called the saddle? 

The apron? The tool rest? 
14. Can you move the carriage by hand when the 

split nut is closed? When the feed-control knob is 
tightened? When the carriage clamping screw is 

tightened? (live reasons. 

15. Why does a machinist, before starting to work 

on a lathe, always try the carriage to make sure it 

runs freely? 

16. How is motion transmitted from the main 

spindle to tlie feed rod? To the lead screw? 

17. Describe the action of the sjdit nut. Why is it 

called a split nut? 
18. Make a sketcli of the gear train from the main 

spindle to the fee<l rod and to the lead screw. 

19. What is meant by change gears? Hy screw 

gear? Hy idler gear? 
20. Show the difTerence betwecai a simple train and 

a compound train of gears. (See pages 42 and 44.) 

3. DRILLING MACHINES 

Object: To .study and to become familiar with 
the drilling machines in u.se in the machine shop. 
The selection of the proper feeds and spcM^Is for 
drilling and reaming and their u.se in finding the 
time required for drilling and reaming. Practice 

in drilling and reaming. 
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Equipment. 

Sensitive drill. 

Two-spindle drill. 

Vertical drill. 

Radial drill. 

Three-jaw work chuck. 

No. 2 Titan quick-change drill chuck and 

three sleeves. 

Iji-in, taper-shank twist drill. 

1-in. taper-shank chucking reamer. 

Revolution counter. 

Material to l>e drilh^d. 

Procedure: First Hour. Make a table showing 

the spindle speeds (r.p.m.) for all the steps of the 

cone pulley on a vertical drill with and without 

the back geai*s engaged. Select the proper cut¬ 

ting speed for th(‘ cuttcT and the material given, 

and find the r.p.m. of the spindle for a in. 

drill (see pages 10 to 1-4). 

Use the si)indle speed of the machine nearest 

to the spewed d(*termined a])ove, and with a feed 

])er revolution selected from the table of feeds on 

the machine, find the time recpiired for drilling. 

(Sp(u*ds for reaming are the same as for drilling.) 

l^stimate the time required to load and unload 

the machine. Actual drilling time plus time for 

loading and unloading the machine is the floor- 

to-floor time. Find the time required to com- 

ph'te one pi(‘ce (.see ])age 25). 

Second Hour. Set up the machine. Drill and 

ream the material furnished, and make a note 

of the tinu' reipiired to complete one piece (see 

Aj^pendix for grinding twist drills, pages 226 to 

228). 
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Third Hour. Study the drilling machines, 

chucks, drills, reaincm, etc. Answer all the 

ciuestions given below. 

Clean the Machine. 

Questions 

1. What is a sensitive drill press? Why is it 

named? 

2. What typo of drilling machine is usually called 

simply a “drill press”? Why? 

3. What is a radial drill? 
4. How arc drilling machines classified as to size? 

6. In operation, the drill-press spindle revolves 

in the spimlle sleeve. Does the sleeve revolve? 
6. How does the sleeve move in its Ix'tiring? 

7. How is the spindle supported at its ui)per end? 

How is it ma<le to revolve? Why is the long keyway 

or “spline’^ cut in the spindle? 
8. How is the drill press started ami stopped? 

What is meant by loose pulley? Tight pull(\v? l low 

is the hx)se pulley oiled? 
9. How many direct speeils has the vertical <irill 

press? How are they obtained? Has it any back 
gears? 

10. How man}' speeds has this drill press? 

11. When are the l^ack gears used? Why? 

12. How are the back gears engagecl? 

13. Is it safe to engage the bac^k gears when the 

machine is running? 

14. What is the use of the rack fastcmed to tlic 

spindle sleeve? What engages it? 

16. How is the spinrlle caused to move in a down¬ 

ward direction by hand? 

16. How many methods of feeding by hand are pro¬ 

vided? Which is the most sensitive? Why? Which 

requires the least effort? Why? 

17. Examine the mechanism that transmits motion 

from the spindle to the feed-rack i)inion. How do 
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you change the speed of the feed-rack pinion without 

changing the spindle speed? 

18. How many changes may be made? How 
many power feeds has this machine? 

19. How is the power feed engaged? 

20. How does the worm and worm wheel operate to 

give slow motion to the feed-rack pinion? 

21. How is the power feed released? Has it an 

automatic release? 

22. How is the automatic release set for required 

depth? 

23. What is the minimum feed? Maximum feed? 

24. What kind of hole is in the sj)in<llc? Why? 

26. How should a drill be removed from the spindle? 

4. THE MILLING MACHINE 

Object: To study the milling machine and its 

])arts and to Ix'conu' familiar with their functions. 

Th(' selection of th(' proper feeds and speeds and 

their use in finding the time recpiired for milling, 

'fo practice milling the sides of a rectangular 

cast-iron block. 

Equipment. 

No. 2 plain milling machine. 

Milling-machine vise. 

Paralhd. 

()-in. piece ^ In. diameter drill rod. 

Lead hammer. 

1-in. try scpiare. 

Ideal indicator. 

R('volution counter. 

2.J in. diameter milling cutter and arbor. 

Procedure: First hour. IMace the arbor and 

cutt('r in the milling machine, and determine the 
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spindle speeds. Make a table showing the 

spindle speeds. 

Select from the table on page 201 in the Appen¬ 

dix the proper cutting speed for the cutter and 

material given, and find the r.p.m. for cutter 

(see pages 10 to 15). 

Using the r.p.m. of the machine nearest to that 

found above and assuming a feed of 3 in. per 

min., determine the feed per revolution of the 

cutter and the feed per tooth. 

Find the time recpiired to mill the sides of the 

cast-iron block. Estimate the time for loading 

and unloading the machine. The floor-to-floor 

time equals the machining time plus the loading 

and unloading time. 

Second hour. Place the vise on the milling- 

machine table, and clamp securely with the bolts 

furnished. Use an indicator to check the vise 

setting. Clamp the block in the vise, making 

certain that it rests on the parallel. Make all 

other adjustments necessary, and mill all sides 

of the block. Check the time with that found 

above. 

Third hour. Study the milling machine and 

its parts, paying particular attention to the* 

spindle, back gears, method of driving th(' cutter, 

hand and power feeds, sto])s for releasing power 

feeds. 

Answer all the ciuestions given below. 

Questions 

1. Name five types of milling inacliines. 

2. What is meant by a plain milling machine? A 

universal milling machine? 
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3. What is meant by the column of a milling 

machine? The knee? The saddle? The table? 
Table feeding mechanism? 

4. Loosen the knee clamp, and lower the table. 

What is the advantage of the telescopic elevating 
screw? 

6. How is the knee clamped to the column? 

What kind of gib is used? Always see that the knee 
clamps are loosened before lowering the knee. Why? 

6. What is meant by longitudinal feed? By trav¬ 

erse feed? Vertical feed? How are they operated? 

7. How many spindle speeds has this machine? 

Why are there so many? How is the reverse direc¬ 

tion of the spindle obtained? 

8. How is the saddle clamped to the knee? 

9. How do you reverse the power feeds? 

10. How are the back gears engaged? For what 

are they used? 
11. Set the feed mechanism for the slowest feed and 

til row in the longitudinal feed. How far does the 

table move in 1 min.? 
12. Arrange the mechanism for fastest feed. How 

far does the table move in I min.? 

13. Is the feed of this milling machine independent 

of the spindle speed? 

14. What is the purpose of having a telescopic 

feed shaft with universal joints? 
16. Outline the ])roper procedure for milling all 

sides of a scpiare or rectangular block. 

Clean the Machine, 

6. THE SHAPER 

Object: To study the shaper, its construction, 
tlie functions of its several parts, and its value 
as a machine tool. The selection of proper feeds 
and speeds and their use in finding the time 
reciuircd for shaping. Practice shaping the sides 

of a rectangular cast-iron block. 
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Equipment. 

16-in. shaper. 

Tool holder with high-speed steel tool bit. 

One 6-in. scale. 

Lead hammer. 

Pair of parallels. 

4-in. try scpiare. 

Piece ^ in. dianu'ter drill rod. 

Cast-iron block, 1^ by 2 by in. 

Procedure: First hour. Find the cutting 

speed and time n^quired for shaping the side's of a 

east-iron block as outlined under Time Reciuired 

for Shaping. 

Second hr. Study the shaper, its ])arts, 

and their functions, giving special attention to 

adjustment for length of stroke, placing the ram, 

feed mechanism, and back g(‘ars. 

Answer all the (luestioiis given below. 

Questions 

1. Whiit is 11 rrank shaper? 

2. In a crank shaper how does the hull wheel drive 

the vibrating arm? 

3. How i.s the vibrating arm ancliored to the base 

of the machine? 

4. What i.s the use of the slot in tln^ vi)>rating arm? 

6. Where and how is the erankpin held? 

6. How is the screw that moves the cranki)in 

moved? 

7. Why are bevel gears used? 

8. Where is the check nut? Wliat purpose does it 

serve? 

9. How much movement has the vibrating arm 

when the erankpin is on center? Why? Away off 

center? 
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10. What is meant by the stroke of a shaper? 

Cutting stroke? Return stroke? 

11. What is the reason for the slot in the top of 
the ram? 

12. How is the vibrating arm connected to the ram? 

13. How is the position of this connection changed? 

14. How does it change the position of the stroke? 

16. Why are ])evel gears used between the handle 

and the screw? 

16. Explain the quick return of the shaper. 

17. Wh at clamping bolts are loosened before adjust¬ 

ing the table vertically? How much should they be 

loosened? 

18. What is the value of the table brace support? 

19. How is the table moveci horizontally? What is 

the movement called? 

20. How are the ditYcrent speeds obtained in the 

shaper? What is the need of having several speeds? 
21. Are back gears ])rovide(l in a shaper? Why? 

22. What is tlu* feed rocker arm? 

23. How is motion transmitted from the rocker 

arm to the ])awl? 

24. Describe the operation of a ratchet and 

])awl. 
25. How is the amount of feed changed? 

26. How is the ])ower feed reversed? 

27. Have the feed arrangetl to cause the table to 

move from right to left, and note if the feed operates 
on the forwanl or return stroke. Reverse the feed and 

note if it operates on the same stroke as before. 

28. What do you change to make the feed operate 

on the return stroke when the direction of the feed is 

reversed? 
29. Why shouUl the feed always operate on the 

return stroke? 
30. Examine the head of the shaper. How is it 

fastened to the ram? How may it be swiveled? 

31. What is meant by down feed in a shaper? 
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32. How many thousandths does one revolution of 

the down-feed screw handle move the slide? 

33. How many graduations are there on the gradu¬ 

ated collar? If you move the handle one graduation, 

how far will the slide move? 

6. THE PLANER 

Object: To study the planer, its construction, 

the functions of its parts, and its valuo as a 

machine tool. The selection of th(‘ proper feeds 

and speeds for jdaning and their \ise in finding 

the time required for planing. 

Equipment. 

Gray planer. 

\\'ork-holding fixture. 

G-ft. rule. 

Lead hammer. 

12-in. monkery wrench. 

Work to be plani'd. 

Procedure: First Hour. Find the cutting 

iip(‘(‘d and time for planing the work assigneil. 

Read ])ages 15 to 19 and 80 to 32. 

Second Hour. Study the jilaner, its parts 

and their functions, giving spi'cial attention to 

the driving, reversing, and feed m(‘chanism, also 

th(^ stops for regulating the h*ng<li of stroke. 

Answer the cpiestions givcui below. 

Questions 

1. Make a sketch of the driving mechanism. 

2. The hull wheel revolves much slower than the 

driving pulley. How do you explain this? Why is 

it necessary? 
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3. What is a rack? How is the platen moved? 
4. Make a sketch of the belt-shifting mechanism. 

5. What is the purpose of having a quick return of 
the platen? 

6. Why are the holes in the platen reamed? 

7. How is the length of the stroke changed? 

8. Does the planer reverse at exactly the same 
point each stroke? 

9. What are the features of the housings that give 
them strength and rigidity? 

10. How are the front faces of the housings finished? 

Why? 

11. How is the crossrail clamped to the housings? 
When is it clamped? When is it loosened? Why? 

12. How is the crossrail raised or lowered? How 

is it adjusted to cut parallel to the platen? 

13. What is th(^ purpose of the saddle? Why is a 

gib placed between the saddle and the crossrail bear¬ 

ing surfa<'es? 

14. When is the saddle binding screw used? 

16. What is the difference between the swivel 

graduations and the graduations on the down-feed 

screw? 

16. The down feed may be accomplished by turning 

either one of two handles. Where are these handles? 

17. In the planer the feed operates at the beginning 

of the stroke and not during the stroke. How do you 

explain this? How would the feed operate if there 

were no friction stop? 
18. Make a sketch of the feed mechanism. 

19. How is the amount of feed controlled? 

7. SMALL TOOLS 
AND PRECISION MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 

Object: To l^ocomo familiar with the small 

tools and precision measuring instruments in 

common use in tlie machine shop. Methods 

of adjusting, reading, and their luse. 
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Equipment. 

Steel scale. 

Spring outside caliper. 

Spring inside caliper. 

Spring divider. 

Firm-joint outside caliper. 

Firm-joint hermaphrodite caliper. 

Try square. 

Two one-thousandth micrometers. 

One ten-thousandths microinetcM*. 

Micrometer depth gauge. 

Set of inside micrometers. 

Vernier caliper. 

Vernier height gauge. 

Vernier bevel protractor. 

Small Tools Catalog. 

Procedure: Study the various tools, size, 

shape, construction, and method of adjusting, 

paying particular attention to the proper 

method of using for making measurements. 

Answer all the questions given ):)elow. 

Questions 

1. Make a sketch of the micrometer, and name its 

several parts. 
2. Make a sketch showing the correct way to set 

an outside caliper for a scale measurement of I J in. 

Inside caliper. Divider. Hermaphrodite caliper. 

3. What is meant when a s(^alc is said to have a 

No. 7 graduation? 

4. What is the difference between a scale and a 

straightedge? 

6. Why is the use of the folding wood rule objected 

to in the machine shop? 
6. How should a caliper be held in relation to the 

work when making a measurement? 
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7. Should the work be calipered while it is run- 

8. What accuracy can be expected with caliper 
measurements? 

9. Are calipers efficient for measuring? 

10. What is the method of adjusting a firm-joint 
caliper? 

11. What part of an inch does one revolution of 

the thimble of a mi(;romctcr move the spindle? Why? 

12. Into how many divisions is the sleeve or hub 
graduated? How are these divisions numbered? 

13. Into how many divisions is the beveled edge of 
the thimble graduated? How numbered? Why? 

14. What is tJie use of the ratchet or friction stop 

on the micrometer thimble? 
16. Explain the dilTerence in using a micrometer 

and a C clamj). 

16. The main scale on the vernier has how many 

divisions per inch? How are they numbered? Why? 
17. Into how many divisions is the vernier scale 

graduated? How arc they numbered? 

18. How many divisions on the scale correspond to 
the divisioiis on the vernier? 

19. E ach division on the scale equals what frac¬ 

tional part of an inch? How many thousandths of 
an inch? 

20. Whjit is the difTcrcnce in length between a 

division on the scale and a division on the vernier? 
21. Are verniers ever used with more or less than 

25 divisions? 

22. Make a skctc^h of a vernier showing the main 

scale having 50 divisions and the vernier scale having 

the correct number of divisions to make measure¬ 

ments to thousandths of an inch. 

8. THE SPIRAL HEAD 

Object: To study the construction of the 

universal spiral head, its parts and their func* 
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tions; also its use for simple and differential 

indexing, and its use in conjunction with the 

milling machine for cutting spirals. 

Theory, calculations, problems, and practice. 

Equipment. 

10-in. Universal spiral head and tailstock. 

No. 2 Universal milling machine. 

Cutter arbor. 

No. 6, 10-pitch involute gear cutter. 

f-mandrel. 

Cast-iron gear blank. 

Procedure: First hour. Study the spiral 

head giving special attention to its construction, 

its parts, and their functions and adjustments 

(see Fig. 39). 

Answer the questions given below. 

Questions 

1. How is the spiral-head spindle rotated? 

2. How many turns must the crank E make in 

order that the spindle make one complete turn? 

3. How many teeth must worm gear A have if the 

worm C is single-threaded? 
4. Can the worm C and worm gear .1 he thrown 

out of mesh? If so how? 

5. What are the two small levers for on the left 

side of the spiral head? 
6. How many index plates are furnished with the 

spiral head? Give the number of holes in the iiulex 

circles of the various plates. 

7. How is the crank E adjusted so that the pin F 

fits the holes in the different index circles? How is 

the index plate mounted on the spiral head? 

8. What is meant by the sector? What is its use? 

9. Wliat is the spring washer, and for what is it 

used? 
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10. What bolts must be loosened in order that the 
spindle of the spiral head can be set at an angle? 

11. .Through how large an arc can the spindle be 

moved? 

12. Where is the stop pin? 

13. It is necessary to cut squares on some reamer 

shanks. How many turns of the crank are needed 
for each cut or side of the square? 

14. A gear having 18 teeth is required. How many 

turns of the crank are required for each tooth? 

16. A ratchet wheel having 65 teeth is required. 

How many turns of the crank are required for each 

tooth? 

Procedure: Second hour, differential indexing. 

1. Place an extension center in the spindle of 

the spiral head, and place equal gears on the 

spindle S and the worm shaft W. Complete the 

gear train using one idler gear D. 

2. Turn the crank forty times in a clockwise 

direction. In what direction does the plate 

move? How many complete turns does the 

plate make? 

3. Add a second idler gear to the gear train, 

and again turn the crank forty times in a clock¬ 

wise direction. In what direction docs the plate 

move? How many complete turns does the 

plate make? 

4. When the crank and plate turn in the 

same direction, the movement of the spindle is 

equal to what? When they move in opposite 

directions, the spindle movement is equal to 

what? 

6. Read pages 82 and 90 of the text. 

6. Find the plate to use and the change 

gears necessary to index for 121 teeth. 
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7. Make a sketch showing the arrangement 
of the gears, and give the number of teeth in 
each gear. 

8. Alake a sketch showing how motion is 
transmitted from the crank to the plate. 

Procedure: Third hour, spiral cutting. 
1. Mount the spiral head on the milling- 

machine table, and fasten it securel}^ with the 
bolts supplied. 

2. Place equal gears on the milling-mat^hinc 
feed screw and the worm shaft of the spiral head. 

3. Remove the stop pin from the index plate, 
and turn the feed screw by hand. 

4. When the feed screw is revolved, does the 
spiral-head spindle revolve? 

5. Make a sketch showing how motion is 
transmitted from the feed screw to the spiral- 
head spindle. 

6. How many turns of the feed screw arc 
required to make the spindle revolve once? 

7. How far does the table travel while the. 
spindle makes one revolution? 

8. AVhat is meant by the lead of a milling 
machine? (See text—pages 90-94.) 

9. What is the lead of the thread on the feed 
screw? 

10. Calculate the lead on th(i macthine. 
11. What is meant by the lead of a spiral? 
12. The lead of a spiral, the spiral angle, and 

the circumference of the work can be represented 
by a right triangle. If the diameter of the work 
is 1.800 in. and the spiral angle is 20 deg. 4 
minutes, find the lead and the change gears 
necessary to cut this lead. 

Make a sketch showing setup of gears. 
Clean the Machine. 
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9. GAUGES AND GAUGING 

Object: To study the types of gauges and 

their use in the production of interchangeable 

I)arts; also the use of the supermicrometer and 

y)recision gauge blocks for checking manufac¬ 

turing and inspection gauges, intricate jigs and 

fixtures, and the accurate measurement of 

angles. 

Equipment. 

i-in. diameter plug gauge. 

1.125 in. diameter plug gauge. 

1.374 in. diameter plug gauge. 

1.375 in. diameter plug gauge. 

Q-in. diameter by IG-thread plug thread 

gauge. 

1.125 in. diameter ring gauge. 

1.375 in. diameter ring gauge. 

''Fwo taper ring gauges. 

2f-in. snap gauge. 

^-in. limit snap gauge. 

1^ to 2 in. diameter adjustable-limit snap 

gauge. 

1 in. diameter by eight-thread adjustable- 

limit snap thread gauge. 

Cast-iron j)late with 3()-deg. angle. 

8- by lO-in. surface plate. 

Pair |- by 1^-in. parallels. 

V block. 

One angle plate. 

Ground test cylinder. 

One 4-in. try square. 

Dial indicator. 

Set of wires for three-wire thread measure¬ 

ment. 
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Taper test gauge and standard. 

Lead tester. 

Pair of toolmaker’s clamps. 

Supermicrometer. 

Set of Hoke precision gauge blocks. 

One 5-in. sine bar. 

Procedure: Read pages 105 to 119 and pages 

127 to 131. 

Answer all the questions given b(4ow. 

Questions 

^1. Give three reasons why interchangeability is 

desirable in manufacturing. 
^ y 2. In Fig. 58 show how the maxinuiin and mini¬ 

mum clearances are determined, 

s ^ 3. Name eight classes of fits used in manufactur¬ 

ing. 

4. In what class of fit do the mating parts offer 

interference? 
, / 6. What is the chief purpose of manufacturing by 

selective a.ssembly? 

6. How many sets of limits are there in selective- 

as.sembly manufacturing? Name them. 

7. In Example 3 show how the desired allowance 

for selective fits is arrived at. 

8. Add the intermediate length dimensions in 

Fig. 61. Do they equal the over-all dimension? 

9. Add the intermediate dimensions, taking in 

account the minus tolerances. Do they equal the 

over-all dimension with the minus tolerance? 

10. From the dimensions given, which is the most 

important? 

11. In Fig. 63 show that C may vary from 0.030 in. 

instead of 0.010 in. 

12. In Fig. 64 show that C may vary from 0.030 in. 

instead of 0.010 in. . 
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13. What is a master gauge? What is the use of a 
master gauge? What is a work gauge? What is 

an inspection gauge? 

'. 14. Should the work gauge or the inspection gauge 
be the most accurate? Why? 

16. Study the supermicrometer, and measure the 

diameters of the two large plug gauges. What is the 
difference in their diameters? 

16. Is the hole in the ring gauge (1.375 in. diameter) 

the same size as the plug gauge? 

17. If you were making a plug gauge and a ring 

gauge of the same size, which would you make first? 

Why? 

18. Make setup and measure the effective diameter 

of the I in. diameter by 16-thread plug thread 

gauge. 

19. Is the effective diameter the same as that 

marked on the gauge? If not, how much does it 

vary? 
20. How accurate is this method of measuring screw 

threads? Are the wires you used the best diameter 

wires? (^ould wires of another size be used? 

21. What is the lead of a screw? (See page 35.) 

22. Calculate the lead of the thread gauge. 

23. Using the lead tester, check the variation in 

the lead of the plug thread gauge. What is the maxi¬ 

mum variation in the lead? Is the variation all in 

the same direction? 
24. Referring to Table X, page 221, select the 

diameters of the plug thread gauges that would be 

used to set the 1 in. by eight-thread adjustable snap 

thr,ead gauge for a Class 4 fit, 
‘^ 26. Study the set of Hoke precision gauge blocks 

and note how the combinations are figured, how they 

are wrung together, and their care. 

. 26. Using the precision gauge blocks, check the 

dimensions of the J-in. limit snap gauge. Is it over¬ 

size or undersize and how much? 
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, 27. Using the gauge blocks find the go and not-go 

dimensions of the Johansson adjustable limit siiMp 

gauge. What is the difference of the go and not-go 
dimensions? What is this called? 

28. Using the caliper jaws furnished with the 

gauge blocks, measure the diameters of the 1|- and 

l|-in. ring gauges. Are they oversize or undersize, 

and how much? 

29. Referring to page 127, select the gauge blocks 

necessary to be used with the 5-in. sine bar for an 

angle of 30 deg. Check the angle of the cast-iron 

plate. 

30. How accurate is the angle? Have we any other 

tool that we could use to check this angle? Would 

we be able to measure as accurately with it? 

31. Determine the dimension to whi(‘h the plugs on 

the master bar, furnished with the taper test gauge, 

are set so that the taper test gauge will have the same 

rate of taper as that specified on the blueprint 

furnished. 

32. Can this gauge be set to duplicates other tapers? 

33. What are its advantages over the ring type of 

taper gauge? 

10. PRECISION METHODS OF LOCATING HOLES 

Object: To become familiar with metlKxls 

in most general use for th(^ precise location of 

holes in jigs, fixtures, and machine parts. 

Equipment. 

8- by 10-in. surface plate. 

4- by 5-in. angle plate. 

Set knife-edge straightedges. 

Center tester. 

One Universal test indicator. 

Set toolmakers! buttons, 0.300 in. diameter. 
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Set toolmakers’ buttons, 0.400 in. diameter. 

Three 2 in. diameter disk gauges. 

0.650 in. diameter disk gauge. 

0.790 in. diameter disk gauge. 

1.070 in. diameter disk gauge. 

Plate i by 2 by 5 in. 

Plate f by 2^ by 4| in. 

Plate ro b}^ 5 by G in. 

Procedure: Read Chap. I, ‘^Accurate Tool 

Work” by Goodrich and Stanley giving par¬ 

ticular attention to the Size Block Method, The 

Button Scheme, and The Disc Method. 

Answer all the questions that follow, and per- 

fi)rm all operations and setups in the order given. 

Questions 

1. How accurate can the center distance between 
holes in a jig located by the size block or the vernier 

method and drilled and reame<l in a drill press be 

held? What must be the relation of the spindle and 
the table of the drill press when doing work of this 

class? 
2. If the work were strapped to the face plate of 

a lathe and carefully ^^ndicated up” with a center 

tester, would greater accuracy be assured? Why? 

3. In the size-block method the accuracy of the 

location of the holes is dependent on the fulfillment 

of what four conditions? 
4. What accuracy is obtainable by this method? 

6. If much work is to be done by this method, 

what kind of commercial size blocks would you sug¬ 

gest be used? 
6. When the work is too large to swing in the 

lathe, what other machine may be used? 

7. Why are both the milling-machine table, and 

knee secured? 
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8. When is the button scheme recommended in 

preference to the size-block method for work done in 

the lathe? 
9. When is the button scheme recommended in 

preference to the size-block method for work done in 

the milling machine? 

10. When should the disk method be used? 

11. What accuracy can be obtained by this method? 

12. What is its chief advantage over the size block 

or button scheme? 

13. Make a sketch of the J- by 2- by 5-in. (approxi¬ 

mate dimensions) plate, and show the exact length 

and width. Call it sketch 1. 

Make a second sketch of the same plate showing 

vertical and horizontal center lines (sketch 2). 

This plate is to have five holes, each 0.375 in. 

diameter, and the central hole is to be in the exact 

center of the plate. The other holes are to be in line 

with the center hole, and the distance between the 
holes is to be 1.000 in. Show the location of the holes 

in sketch 2, and give all dimensions necessary to three 

decimal places. Using a set of toolmakers’ buttons, 

0.300 in. diameter, locate the button for the central 

hole (see Figs. 7 and 9 on page 7 of “Accurate Tool 
Work”). What must the measurement across the 

buttons be if the center distance of the holes is 

1.000 in.? Locate the buttons for the five holes. 

Check the measurement across each pair of buttons 

and the measurement across the center button and 

each of the other buttons. Check the buttons for 

alignment with a straightedge (see Fig. 70 on page 69 
of “Accurate Tool Work”). Make sketch 3 showing 

the buttons in place. Why are the precautions stated 

above necessary? The plate now is ready to be 

strapped to the lathe face plate and the central button 

carefully “indicated up.” The button is then re¬ 

moved, and the hole is first drilled and then bored to 

size (see Fig. 8 on page 7 of “Accurate Tool Work”). 
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Why is the hole drilled first and then bored? Why is 

the central hole finished first? How can the center 

distances be checked for accuracy after all the holes 

have been bored? 

14. Make three full-size sketches of Plate 2. The 

first sketch should show the location of the holes and 

have all necessary dimensions. The second sketch 

is to be similar to Fig. 22 on page 16 of “Accurate 

Tool Work.” The third sketch should show the 

plate with the disks located. Find the diameter of 

the disks recpiired by the method given on pages 15 

and 17 of “Accurate Tool Work.” Show all calcula¬ 

tions. Check the diameters of the disks furnished, 

and locate the central disk first. Carefully locate 

the other two disks. 

With the three disks carefully located, the plate 

is ready to be stra])ped to the lathe face plate. Make 

a sketch of Fig. IS showing method of “indicating 

up” the disk prior to its removal for drilling and 

boring. 
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Table II.—Decimal IkjuivALENTS 

.015625 

.03125 

.046875 

.0625 

.078125 

.09375 

.109375 

.125 

.140625 

.15625 

.171875 

.1875 

.203125 

.21875 

.234375 

.25 

.265625 

.28125 

.296875 

.3125 

.328125 

.34375 

.359375 

.375 

.390625 

.40625 

.421875 

.4375 

.453125 

.46875 

.484375 

.5 

.515625 

.53125 

.546875 

.5625 

.578125 

.59375 

.609375 

.625 

.640625 

.65625 

.671875 

.6875 

.703125 

.71875 

.734375 

.75 

.765625 

.78125 

.796875 

.8125 

.828125 

.84375 

.859375 

.875 

.890625 

.90625 

.921875 

.9375 

.953125 

.96875 

.984375 
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Table III.—Cone Height of Drills 

D i'L _.i'L J" J_" ! 1" 

h 0.075 0.113 0.150 jo. 188 0 225 0.263 0.301 

Noilioncil form of thread 

n = Number of threads per inch 
H-‘ 0.d66025p depth of BO^sharp Vthread 

h - 0i6495/9p depth of natfonat form thread 

%h^a54i2e6p 
F '0J2S000p width of fiat at crest and 

root of nationai form 

f *ai0d253p\ 
% H depth of truncation 

Fig. 113.“ Standard thread systems. 
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CHART FOR CALCULATING SPEEDS AND FEEDS 
OF SOLID AND INSERTED-BLADE 

• MILLING CUTTERS* 

MBER 
:ETH 

*—I 

FEED PER 
MINUTE, 
INCHES 

CHIP LOAD 
PER TOOTH. 

INCHES 
r—0001 

5H 

s — REV. PER 
MIN. 

1 — 300-.: 
8 — 250 
9 — E 

10 — 200-1 

150^ 
15 — ^^-L40-r 

120 — 
no— 
100 — 
90^ 

“Z 80-^ 

30-| 10^ 

“3 60^ 

40 50-I 

50 40-^ 
60-^ 

Scale 1 30-5 

25-E 

20 — 

I5H 

OF CUTTER, 
INCHES-.. 

I 

20 
24 

Scole 3 

4 SPEED, 
FEET 

c PER MIN 

^10 

JO 
itolo 4 

3St 
4( 

h- 45| 
5( 

— SO 

r- ^0 
?- 00 
^ W I--100 

-no 
-120 
ri30 

If-140 
bO 

t--200 
Scales 

-0004 

F-0006 

-0001 

-0005 

-0009 

-0010 
-0011 
-001? 

» -OOiJ 

0030 
Scole 6 

jTo obtain tabic travel (feed per minute), connect load 

per tooth on Scale No. 6 and number of teeth per cutter 

Scale 2 on Scale No. 1 with a strai|jhi line. Then connect R.P.M. 

spindle on Scale No. 2 throujjh the point where the first line crossed the refer- 

icc line and carry this over to Scale No. 4, which fjives the feed in inches per 

inute. 

0 obtain chip load per tooth, connect feed per minute Scale No. 4 with R.P.M,, 

:alc No. 2. Then connect number of teeth Scale No. 1 through point where first 

1C crossed the reference line and read chip load per tooth on Scale No. 6. 

0 obtain speed in feet per minute connect R.P.M. Scale No. 2 with diameter of 

Jttcr Scale No. 3 and read speed on Scale No. 5. 

b obtain R.P.M. connect speed Scale No. 5 with diameter of cutter Scale No. 3 

id read R.P.M. on Scale No. 2. 

Fia. 114. 
• 208 
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I’lu. 115. Spiral mills. Kougltini; in. Jocp, cast iron. 
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mills. Houghing I in. deep, cast iron. 
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Width of cut 
. lUl.—yiiell end mills. Brokt‘n rornors. UoiiKhinK. 

cast iron J to j”. in. tlcep. 

30 40 50 60 70 60 90 

Cutting speed 

Fig. 122. -Face mills, lioiii^hiiii; and finishing cast iron 

itoughing cut I to J in. 
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Culling speed 

I’lii. 123.—Spiral inilljs. Machinery steel. Stream lubrica¬ 
tion. 

Culling speed 
Kiu. 124.—Special tnills. Steel ca.stiuKs and machiiiory steel 

Width of cut, J to i the diameter of cutter. 



A-S.M.E. STANDARDS FOR METAL FITS 

Allowance is the minimum clearance space 

intended between mating parts. It represents 

the condition of the tightest permissible fit. 

Tolerance is the amount of variation per¬ 

mitted in the size of a part, or the total varia¬ 

tion permissible in a given dimension. 

Limit means the extreme permissible dimen¬ 

sion of a part, or the variation allowable under 

or over the given dimension. 

Fits are classified as loose, free, medium, snug, 

wringing, tight, medium force, heavy force, shrink. 

Loose Fit.—This fit provides for a large allow¬ 

ance giving considerable freedom and is used 

where accuracy is not essential. The factor for 

calculating for a loose fit is 0.0025. 

Free Fit.—This is for running fits with speeds 

of 600 r.p.m. or over and journal pressures of 

600 lb. per sq. in. or over. There is a closer 
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allowance here than for a loose fit. The factor 

for calculating the allowance is 0.0014. 

Medium Fit.—This is used for parts revolving 

easily, for speeds under 600 r.p.m. and with 

journal pressures less than 600 lb. per sq. in. 

This is also applied to sliding parts and is the 

largest allowance for freedom consistent with 

accuracy. The factor for calculating the allow¬ 

ance is 0.0009. 

Cast Iron 

to-tje'*-00009 

Hole 

Fiii. 127.—Cast-iron gear and stool shaft. 
inodiu.n force fit. 

Example of 

Snug Fit.—This calls for zero allowance and is 

the closest fit that can be assembled by hand 

without appreciable pressure. It will not rotate 

easily, and no shake is permissible. A snug fit 

is not intended to move freely under a load. 

Wringing Fit.—Hiis is a metal-to-mctal con¬ 

tact with no negative allowance. It allows for 

no movement and is assembled with slight 

pressure. Wringing fits are not usually inter¬ 

changeable. 
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Tight Fit.—This is a wringing fit with a slight 

negative allowance. This fit is for parts perma¬ 

nently assembled or subject to pressure. It is 

much used in ordnance work. The factor for 

calculation of interference of metal is 0.00()25d. 

Medium Force Fit.—This is for permanently 

assembled parts, but subject to disassembly 

without severe pressure. The fit is the tightest 

possible for ciist iron or j)arts where internal 

stress will be detrimental. The formula for cal¬ 

culating the interference of metal is O.OOOo^/. 

Heavy Force Fit.—This is used for steel hoh's 

where the metal can be highly stressed without 

exceeding its elastic limit. Parts united by 

force fit form one unit without other means of 

holding. The interference of metal is calcu¬ 

lated as 0.00 Id. 

Shrink Fit.—This is the heavy force fit applit'd 

to larger parts where a force fit is iminactical, 

such as for locomotive wheel tires. A didinite 

negative allowance' is given, and llu' outer part 

is expanded by lu'at before assembly. 
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Table VIII.—Coarse-thread Series—Medium Fit 

Screw Sizes, Inches 

Major diameter Pitch diameter* Maxi- 

Threads mum 

Size minor 

inch Maxi- Mini- Maxi- Mini- diame- 

mum* mum mumf mum ter 

1 64 0.0730 0.0692 0.0092 0.0615 0.0538 

2 56 0.0860 0.0820 0.0744 0.0729 0.0641 

3 48 0.0990 0.0946 0.0855 0.0839 0.0734 

4 40 0.1120 0.1072 0.0958 0.0941 0.0813 

5 40 0.1250 0.1202 0.1088 0.1071 0.0943 

6 32 0.1380 0.1326 0.1177 0.1158 0.0997 

8 32 0.1640 0.1586 0.1437 0.1418 0.1257 

iO 24 0. 19(K) 0.1834 0.1629 0.1605 0.1389 

12 24 0.2160 0.2094 0.1889 0.1865 0.1649 

i 20 0.2500 0.2428 0.2175 0.2149 0.1887 

A 18 0.3125 0.3043 0.2764 0.2734 0.2443 

I 16 0.3750 0.3660 0.3344 0.3312 0.2983 

1 14 0.4375 0.4277 0.3911 0.3875 0.3499 

i i 13 0.5(HI0 0.4896 0.4500 0.4463 0.4056 

A i 12 0.5625 0.5513 
! 

0.5084 1 0.5044 0.4603 

1 11 0.6250 
1 
! 0.6132 0.5660 0.5618 0.5135 

i 10 0.7500 0.7372 0.6850 0.6805 0.6273 

1 0 0.8750 0.8610 0.8028 ; 0.7979 0.7387 

1 8 l.OOtMJ 0.9484 f.9188 0.9134 0.8466 

U 7 1.1250 1.1080 1.0322 1.0263 0.9497 

U 7 1.2500 1.2330 1.1572 1.1513 1.0747 

u 6 1.5000 1.4798 1,3917 1.3846 1.2955 

M 5 1.7500 1.7268 1,6201 1.6119 1.5046 

2 1 41 2.(K)00 1.9746 1,8557 1.8468 1.7274 

21 41 2.2500 2.2246 2.1057 2.0968 1.9774 

4 2.5000 2.4720 2.3376 2.3279 2.1933 

2i 4 2.7500 2.7220 2.5876 2.5779 2.4433 

3 4 3.0000 2.9720 2.8376 2.8279 2.6933 

• Basic diameter. 

t The tolerances are cumulative and include errors of lead and 

angle. 
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Table IX.—Coarse-thread Series—Medium Fit 

Nut Sizes, Inches 

Pitch tlianicter Minor diameter 
Min.* 
major 
dium.t 

Min.* ' Max. Min. Max. 

0.0730 0.0029 0.0043 0.0.501 0.0578 
0.0800 0.0744 0.0759 1 0.0007 0.0080 

0.0990 0.08.55 0.0871 : 0.0704 0.0787 
0.1120 : ; 0.09.58 0.0975 ! 0.0849 1 0.0870 
0.1250 0.1088 0.1105 0.0979 j 0.1000 

0.1380 0.1177 0.1190 0.1042 0.1070 

0.1040 0. 14.37 0.1450 0.1302 , 0.1330 
0. 1900 0.1029 0. 10.53 0.1449 ' 0.1494 
0.2100 0.1889 0. 191.3 0.1709 0. 17.54 
0.250(J 0.2175 0.2201 0. 19.59 0.2013 

0.3125 0.2704 0.2794 0.2.524 0.2.584 
0.3750 0.3344 0.3370 0..3073 0.3141 
0.4375 0..3911 0..3947 0..3002 0.3079 
0.:jO(K) 0.4.5(M) 0.4.537 0.4107 0.4251 
0.5625 0..5084 0.5124 0.4723 ! 0.4813 

0.0250 0.,5000 (;..5702 0.5200 0..5304 

0.7500 0.08.50 0.0895 0.0417 0.0520 
0.87,50 0.8028 0.8077 0.7.547 0.7007 
1. (xm 0.9188 0.9242 0.8047 0.8782 
1. 1250 1.0322 1.0,381 0.9704 0.9858 

1.2.500 1.1.572 1.1031 1.09.54 1.1108 
1..5fKKJ 1..3917 1. .3988 1.3190 1..3.370 
1.75(M) 1.0201 1.028.3 1..53.3.5 ; 1.5.551 
2.(KKK) 1 1.8.5,57 1.8040 1.7.594 1.7835 

2.2.500 I 2.10.57 2.1140 2.00i)4 2.0.335 

2..5(XK> 
1 

2.,3.370 : 2.3473 2.2294 2.2564 
2.7500 2..5870 I 2..5973 2.4794 2..5004 
3.0000 2.8.370 2.8473 2.7294 2.7564 

♦ Baeic diameter. 
t Allowable only with tap having nharp curnera. 
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Table X.—Coarse-thread Series—Close Fit 

(Class 4) 

Screw Sizes, Inches 

Major diameter Pitch diameter t Maxi- 

Threads mum 
Size per minor 

diamc- 
Max.* Min. Max. Min. 

terf 

1 G4 0.0730 0.0692 0.0630 0.0623 0.0538 
2 56 0.0860 0.0820 0.0746 0.0739 0.0641 
3 48 0.0990 0.0946 0.0857 0.0849 0.0734 
4 40 0.1120 0.1072 0.(H)60 0.0951 0.0813 
5 40 0.1250 0.1202 0.1090 0.1081 0.0943 

(') 32 0.1380 0.1326 0.1179 0.1169 0.0997 
8 32 0.1640 0.1586 0.1439 0.1429 0.1257 

10 24 0. 19(H) 0.1834 0.1632 0.1620 0.1389 
12 24 0.2160 0.2(M)4 0.1892 0.1880 0.1649 

i 20 0.2500 0.2423 0.2178. 0.2165 0.1887 

\\ 18 0.3125 0.3043 0.2767 0.2752 0.2443 

1 0.3750 0.3660 0.3348 0.3332 0.2983 

It 14 0.4375 0.4277 0.3915 0.3897 0.3499 

\ 13 0.5(KH) 0.4896 0.4504 0.4485 0.4056 

iV ! >2 0.5625 0.5513 0.5089 0.5069 1 0.4603 

i 11 0.6250 0.6132 0..56(»5 0..')(>44 1 0.5135 

1 10 0.75(H) 0.7372 0.6856 0.6833 I 0.6273 

1 U 1 0.8750 0.8610 0.8034 0.8010 1 0.7387 
1 8 1 l.()(H)0 0.9848 0.9195 0.9168 1 0.8466 

U 7 1 1.1250 1.1080 ; 1.0330 , 1.0300 1 0.9497 
1 

u 7 
1 

1.2500 1.2330 j 1.1580 1.1550 ! 1.0747 
(i 1.5(HH) 1.4798 j 1.3926 1.3890 1.2955 

U 5 1.75(H) 1.7268 j 1.1)211 j 1.6170 I 1.5046 

41 2.()(HH) : 1.9746 ' 1.85(>8 1 1.8524 1.7274 

41 2.2500 2.2246 
1 

j 2.1068 2.1024 1.9774 

Hi 4 2.5()()() 2.4720 1 2.3389 2.3341 2.1933 

2J 4 2.7500 ! 2.7220 2..'>889 2.5841 2.4433 

3 4 3. (KHK) j 2.9720 2.8389 2.8341 2.6933 

* Banic cliamoter. 
t The tolcrancea arc cumulative and include errors of lead and 

angle 
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TYPES OF MANUFACTURING GAUGES 

Gauging is the process of measuring manu¬ 
factured materials to assure the specified 
uniformity of size and contour required by 
the industries. 

ie) (f) 
Fra. 128.—(a) Types of plujt gauges, (h) Solid and 

adjustable snap gauges, (c) Caliper gauge, (d) Receiving 
gauges, (e) King gauges. (/) Indicating gauges. 

Standard.—The standard for gauging is a physi¬ 
cal representation of a form, dimension, or 
size established by law or by general usage 
and consent. 

Standard sizes are recognized or accepted sizes 
corresponding to various subdivisions of a 
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recognized unit of length. These are usu¬ 
ally expressed in inches or in millimeters, 
but sometimes by arbitrary numbers or 
letters. 

Basic size is the exact theoretical size from which 
ail limiting variations are made. 

Nominal size Is a designation given to the sub¬ 
division of the unit of length having no 
specified limits of accuracy, but indicating 
a close approximation to a standard size. 

I 
Fig. 129.—Cylindrical gauge, internal. 

Gauges are devices for determining whether or 
not one or more of the dimensions of a manu¬ 
factured part are within specified limits. 

The types of common manufacturing gauges 
employed for measuring the accuracy, or 
variation from standard, of a manufactured 
article are: ring, plug, receiving, snap, 
caliper, indicating, and fixture. 

Ring Gauge.—One whose inside measuring sur¬ 

faces are circular in form. 
Plug Gauge.—One whose outside measuring 

surfaces are arranged to verify the specified 
uniformity of holes. A plug gauge may 
be straight or tapered and of any cross- 

sectional shape. 
Receiving Gauge.—One whose inside measuring 

surfaces are arranged to verify the specified 

uniformity of size and contour of material. 
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Fig. 130.—Cylindrical gauge, external. 

Fig. 131.—Standard caliper gauges. 

Fig. 132.—Standard reference disks. 



L 
Fig. 184.—Standard taper cylindrical gauges. 

C&lipcr Gauge.—One which, for external use, is 
similar to a snag gaugo and, for internal use, 

Is similar to a plug gauge. 
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Indicating Gauge.—One that exhibits visually 
the variations in the uniformity of dimen¬ 
sions or contour, the amount of the varia¬ 
tions being usually indicated by a lever on a 
graduated scale or dial. 

Fixture Gauge.—The name given to a combina¬ 
tion of any or all of the above types. It is 
employed for the purpose of measuring more 
than one point on an irregular piece at one 
setting, or for determining the accuracy of 
on(‘ point in relation to another. 

Master Gauge.—One whose gauging dimensions 
represent as exactly as ])ossible the physical 
dimensions of the component. It is the 
gauge to which all other gauges and all 
dimensions are checked. 

Working Gauge.—One used by the workman to 
check the work as it Ls produced. The 
working gauge should not accept any prod¬ 
uct that the inspection gauge will reject. 

Inspection Gauge.—A gauge used by the manu¬ 
facturer or purchaser in accepting the fin¬ 
ished product. These gauges are checked 

against the master gauge or against the 
drawing of the part. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR GRINDING TWIST DRILLS 

Efficiency in drilling operations is largely 
dependent on a correctly ground drill. A 
modem drilling machine and the proper applica¬ 
tions of speeds and feeds are important factors, 
but if the twist drill is not ground correctly it is 
natural to expect* unsatisfactory results. There 

are no standard instnictions that can be applied 
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to the drilling of different materials, as each 
requires a characteristic grind. 

Thinnir>g point ofrinll 

RfJ-ults of improper 

Results of incorrect speeds and feeds 

Fig. 135. 

Twist drills should be ground so that both lips 

have the same angle and are of equal length. In 
Fig. 135 is shown a gauge often used for checking 

the point, angle, and length of lip. An angle of 
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59 deg. is recommended for general work. If one 
lip is ground to 59 deg. and the other to 01 deg., 
the latter will have to do all the cutting. 

Lip clearance, or the relief given the cutting 
edges, is important to ensure proper penetration 
without interference. Approximate lip clear¬ 
ance may be checked by use of a small square as 
illustrated in Fig. 135. The angle of lip clear¬ 
ance should be increased gradually as the center 
of the drill is approached, until the line across the 
center of the drill stands at an angle with the 
cutting edges of about 135 deg. as shown in Fig. 

135 at A. 
The web separating the flutes is the supporting 

section of the drill. It increases in thickness 

slightly toward the shank, giving the drill addi¬ 
tional rigidity. The thickening of the web 
decreases the flute area; therefore, as the drill is 
used it is necessary to compensate for the 
increased thickness by ‘Hhinning the point. 
At B is shown the shape of the web lU'ar the 
shank. To thin the point is a delicate operation. 
A round-face abrasive wheel should be used, 
forming the point as shown at C. 

When both of the lips are ground to an e(iual 
angle but vary in their lengths, the hole produced 
will be oversized such as shown in Fig. 135 at D. 
If the angles of the lips are different, the result 
will be that one lip will do most of the work, 

producing a hole as shown at E, A combination 
of these conditions, unequal lips and different 
angles, produces the hole shown at F, 

Drills should be operated at correct speeds and 
feeds to produce the best results. When the 
point is ground correctly and the drill burns at 
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the outer edges, as shown in Fig. 135 at Cr, or 
if the point ^‘mushrooms/’ or turns over, as at K, 
the cause may generally be traced to excessive 
speed. 

BLANKING DIE DATA 

When laying out work for a plain or a progres¬ 
sive blanking die, it should be remembered that 
one side of the blank produced will have sharp 

edges and the edges of the other side will be 
rounded. When the blank is assembled to 
other units, it is advisable to have the side with 
the sharp edges located next to the assembled 
part. The part drawing should specify which 
side is to have sharp edges so the die layout can 

be made accordingly. In cases where either 
side can be used, the layout can be made for 
the best run to suit the shape of the blank. The 
side with sharp edges lies next to the punch, and 
the side with rounded edges next to the die. 
lOxcoption is made when the l)lank is to be 
formed, in which case the siile of the blank with 
the rounded edges should be next to the forming 

die. 
In a layout for blanking from strip stock, it is 

good practice to allow a distance between blanks, 

and between the blanks and the edges of stock, 
ecpial to the thickness of the stock as shown in 

Fig. 136 at A and B, 
The amount of material to allow around the 

contour of the blank for shaving depends largely 
on the nature of the metal being blanked. A 

general rule is as follows: For a single shaving 
operation, allow approximately 0.003 in. for 
each ^ in. of blank thickness. For two shaving 
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operations, allow 0.002 in. for each ^ in. of 
blank thickness for the first shave, and 0.001 
to 0.0015 in. for the second, keeping the ratio 

about 2 to 1. 

v/A.::~i 
Amounf of metal to be left between punchings 

Fig. 136. 

When making a progressive blanking die, as 
shown in Fig. 137, a distance equal to the thick¬ 
ness of the blank should be allowed between the 

Fig. 137. 

various punches. This method, called step 
punching, distributes the pressure over a 
greater length of the press stroke rather than 
applying all the pressure at once. 
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Die blocks should be made large enough so 
that spreading or cracking will not occur. 
Figure 138, at A, shows a die having rounded 
corners in which the distance from the die open¬ 
ing to the outer edge is H In., minimum. When 

Fkj. 138. 

the die has sharp cornel's, as at B, a greater 
distance should be allowed. 

The openings of die blocks arc generally 
made taper, as shown in Fig. 139. At A is 
shown a die having a straight portion next to the 
face, beyond which it has the usual taper. At B 
the tapered portion is started from the die face. 

l'i«. 139. 

The angle of taper is usually i deg., although for 
some work 1 deg. may be used. After the die 
face has been ground down, making the opening 
too large, the die can be reconditioned by 
annealing, peening, and rehardening. 
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For double-run die work, including a single 

run along one edge of the stock, after which the 
stock is turned end for end and a single run 
made on the opposite side, the procedure is 
similar to single-run dies. When double blank¬ 
ing dies are required, the distance between the 
blanking punches should be made to suit the 
work. If the distance is too small, the die 
block will break down between the openings. A 
safe minimum distance Ls il in. This rule 
applies to all multiple-punching operations. 

All blanking ^ dies should be provided with 
stripper plates and guide plates. If two guide 
plates are to be used, one on each side of the 
stock, ])c sure to make allowances for variations 

in the width of the stock, also for the spreading 
of the stock due to punching. The application 
of a flat spring on one stripper plate is good 

j)ractice. A liberal clearance can be made 
between the stock and the stripper plate. 

Tabi.k XI.—Constants for Angle Bends 

.\ngle C’oii.stant == S Aiiplo Constant = S 

0 10 iiiin. 0,00074 35 0.1554 
0 30 min. 0.00222 40 0.1776 
1 0.00444 45 0.1998 
2 0,00888 50 0.2220 
3 0.01332 55 0.2442 
4 0.01770 60 0.2664 
5 0.02220 65 0.2886 

10 0.0444 70 0.3108 
15 0.0066 75 0.3300 
20 0.0888 80 0.3552 
25 0.1110 85 0.3774 
30 0.1332 90 0.4000 
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RULES FOR LAYING OUT BENDING DIES 

Blanks that are to be formed with a bend of 
90 deg. should be laid out so that the bend will 
come as near as possible against the grain of the 
metal to ensure against breaking while bending. 
These rules apply for sharp bends only. 

li<i. 142. 

The grain of sheet metal always runs length¬ 
wise (see Figs. 140 and 141). 

NATIONAL CASH REGISTER CO. METHOD 

For right-angle bends as in Fig. 142, where the 
radius of bend is less than in., the custom is 
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to multiply the thickness of stock by the con¬ 

stant 0.40 and add to the inside dimensions. 
Thus the length of blank L equals A + B + 0.40^. 

For bends having a radius grciater than 
(Fig. 143) and of any angle, the formula is 

Ij = .1 B A" #S’(0.40^ -f- /?), 

where S is a constant for the angle taken from 

Table XI, page 233. The developed length 
of a blank can be computed by considering 
each bend separately. 
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The formula for the length of blank in 
¥ig. 144 is L = A + B + C + 2S{0A0t - R). 

0 '/8 '/4 h 'll 5/6 5^ Vb I l'/8 % 

Value of R, inches 

Fio. 148. 

For intricately formed blanks it has been 
found to be more satisfactory to cut out trial 
blanks for the forming dies. 
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QUICK METHOD FOR RIGHT-ANGLE BENDS 

For computing the developed length of a 

metal blank with a 90~deg. bend, as in Fig. 145, 

the outside lengths are added and a quantity m 
is subtracted, which is derived from the size of 

the inner radius and thickness of stock. In 

Fig. 148 is given a method of obtaining the value 

of m for radii from 0 to H in. and thicknesses of 

stock from 0 to f in. To find m for a given 
value of iJ, follow the vertical line until it 
intersects the line corresponding to the thick¬ 

ness of stock L The value of m is then read 
directly from the left-hand column. The for¬ 
mula for the developed length of the blank in 

Fig. 145 is L = D + E -- in. The formula for 

the case in Fig. 14G is 

L = D + E + II + K — {in + mi + m2) 

the three values of in corresponding to the dif¬ 

ferent radii. The developed length of a rod, as 

in Fig. 147, can be calculated in the same manner 

as for sheet stock, but the center line should be 

taken for the dimensions, and half the diameter 

of the rod should be u.sed for t in figuring the 
values. 



Finished shell 

Fig. 150.—A redrawinia; die of plain doHign for the second 
operation on shells which cannot Imj complete<l in one draw. 
Usually it is necessary to anneal the work p*-ior to making 
the redraw. 
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Fio. 151.—Shells of a simple nature can be formed in a 
roinhination blanking and drawing die such as shown here. 

Dies of this type are mounted in double-action presses and 
arranged so tliat the cutting and drawing sections can be 
replaced. 

Fio. 152.—A double drawing die for an irregular part. 
A pressure ring holds the work firmly in order to avoid 
wrinkles; then the outer draw is completed, after which 
the central punch draws the smaller form. The plunger in 
the die aids in keeping the work in place while being drawn 

and also ejects the finished cup. 
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Fif). 153.—A redrawinj? die for forming shells made of 
metal that is likely to wrinkle and that cannot lx* drawn in 
a plain-type die. Pressure exerted between the die and the 
pres.sure ring injiis out the work as it is drawn. Kjtction 
from the puncli is made by the pressure rinij. 
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INDEX 

A 

Acme Standard threads, 35 

Action, blanking-dio, 137 

of drawing tools, 147 

Allowance, meaning of 

term, 106 

obtaining, by selection 

of mating parts, 111 

when it provides clear¬ 

ance between mat¬ 

ing parts, 109 

when interference of 

metal results, 110 

Allowances and tolerances, 

recommended, formu¬ 

las, 217 

medium fit, American 

Standard, 218 

American National Stand¬ 

ard Screw 4'hread, 38 

table of, 204, 206 

Angles, indexing calcula¬ 

tions for, 76 

A.S.M.E. standard for 

metal fits, 214 

B 

Basic size, definition, 223 

how determined, 108 

Bmiding dies, rules for lay¬ 

ing out, 234 

Blanking die, action of, 137 

data, 229 

C 

Cam cutting with the spiral 

head, 96 

Change gears, differential 

indexing, 85 

purpose of, when spiral 

milling, 93 

for thread cutting (see 

Cutting threads in 

the lathe) 

(liarts, speeds and feeds 

for milling cutters, 

208-214 

Chipping, smooth, 4 

Chisel, cape, 2 

flat, 1 

precautions in grinding, 

4 

uses of flat and cape, 3 

Classification of files, 5 

Classification sheets, for 

Class A dies, 152 

for C^lass A A dies, 153 

for Class B dies, 155 

for Class C dies, 156 

Clearance, 150 

Coarse-thread series, close- 

fit screw sizes, 221 

medium fit screw sizes, 

219 

245 
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Cvoarse-thread series, medi¬ 

um fit nut sizes, 220 

Cone height of drills, table, 

203 

Constant, the lathe, 43 

Cutting dies, 149 

Cutting-off dies, 142 

Cutting speed, 8 

boring mill, 10 

definition, 10 

drill press, 10 

lathe, 10 

milling machine cutters, 

14 

planer, 15 

shaper, 18 

table of, 201 

Cutting spirals, compound 

gearing, 95 

simple gearing, 93 

Cutting threads, in the 

lathe, 41 

compound gearing, 46 

simple gearing, 43 

Cutting metric threads, 

compound gearing, 51 

simple gearing, 50 

I) 

Decimal ecpiivalents, table 

of, 202 

Dies, clearance, 150 

curling and wiring, 149 

cutting edges, 138 

cutting-off or parting, 

142 

double drawing, 239 

drawing, 145, 239 

extruding, 149 

general clsusses of, 135 

piercing, 139 

Dies, plain design for re¬ 

drawing, 238 

plain form of drawing, 

238 

redrawing, 240 

shaving, 141 

simple combination 

blanking and draw¬ 

ing, 239 

size factor, 150 

trimming, 143 

Die sets, 241-242 

Dimensioning, drawings to 

ensure obtaining re¬ 

quired tolerances, 113 

violation of rules for, 116 

Drill, cutting speed of, 10 

feed of, 24 

Drilling, power required 

for, 167 

time required for, 25 

Drills, table of cone heights, 

203 

tap, 40 

E 

Experiments, 175 

drilling machines, 178 

gauges and gauging, 193 

hand tools and their use, 

175 

the lathe, 176 

the milling machine, 181 

the planer, 186 

precision methods of lo¬ 

cating holes, 196 

the shaper, 183 

small tools and precision 

measuring instru¬ 

ments, 187 

the spiral head, 189 

Extruding dies, 149 
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F 

Feed, of cutting tools, 24 

of a drill, 24 

of a lathe, 24 

of a milling cutter, 24 

of a planer, 30 

of a shaper, 31 

Files, 4 

classification, 5 

convexity, 7 

pitch of teeth, 6 

Fit, free, 214 

heavy force, 216 

loose, 214 

medium, 215 

medium force, 216 

shrink, 216 

snug, 215 

tight, 216 

wringing, 215 

Fits, A.S.M. Fi. standard 

for metal, 211 

Formulas, for recom¬ 

mended tolerances and 

allowances, 217 

taper calculations, 58 

Cl 

Clauges, 222 223 

caliper, 222 225 

experiment on gauging, 

193 

fixture, 226 

indicator, 222, 226 

inspection, 226 

limit, 225 

manufacturing, types of, 

222 
master, 226 

plug, 222-223 

Gauges, receiving, 222-223 

ring, 222-224 

taper, 225 

working, 226 

Gauging, 222 

H 

Heavy force fit, 216 

Hollow cutting tools, 144 

I 

Index plate and sector, 75 

Indexing, (compound, 80 

differential, 82 

Indexing calculations, 72 

for angles, 76 

Instructions for grinding 

twist drills, 226 

L 

Lathe, cutting speed of, 10 

cutting threads in, 41 

feed of, 24 

power recpiired for, 158 

time required, for boring 

with, 24 

for turning with, 24 

Tiathe constant, 43 

Limit, meaning of term, 

106 
Loose fit, 214 

M 

Machine tool analysis, 157 

Medium fit, 215 

Medium force fit, 216 

Micrometers, how to read, 

119, 121 
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Milling machine, cam cut¬ 

ting in, 96 

cutting speed for milling 

cutters, 14 

cutting-specd charts, 

208-214 

feed of, 24 

lead of, 91 

power required for, 163 

spiral milling in the, 90 

time required for milling, 

27 

N 

National coarse-thread 

series, table, 204 

National fine-tbread series, 

table, 206 

Nomenclature, thread, 34 

P 

Piercing tools, 139 

Planer, cutting speed, 10, 

15 

feed of, 30 

power required for, 171 

time required for plan¬ 

ing, 30 

Power required, for drill¬ 

ing, 167 

for lathe work, 158 

for milling, 163 

for planing, 171 

Precision measuring de¬ 

vices, 119 

Precision methods of locat¬ 

ing holes, experiment, 

196 

Press tools, 135 

Protractor, reading the ver¬ 

nier, 125 

R 

Rules, for calculating spur 

gears, 243-244 

for laying out bending 

dies, 234 

National Cash Regis¬ 

ter method, 234 

quick method for 

right-angle bends, 

237 

S 

Screw cutting, 41 

(See also Threads, cut¬ 

ting) 

Screw threads, 34 

American Acme Stand¬ 

ard, 35 

A m e r i a n National 

Standard, 38 

nomenclature, 34 

National coarse-thread 

seri(*s, 204 

National fine-thread 

series, 206 

tap drills, 40 

Shaving tools, 141 

Shrink fit, 216 

Sine bar, 127 

Size, basic, 223 

nominal, 223 

Size factor for punches and 

dies, 150 

Snug fit, 215 

Spiral head, the, 71 

cam cutting with, 96 

compound indexing, 80 

differential indexing, 82 

experiment, the, 189 

indexing for angles, 76 
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Spiral head, simple index¬ 

ing, 71 

spiral milling, 90 

Spur gears, rules for calcu¬ 

lating, 243-244 

Standard sizes, 222 

Standard thread systems, 

203-204, 20(5 

T 

Tap drills, 40 

Taper, 56 

definition of a, 56 

to find setover, 65 

formulas for calculations, 

58 

setting the taper attach¬ 

ment, 60 

turning in lathe, 60 

Threads, 34 

American Acme Stand¬ 

ard, 35 

American National 

Standard, 38 

cutting, with compound 

gearing, 46 

with simple gearing, 43 

fractional, 49 

measurement by three- 

wire process, 131 

Threads, measurement 

wires, 134 

metric, cutting, com¬ 

pound gearing, 51 

simple gearing, 50 

metric screw, 49 

nomenclature, 34 

standard systems, 203- 

204, 206 

Tight fit, 216 

Time, boring, 24 

drilling, 25 

machining, 24 

milling, 27 

planing, 30 

shaping, 30 

turning, 24 

Tolerance, meaning of 

term, 106 

Trimming dies, 143 

Twist drills, instruction for 

grinding, 226 

V 

Vernier, principle of, 122 

to read protractor set¬ 

ting, 125 

reading, 123 

\y 

Wringing fit, 215 






